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APPENDIX C
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Sample Computer Software
Trade Secret License

LICENSE AGREEMENT

This Agreement is made and entered into this ' day
of , 198 , by and between , an Illinois
corporation having a place of business at (hereinafter
referred to as LICENSOR), and , a corporation
having a place of business at (hereinafter referred to
as LICENSEE).

WHEREAS, LICENSOR has developed certain technolo
gy for a totally integrated merchandise Pjocessing system
and has developed the necessary computer software to im

, plement the merchandise processing system: and
WHEREAS, LICENSEE desires to establish and operate

a merchandise processing system, utilizing the technology
and software developed by LICENSOR: and

WHEREAS, LICENSOR is willing to license its technolo
gy and software to LICENSEE.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above prem-
ises, the parties do agree as follows: '

Article I
Definitions

As used herein, the following terms shall have the indicat
ed meanings:

1.1 "Technology" shall mean all information and know
how of LICENSOR relating to or useful in connection with
a totally integrated Merchandise Processing System.

1.2 "Software" shall mean all programs, printouts, and
231
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descriptive material sufficient to implement a Merchandise
Processing System.

1.3 "Merchandise Processing System" shall mean a com
plete computer-controlled retail system, including purchase
order preparation; inventory management and control;
price ticket preparation; transfer document preparation; in
voice, receipt, and purchase order control; vendor payment;
current status of open orders; and open to buy control.

1.4 "Program System" shall mean the software and tech
nology necessary to constitute a Merchandise Processing
System.

Article II
License

2.1 LICENSOR hereby grants to LICENSEE a nonexclu
sive license to establish and operate a single Merchandise
Processing System and to use any portion of the Program

,System in any machine-readable form on a single central
processing unit and its associated units (together referred to
as assigned CPU). A separate license is required for each

, additional CPU on which any portion of the Program Sys
tem in any machine-readable form will be used, unless (1)
the assigned CPU is inoperative due to malfunction, preven
tive maintenance, or changes in features or model, or (2) a
single CPU is of insufficient capacity to assemble or compile
the Program System.

2.2 LICENSEE shall notify LICENSOR in writing of the
location of the assigned CPU and any change in the location
of the assigned CPU.

2.3 Pursuant to paragraph 2.1 hereof, LICENSOR shall
provide LICENSEE all programs (in machine-readable
media), printouts, and descriptive material sufficient to im
plement a Merchandise Processing System. Unless other
wise agreed between the parties, all program application
languages shall be ANS COBOL and Basic Assembler Lan
guage.
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Article III
Installation and Operation of
Merchandise-Processing System

3.1 As promptly as possible after the date hereof, LICEN
SOR will proceed to disclose to LICENSEE all technology
and provide LICENSEE all software sufficient to establish
the Program System.

3.2 The Program System is distributed to LICENSEE on
an "as is" basis withont warranty on any kind except that
described in paragraph 7.1. It shall be the responsibility of
the LICENSEE to assemble or compile the Program System
on LICENSEE'S CPU. Linkage of the Program System with
LICENSEE'S existing software or computing equipment
will be the burden of the LICENSEE.

3.3 LICENSEE shall, immediately after receipt of the
Program System from LICENSOR, commence to assemble
or compile the Program System on LICENSEE'S CPU.

3.4 Any modification of the Program System by the LI
CENSEE is the sole responsibility of the LICENSEE. LI
CENSEE may modify the Program System for its use only,
subject to paragraph 6.1 hereof.

3.5 If LICENSEE encounters difficulties with installation
of the Program System which are caused by a defect in the
Program System, LICENSOR will provide the necessary as
sistance to LICENSEE to correct the difficulties after notifi
cation of LICENSOR at the address stated below and
sufficient description of the difficulties encountered. All
such assistance shall be at LICENSOR's expense.

3.6 LICENSEE agrees that it will not permit anyone not
in its full-time employ to operate, maintain, or have access
to the Program System in such a way that such person could
receive information with respect to the Program System
without LICENSOR'S prior written consent.
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Article IV
License Fees and Payment

4.1 In consideration of the rights and privileges granted
by LICENSOR and the Program System to be provided by
LICENSOR, LICENSEE agrees to pay LICENSOR a fee
and royalty of in the following increments:

(a) at the execution of this Agreement by LI-
CENSEE.

(b) upon delivery of the Program System to LI-
CENSEE.

(c) thirty days after LICENSEE begins use of the
Program System, or sixty days after delivery of the
Program System, whichever occurs first.

4.2 In addition to the fee and royalty of paragraph 4.1,
LICENSEE agrees to pay LICENSOR a royalty of __
annually for each year LICENSEE employs the Program
System, commencing with the 31st day of December of the
year following the dated execution of this Agreement and
annually on the 31st day of December for each year there
after.

4.3 The fee and royalties specified in paragraphs 4.1 and
4.2 hereof shall be payable in United States dollars at LI
CENSOR's address designated below.

Article V
Protection of Trade Secrets

5.1 LICENSEE hereby agrees that the Program System
received hereunder is a valuable trade secret of LICENSOR
and hereby agrees to maintain it in the strictest confidence.
LICENSEE agrees to implement sufficient safeguards to
protect the confidentiality of the trade secret in light of its
own operating activities, including:
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A. LICENSEE shall keep all documents and informatioi,
supplied under this Agreement segregated in a reten
tion area designated for such material.

B. LICENSEE agrees to limit access to all trade secret
material to those employees with a need to use such
materials to implement or operate the Program Sys
tem.

5.2 LICENSEE shall not copy, in whole or in part, any
portion of the Program System provided by LICENSOR in
written form under this Agreement. Additional copies of
written materials may be licensed from LICENSOR at the
charges then in effect.

5.3 Any portion of the Program System provided by LI
CENSOR in machine-readable form may be copied, in
whole or in part, in written or machine-readable form, in
sufficient number for use by the LICENSEE in the assigned
CPU described in paragraph 2.1 hereof or to understand the
contents of such machine-readable material, provided, how
ever, that no more than five such copies will be in existence
at anyone time without prior written consent of LICEN
SOR. LICENSEE agrees to maintain appropriate records of
the number and location of all such copies of the Program
System. The original and any copies of the Program System
or any portion thereof made by LICENSEE shall remain the
property of the LICENSOR.

5.4 Should the original or any copy of the Program System
be kept at other than the location of the assigned CPU de
scribed in paragraph 2.1 hereof, LICENSEE will notify LI
CENSOR in writing of the location of the original and each
copy.

5.5 LICENSEE shall immediately notify LICENSOR of
any information which comes to its attention which does or
might indicate that there has been any lossof confidentiality
of the trade secret Program System transferred hereunder.
In such event LICENSEE shall take all steps within its
power to limit the spread of such information, including
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taking whatever legal action is possible to terminate such
spread. .

Article VI
Termination

6.1 Should LICENSEE discontinue use of the Program
System, or discontinue this License, LICENSEE agrees to
return the original and any copies, or portions thereof, in
any form or media, of the Program System within one
month of such discontinuance. If LICENSEE has modified
the Program System or merged it into other program
material to form an updated work, upon such discontinu
ance the Program System will be completely removed from
the updated work and returned to LICENSOR as provided
in this paragraph.

6.2 Upon the discontinuance described in paragraph 6.1,
any portion of the Program System maintained in machine
readable form in LICENSEE'S CPU shall be destroyed un
less upon prior written authorization by LICENSOR some
or all of the Program System is allowed to be retained by
LICENSEE.

Article VII
Warranties and Liability

7.1 LICENSOR hereby warrants that the Program system
licensed under this Agreement is a complete and sufficient
system to allow LICENSEE to assemble or compile the Pro
gram System on LICENSEE'S CPU and operate a Merchan
dise Processing System. It is hereby agreed that LICENSOR
shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential dam
ages to LICENSEE incurred in the operation of the Pro
gram System or to any third parties with respect to the
operation of the Program System. LICENSOR'S obligations
h'O'..'O.lnrior .~ ...o. £lIv,.... o""I" limitCllrl tn m!.llcina rpn!.llr~ to or....................n........ "" t' ~~JI.] ~ •• ···0 .. "'.t' ., ~ ~.
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modifications of the Program System to correct any defect
in the Program System as described in paragraph 3.5. In no
event shall LICENSOR be liable for hardware-related prob
lems or software problems due to interfacing of the Program
System with LICENSEE'S existing hardware or software.
LICENSOR shall not be liable for damages resulting from
the improper or incorrect usage or operation of the Program
System by LICENSEE, its employees, or third parties.

7.2 The foregoing warranty of paragraph 7.1 is in lieu of
all other warranties, express or implied, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose.

Article VIII
General

8.1 This Agreement is entered into and intended to be
performed pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, Unit
ed States of America.

8.2 This Agreement may be executed in counter-parts,
anyone of which shall constitute an original agreement.

8.3 This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be
binding upon LICENSOR, or its successors or assigns, but
may not be assigned by LICENSEE or by operation of law
to any other person, persons, firm or corporation without
the express written approval of LICENSOR.

8.4 Notices, payments, or any other communications pro
vided for herein shall be deemed to be given when mailed
first class in a sealed envelope, postage prepaid, addressed
to LICENSEE as follows:

or addressed to LICENSOR as follows:
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ATIEST:

ATIEST:

,
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(Licensee)

By:: _
Its: _

(Licensor)

By: _
Its: _
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CECOM

MODIFICATION TO SOFTWARE LICENSE
Contract No.

This agre~ant is a modification of the software license
applicable to the following softwara itams and related documentation I

Because the Governmsnt is constrained by the Federal
Acquiation Regulations (FAR) and applicable federal statutes, and
because the Defense Departmant is subject to the Defense FAR Supplement
(DFARS), the prasant software license must be modified to conform to
the requirements detailed in these laws and regulations. In
particular, any provision of the present software license which is not
consistent with the requirements imposed by these laws and regulations,
or which impair any Government rights required by these laws and
regulation., is null and void. In those .ituations whare a conflict
arisee between provisions of the present software license and the FAR,
the DFARS, and relevant federal .tatutes, the conflict will be resolved
against the provisions found in the present license. In general, state
law will not be applicable to any disputa which may ariae under the
present license.

Among the requirements applicable to the present license are
the fo llowi ng :

Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. Section 601)

Prompt l'aymant Act (31 u.S.C. Section 180l)

DefaUlt Clause (FAR 52.249-8)

Di.putes Clause (FAR 52.233-1)

Termination Clause (FAR 52.249-2)

Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software (DFARS 52.227-7013)

The full text of these and other clauses which are
incorporsted into the present contract are available from the
contracting Officer.

(~

,

FOR THE LICENSOR: FOR THE GOVERNMNENT:

Contracting Officer
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SOFTWARE

MICOM

Practically all commercial computer software acquired by the Army is accompanied
by a license which sets forth limitations on how the software is to be used,
reproduced, and disclosed. The vendors insist that buyers agree to the terms
of the licenses as a condition for receiving the software. These licenses,
which vary from vendor to vendor, tend to be relatively restrictive. Many are
more restrictive than the minimum rights that the Government has in restricted
rights computer software under the Rights in Technical Oata and Computer
Software clause, DFARS 52.227-7013. This clause is required to be in all
contracts for the procurement of software. Going through the various licenses
to determine whether they are compatible with the DFARS clause is a laborous
task. Even when inconsistencies are noted, the vendors are reluctant to
change the wording of their licenses since most of them are boiler plate and
are used in their commercial business.

An alternate approach to making a line-by-line review of the vendors' licenses is
to add the following provision to the bottom of them: "Any conflict between the
terms of this agreement and the provisions of the Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software clause (DFARS 52.227-7013) shall be resolved by the Rlghts in
Technical Data and Computer Software clause". This provision assures that the
Government will at least have the minlmum rlghts set forth in the clause.
Additionally, vendors are found to be agreeable to its inclusion.

To avoid a tedious line-by-line review of license agreements for commercial
software, the inclusion of the statement set forth above secures the minimum
rights to the Government. ,

."
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to material furnished to the Contractor by the

to which t·his clause applies •
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8. Section 52.227-19 is added to read as follows:

52.227-19 Commercial Computer Software--Restricted Rights

As prescribed in 27.409(k), insert the following clause:

CpMMERCIAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE -- RESTIUCTED RrGHTS(JU[.·198S) ~

(a) As used in th'is clause, "restricted comput,er software"

means any computer program, computer data base, or documentation

thereof, that has been developed at private expense and either is

a trade secret, is commercial or financial and confidential or

privileged, or is published and copyrighted.

(b) Notw~thstanding any provisions to the contrary contained

in any contractor's standard commercial license or lease

agreement pertaining to any restricted computer software

delivered under this purrchase order/contract, and irrespectiv~

of whether any such agreement has been proposed prior to or after

issuance of this purchase order/contract or of the fact that such

agr.eement. may be affixed to or accompany the restricted computer
" • " • _. ..".. ,,""" ,.". ," ~""'" ." ..". "',,' , .'o'''':''~'',', ,"._.~... . . "'~ " ';. '. :. ~ " ••;, ,;101. :;:;;: ~".: 4-: , . -...-., '"," ;;,:,. :_.,;. ".:. ·"<~'4.:':: •.-', .• :'{._ j",:;;"'f, ~'( _.J •.

•..~,.. -. '''sottwar'ed'software' upon . 'delivery, veildo'i: agrees that: the ...

Government shall have the rights that are set forth in paragraph

(C) below to use, duplicate or disclose any restricted computer

software delivered under this purchase order/contract. The te rrns

and provisions of this contract, including any commercial lease

("ir I icense agreement, shall be subject to paragraph (c ) b e l ov and

shall comply with Federal laws an~he Federal Acquisition

Regulation.

._----'-~-~---------------_._~ .
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(C) (1) The restricted computer software deli'lered under this

'i\\
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it
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contract may not be used, reproduced or disclosed by the

Government except as provided below or as expressly stated other_

wise in this contract.

(2) The restricted computer software may be--

(i) Used or copied for use in or with the computer or

COmputers for which it was acquired, including use at any

Government installation to which such computer or computers may

be transferred;

(ii) Used or copied for use in or with backup computer

if any computer for which it was acquired is inoperative;

\i

\,
I

( ii i )

purposes;

Reproduced for safekeeping (archives) or backup

(iv) Modified, adapted, or combined with other computer

software, provided that the modified, combined, or adapted

portions of the derivative software incorporating any of the

delivered, res~ricted computer software shall be subject to same

restrictions set forth in this purchase order/contract; and

(v) Disclosed to and reproduced for use by support

ser v ice con tractors 01: thei~ .l>.ubcon tractors, . subject to the same
,,".'. ~ .• ~,:.\.... :~.··7_':··"-:1'· •.J' .. _~~. ". 'T...... '.~.- ".,"

restrictions set forth in this purchase order/contract.

(vi) Used or copied for use in or transferred to a

replacement computer.

()) rf the restricted computer software delivered under

this purchase order/contract is published and copyrighted, it is
(' ..
r ,nsed to the Government, without disclosure prOhibitions, with

the rights set forth in subparagraph (2) above unless expressly

stated otherwise in this purchase order/contract.

, .
2
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(4) To thp. e x t e n t f.~ .•sihle the c o n t r e c t o r s he l I a f f i x a

Notice substantially as follows to any restricted computer

software delivered under this purchase order/contract; or, if the

vendor does not, the Government has the right to do so: ,-- ..
"Notice - Notwithstanding any other lease or license agreement

that may pertain to, or accompany the delivery of, this computer

software, the rights of the Government regarding its use,

reproduction and disclosure are as set forth in Goverrnrnment

Contract (or Purchase Order) No. .)

Cd) If any restricted computer software is delivered under

this contract with the copyright notice of 17 D.S.C. ~Ol, it will

i
.r
il
;1

I
I'J
'j

i

be presumed to be publis~ed and copyrighted and licensed to the

rovernment in accordance with su bpe r a q r a ph (c) (3) above, unless a
,

,)

~tatement substantially as follows accompanies such copyright

of the United States."

notice: "Unpublished - rights reserved under the copyright laws
r:
~

m

(End of clause)

~ Section 52.227-20 is added to read as follows:

52~~Ri9hts in Data--SBIR Program.

, As ,pre~5. _~.l~(d }n..~7;,:~.()~HL_" }~.sl!,~~~_~he.,~9.~~~~;~g. C,;~l,1~~,;.,~ __ ..

term includes technical data and computer software.

DATA--SBIR PROGRAM (JUL 1985)

~

:;~

!~

'v,"lt:
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The

The term

information,

thereof.

this clause, means computer

Definitions.(a)

"Data," as used in this

"Computer software," as

gardless of form or the media on which

programs, computer data bases,

. .,

j





Rights

etc. (rather

e modified through

contract requires that

(See 27.41}5(a).)-,

(iii) type of audience,

vered by th~ contract are being

. (i) means of

and works of a simil~r nature.

choreographic works; pictorial,

imitations consistent with the

pi¢tures, television recordings, and other

sound recordings; music~l, dramatic, and

usively for the acquisition (without modification)

26 ~.'",.~,~~~~ '."

·t'(i)~.~ist'ing:\4'~'iidio",t!ilfa~C!;:rsrmn:ar'WOrkS\The clause at
r-;

52.227-l8~Rights in Data--Existing works, is for use in

literary

of existing

purposes for which the

audiovisual

graphic, and

acquired •• ·. Examples of these

The contract

and (iv) geographical location. If

works of the type indicated above

editing, translation, or addition of

than purchased in existing form) the clause

in Data--special works, is to be used.

exhibition or transmission, (ii)

~r:

(2)'" Acquisition of existing computer software: (i) When

contracting other than from GSA's Multiple Award Schedule

contracts for the acquisition of existing computer software (i.e.

privately developed software normally vended commercially ~nder a

license or 'lease agreeme'nt 'restricting its. use, disclosure, 0t ~,'

reproduction), no specific contract clause prescribed in this ~
subpart need be used, but the contract (or purchase order) must

specifically address the Government's rights to use, disclose and

reproduce the software, which rights must be sufficient for the

Government to fulfill the need for which the software is being

acquired: Such rights may be negotiated and set forth in the

----~
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contract using the guidance concerningr.estricted rights as set

forth in 27.404(e), or. the clause at 52.227-19, ~,~~~5i::L~1

"'eOIllp}:!E.!5~$ci~~.re;;;;;R;ffilE'fid'"''Rights ,.<ilDaY,;~,be used. Res t ric t ed

computer software acquired under GSA Multiple Award Schedules

contracts and orders are excluded from this requirement. The

guidance concerning rights set forth in 27.404(e), as well as

those in the clause at 52.227-19, are the minimum rights the

Government usually should accept. Thus if greater rights than

these minimum rights are needed, or lesser rights are to be

acquired, they must be negotiated and set forth rn the contract

(or purchase order). This includes any additions to, or

limitations on, the rights set forth in paragraph (b) of the

c.lause at 52.227-19 when used. Examples of greater rights may be

those necessary for networking purposes or use of the software

from remote" terminals communicating with a host computer where

the software is located. ~Qarmor~c-indamnj~Y-fO~

?~an~~9b~r Lrede-eeorat-infringQman~ay-be~nclud~JJ
the computer software is to be acquired with unlimited rights,

'-"'

the contract must also so state. In addition, the contract must

adequately describe the computer programs and/or data bases, the

form (tapes, punch.c~r.~;;J,.~Jskpack, a~d the like), and all the

necessary docuiDentat·ion·per~~i~·ing·~h:~~·~~:t~fthe .acquisition

is by lease or license,. the disposition of the computer software

(by returning to the vendor ot destroying) at the end of the term

of the lease or license must be addressed.

s:

r> (ii ) If the contract incorporates, makes reference to,

or uses .a vendor's standard commercial lease, license, or
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&'MiI;~,!I.!~i!.9:E!~~!:'!~ibSES!L,~g r~.~ment ..j;ha.l,l. berevi ewed' to'a ssure

i~.~:~.iJj;~~..:.~2.11!..!!.~~~~~~~E!:.J!J..a.!?3Y,E!:.. Caution should .be.·

l:e"itei:'ch'edJn accepting.a vendor's .terrasand conditions, since"

they: may 'be directed to commercial sales and may not .. be-.wo..... ,,"R_._ .,.,'. .•..•. .

~"_.,,,,. - - . ". . .
"appropr ia te for Gove rnment contracts. Any incons i stenc ies i n a

vendor's standard commercial agreement shall be addressed in the

contract and the contract terms shall take precedenc~ over the

vendor's standard commercial agreement. If the clause at 52.227-

19.t_.Commercial Colllpu,te.r Software--Restricted Righ.ts, is used,

~~consistencies in the vendor's standard co~erci~l agreement.'
regarding the Government's right ot.use, duplicate or disclose

the computer software are reconciled by that clause.

(i ii) If a prime contractor under a contract

containing the clause at 52.227-14, Rights in Data--General, with

subparagraph (g) (3) (Alternate III) in the clause, acquires

restricted computer software from a subcontractor (at any tier)

as a.separate acquisition for delivery to or for use on behalf of

the Government, the contracting officer may approve any additions

to, or limitations on the restricted rights in the Restricted

.:-.

Gv

Rights Notice of SUbparagraph (g) (3) in a collateral agreement

,.....-,- .. ., "'i'ncorporated in, and made P~~.t.~:ontract.

pther.,.existin ~:wor S ~ Except for ex isting aud iov isua 1
. -, "' ~." .., , '-..'

and ursuant to paragraph (b) (1) above, and

s are

be included in

to paragraph (b) (2) above, noexisting computer

(i) contracts solely for

clause contained in this

and other printed itemS in the exact form in which such 1
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COMMERCIAL COMPIITER SOFTWARE-RESTRICTED RIGHTS

.(AP~.I!-, !_~~_S) ... jj
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(a) }.ny restricted computer software (including documentation thereof) delivered
under this purchase order/contract shall be subject to the "Restricted Rights"
required by the NASA FAR Supplement (NFS IS-27.473-2(e) and lS-27.473-4(bll, as set
forth in paragraph (d). below. Where the vendor proposes its standard commercial
software license, or lease agreement, those applicable portions thereof consistent
with Federal laws, standard industry practices, the Federal Acquisition Regulations
(FAR) and the NASA FAR Supplement. including the ·Restricted Rights" set forth in
paragraph (d) below. shall be incorporated into and made a part of this purchase
order/contract.

(b) If the vendor proposes its standard commercial software license or lease
agreement after this purchase order/contract has becn issued, or at or after the
time the computer software is delivered. such license or lease agreement shall be
deemed incorporated into and made a part of the resulting contract under the same
terms and conditions as in paragraph (a) above. For purposes of receiving updates,
correction notices. consultation, etc., on the computer software. the NASA
Contracting Officer or the NASA Contractor Technical Representative/User may sign
any license or lease registration form or card and rcturn it directly to the vendor;
however. such signing shall not alter any of the terms and conditions set forth in
this clause.

(c) Vendor's acceptance is expressly limited to the terms and conditions of this
purchase order/contract. If the specified computer software is shipped or delivered
to NASA. it shall be understood that the vendor has unconditionaHy accepted the
terms and conditions set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) above, and that such terms
and conditions constitute the entire agreement between the parties concerning rights
in the computer software.

(d) The following "Restricted Rights· of NFS l8~27.473·2(e) shall apply:

7
(End or clause}

(1) The restricted computer software delivered under this purchase
order/contract may not be used, reproduced or disclosed by the Government except as
provided below or otherwise expressly stated in the purchase order/contract.

(2) The restricted computer software may be -
(i) Used or copied for usc in or with the computer for which it was

acquired. including use at any Government installation to which such computer may be
transferred; .

(ii) Used with a backup computer if the computer for which it was
acquired is inoperative;

(iii) Reproduced for safekeeping (archives) or backup purposes;
(iv) Modified, adapted, or combined with. other computer software,

provided that the modlf'Ied, combined. or adapted portions of the derivative software
incorporating restricted computer software shall be subject to the same restricted
rights; and

(v) Disclosed and reproduced for use by support. contractors Or their
subcontractors. subject to the same restrictions under -which the Governmcnt acquired
the software.

~:~'''.'~~:~'- ' •.~ ,:If,~' ~..;)~ -,>~~~ ,:~"'."'f'J ;'f,,!."''';t'-.(~).~.~f..\.th7''. I:~tri,etccl.,:t;pmR\ll~~""'~~!1~~:;.p~bl.i~!_~:pY~J~~.t~li.4..~~9r!I?,Yt.~~~,,,:,,,,,,~~.,,,·.4'!:"":'-'"_ , .,«,
software It IS hcensed to the Government, wldrout disclosure prohibitions, with' the __J,. ..

rights set forth in subparagraph (2) above.

NASA FAR SUPPLEMENT J IS-52.227-79
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form) the clause at 18-52.227-77, Rights in Data--Special
Works, is to be used. (See 18-27.473-3.)

(b) Separate acquisition of existing computer software. (1)'
If the contract is for the separate acquisition of existing
computer software, no specific contract clause contained in
this subpart need be used. However, the contract must
specifically address the Government's rights to use, disclose,
and reproduce the software and must contain terms obtaining
sufficient rights for the Government to fulfill the need for
which the software is being acquired. The restricted rights
set forth in l8-27.473-2(e) should be used as a guide and are
usually the minimum the Government should accept. If the
computer software is to be used for networking purposes (i.e.,
loading a program into the memory of a host computer for use
in or with multiple processors, computers, workstations, and
terminals which may form a network or system located at a
single site or be connected by communications to other
networks or systems located at different sites), adequate
rights for such' purposes must also be Obtained. If the
computer software is "commercial" computer software (i.e.,
privately developed software normally vended commercially
under a license or lease agreement 'restricting its use,
disclosure, or reproduction) the clause at 18-52.227-79,
Commercial Computer Software--Restricted Rights, may be used
in the contract or purchase order (see also subparagraph (2)
below). When using such clauie the contract or purchase order
may expressly state any additions to, or limitations on, ,the
restricted rights set forth in subparagraph (d)(2) of the
clause. If the computer software is to be acquired with
unlimited rights, the contract or purchase erder must also' so
state. In addition, the contract must adequately describe the
computer programs and/or data bases, the form (tapes, punch
cards, disc pack, and the like), and all the necessary
documentation pertaining thereto. If the acquisition is by
lease or license, the disposition of the computer softw~re (by'
returning to the vendor or destroying) at the end of the term
of the lease or license must.be addressed.

(2) If the contr3ct incorporates, makes reference to, or
" .•v~~s~~.s"~~ ,~, , , ,y~l} Cl!?f."~}'i_,,S;t:J!..!l2:¥ 9,'-0''''(; Ql)lD1er_~ i:a.+,...~ease- i;"'.l;i cen-se';" ", ;'or"""" ' ' "

"'-"-,' 'purchase 'irg'reement,' such agreement shall be r ev i ewed to assure
that it is consistent with subparagraph (1) above. Caution
should be exercised in accepting a vendor's terms and
conditions since they may be directed to commercial sales and
may not be appropriate for Government contracts. Any
inconsistencies in a vendor's standard commercial agreement
shall be addressed in the contract and the contract terms
shall take precedence over the vendor's standard commercial
agreement. If the clause 18-52.227-79, Commercial Computer
Software--Restricted Rights, is used, inconsistencies in the
vendor's standard commercial agreement are reconciled by the
clause.

e

NASA/FAR SUPPLEMEN~
18-27.473-4
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BusinessSmall

(3) If a prime contractor under a contract containing
clause at 18-52.227-74, Rights in Data--General, with
Alternate III, acquires restricted computer software from a~·

subcontractor (at any tier) as a separate acquisition
delivery to the Government, the contracting officer
approve any additions to or limitations on the restricted~

:ights in the Restricted ~ights Notice,of subparagraph (g)(3)~!

In a collateral agreement Incorporated In and made part of the 0/'
prime contract. (See also 18-27.473-2(e).) ~,

(c~ Other existing works. Except for existing audiovisual
and s~lilar works as discussed in paragraph (a) above, and
eXisti~ computer software as discussed in paragraph (b)
above, n clause contained in this subpart need be included in
(i) cont acts where the only data to be acquired consists
solely of oks, publications, and similar items in the exact
form in wh'ch such items exist prior to the request for
purchase (i.e. the off-the-shelf purchase of such items)
unless reproduc ion rights of such items are to be obtained or
(ii) contracts r suIting from sealed bidding that require only
existing data (otfi r than limited-rights data) to be delivered
unless reproduction rights for such data are to be obtained.
If reproduction righ are to be obtained, such rights must be
specifically set forth in the contract.

18-27.473-5 Contracbs awarded, under

,;
"",,"

~
~

.".,~...
(1'

(

r>I .

("-
I,

Innovative Research (SBI
The clause at 18-52.22 -80, ,"Rights in Data--SBIR Program,

is for use in all Phase I 0 Phase II contracts awarded under
the Small Business Inno ative Research (SBIR) Program
established pursuant to Pub. L. 97-219 (the Small Business
Innovation Development Act of 1 82). The clause is limited to
use solely in contracts awarded u er the SBIR Program, and is
the only data rights clause to be u ed in such contracts.

18-27.474 Procedures--ac uisition f data.
a General. 1 The requIrements or data to be delivered

under a contract should strike a b ance between NASA's
policies of providing for the widest prac ical and appropriate
dissemination of the results of NAS 's research and
development activities, protecting a cont ctor's legi~imate

proprietary interest, providing for full and en competition,
, , "', :', ,. "''';'''1"and":-iObt,i'i. nin'g',"';adequate~octillle1itilti on·..to -ope"!" . :e':":and';'mai"rl'ta'in ',-;' , '

items and components or use processes necessary for NASA to
carry out its missions and objectives.

(2) It is NASA's practice to determine, to the extent
feasible, its data requirements in time for inc u~ion in
solicitations. The data requirements are subject to ev1sion
during contract negotiations. Since the prepa ation,
reformatting, maintenance and updating, cataloguing, anu
storage of data represents an expense to both the Govern ent
and the contractor, efforts should be made to keep he
contract data requirements to a minimum consistent wit
subparagraph (1) above.

18-27.473-5 CFR TITLE 48 CHAPTER 18
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in the State of

Software License Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT, by and between the UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, as

represented by the Secretary of the Army and officers executing this

agreement (hereinafter called GOVERNMENT), and _

(hereinafter called C01ryRACTOR) [ (as a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of __

_____________), ~ (a partnership consisting of ) ,

(an individual trading as )],

of the city/county of

WHEREAS, CONTRACTOR has developed at private expense,

________________________________________________" hereinafter called Software

Technology; and

WHEREAS, the GOVERNMENT and CONTRACTOR desire to set the tems and

conditions of a license to the Government of CONTRACTOR's Software Technology

developed at CONTRACTOR'S private expense and the applications or adaptations

of the foregoing which may be contained in software and its documentation

delivered under any Government contract and follow-on or future contrrac t s ;

and

I





IffiEREAS, the GOVERNI1ENT and CONTRACTOR have mutually cgr eed upon a schedule

1.;'sting the existing CmTTRACTOR's Software Technology in Attachment I hereto;

and

IffiEREAS, CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that it owns certain property

rights in the Software Technology; and

HHEREAS, CONTRACTOR warrants that it has the right to license the Software

Technology; and

IffiEREAS, the GOVERNI1ENT desires a license under CONTRACTOR's Software

Technology;

Now, THEREFORE, in consideration of the grant, release, and agreements

hereinafter recited, the parties have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1~ DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this AGREEl1ENT the following words and phrases shall

have the following meanings:

1.1 "Software Technology" means software and associated documentation

listed in Attachment I whether or not used in support of a Government

contract and all other CONTRACTOR's privately developed software technology

that is used to support the work performed for the GOVERNl1ENT during the term

.of this AGREEI1ENT.

1. 2 "Computer" means a data processing device capable of accepting data,

performing prescribed operations on the data, and supplying the results of

these operations; for exampLe , a device that operates on discrete data by

performing arithmetic and logic processes on the data, or a device that

operates on analog data by performing physical processes on the data. J-





1.3 "Computer data base" means a collection of data in a form capable of

being processed and operated on by a computer.

1.4 "Computer program" means a series of instructions or statements in a

form acceptable to a computer, designed to cause the computer to execute an

operation or operations. Computer programs include operating systems,

assemblers, compilers, interpreters, data management systems, utility

programs, sort-merge programs, and ADPE maintenance/diagnostic programs, as

well as applications programs such as payroll, inventory con~~01, and

engineer-ing analysis programs. Computer progra!'ls may be either

machine-dependent or Machine-independent, and amy be general-purpose in

nature or be designed to satisfy the requirements of a particular user.

1.5 "Computer software" means computer programs and computer data bases.

1.6 The· term "computer software documentation" means technical data,

including computer listings and printouts, in human-readable form which (a)

documents the design or details of computer software, (b) explains the

capabilities of the software, or (c) provides operating instructions for

using the software to obtain desired results from a computer.

1.4 "Restricted rights means rights that apply only to computer software,

ARTICLE 2. LICENSE

2.1 CONTRACTOR grants to GOVERNMENT a non-exclusive license under

CONTRACTOR'S copyright and under CONTRACTOR'S Software Technology to modify

the software and associated documentation in order to produce a derivative

CONTRACTOR'S version thereof and to use the Software Technology for its own

internal use. The Government's rights shell include, as a minimum, the right

to--

:3





(a) Use computer software with the computer for which or with which it

was acquired, including use at any Government installation to which the

computer may be transferred by the Government;

(b) Use computer software with a backupls computer if the computer for

which or with which it was acquired is inoperative;

(c) Copy computer programs for safekeeping (archives) or backup purposes;

and

(d) Modify computer software, or combine it with other software, subject

to the provision that those portions 0: the derivative software incorporating

restricted rights software are subject to the same restricted rights.

ARTICLE 3. PAYMENT

The rights granted hereunder are contingent upon the' payment to

CONTRACTOR for the Software Technology after receipt of invoice and delivery

'to GOVERNMENT in accordance with the contract of which this license is a

part.

ARTICLE 4. RIGHT TO COPY OR MERGE

4.1 Subj ect to the tems and conditions of this AGREEMENT, the Software

Technology may be copied in whole or in part, for GOVERNMENT'S internal use

only.

tf





4.2 With reference to copies it makes of the Software Technology:

GOVERNMENT agrees to reproduce any CONTRACTOR 1 S copyright notice and other

proprietary legend, appearing thereon and to include the same on all copies

it makes in whole or in part. Such copyright notice(s) may appear in any of

several forms, including machine-readable form, and GOVERNI1ENT agrees to

reproduce such notice in each form in which it appears to the extent it is

physically possible to do so.

ARTICLE 5. PROGRill1 REMAINS CONTRACTOR's PROPERTY

5.1 Title to the Software Technology and all rights therein shall remain

vested in CONTRACTOR. Title to any copies made by GOVERNMENT in whole' or in

part, shall remain vested in CONTPJlCTOR or its licensor.

5.2 GOVERNlffiNT agrees not to provide or otherwise make available in any form

the Software Technology to any person other than employees of GOVEP~MENT or

CONTRACTOR's without prior written consent of CONTFACTOR except that if the

Software Technology object code form is embodied in GOVERNMENT'S equipment,

the transfer of such equipment shall convey to GOVERNMENT's transferee a

license to use the Software Technology in such equipment under terms

commensurate with the terms set forth in this Agreement and GOVERNMENT rights

under this Agreement shall terminate upon such transfer.

ARTICLE 6. TERMINATION

Termination of this license agreement shall be subject to the terms and

conditions set forth in the contract of which this license agreement is a

part.

s:





ARTICLE 7. MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTOR responsibility, if any, for maintenance or field service of

Software Technology or derivative versions are set forth in the contract of

which this license is a part.

ARTICLE 8. DISCLAUlER OF WARRANTY

8.1 Contractor shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages

arising from use of the Software Technology. This disclaimer of liability

extends to licensee, to licensee's transferees and to licensee's customers or

users of products.

8.2 CONTRACTOR does not represent or warrant that the Software Technology

furnished hereunder are free of infringement of any third party patents,

copyrights or trade secrets.

b





ARTICLE 9. JURISDICTION

This Agreement shall be governed and interpreted by the laws applicable

to the Governmnet of the United States.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed as

of the day and year of the last signature hereto.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR

aucnu.c.Lzed signature
By __ ~~ __ "

aULnorlzed signature
By.,

Title'-- --:. _ Title, _

Date' _ Date
'-------~-----
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PISCES PROJECT
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PATENT INVESTIGATION &

SECURITY CODIFICATION

EVALUATION SYSTEM

- ,
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"PISCES"
PROJECT
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tent & Trademark 0 ce (PTOj

, .

-Invention Secrecy Act 1951
35 USC 181 - 188

- Secrecy Orders (5.0.) 1 yr.
PTO on advice of DoD

- Foreign Filing Licenses / Permits (5.0.)
II

- DoD Review - 90 days





ISCES will provide:

- Timely, coordinated, unified review of

U.S. Patent Applications (P.A.'s)

Basis for recommending S.O.

-Annual review of existing Secrecy Orders.

. ,

- Analysis of Foreign Patents/Applications

provided USA for defense purposes
,. ,

1 '
, ~/

,
"





. ,

- Review / define / analyze Foreign Patents
not provided for Defense Purposes

Example: 60,000 patents annually,··

Soviet Bloc countries

by country

by technology· (MCTL)
,

()





-Characterize Emerging Technologies

(Worldwide)

- Basis for Trends and Forecasts

;i

-Increase· Tech Base by incorporation.
. ,

- Foster Reverse Technology Transfer
,. " I

.'(,
, '-~/





- Assist Government Agencies in

Defining Foreign Capabilities

- Support DIA Project Socrates

Input Pisces data to National Data Bases

- Dynamic, tech expert directory/matrix

for all critical tech areas (Army)

, ,

'l", /

I '
" C" ) ,,'

; ,
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,tT PISCES Project

Data bases will be Classified
to insure access control

Inventor Confidentiallity Protected

Project Administration: ";

- Formally task/suspense
. ,

Patent Application Evaluation / Review

Secrecy Order Review
" ,

I},.
,
-;

,!





" ,

- Access Control Accountability of reviewers

(required by statute and PTO on U.S. PA's)

- Administrative and Informational Reports

(as required)

.() (
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at-a Bases:

(1) MCTL

Key Word List

,. ,

(2) Baseline U. S. Patents

(3) Secrecy Orders
"

, ,

(4) Foreign Patent Accessions
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(5) AMC Tech/Mission Profiles (Labs)

(6) Army Technical Experts List

(7) Working Patent Application Files

(8) Next Generation and Notional Systems .
Defin1ed Tech Barriers, ,- . -

. ,
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TRADEMARKf'l IN THE ARMy
Major William V. Adams

Patent£, Copyrights, and Trademarks Divi~ion

t. Introduct i Oil

IA.

:B.
b.
D.

Terminology: Trademarks, Service Marks, Collective
Membership Marks and certification MarRs.

b'unct tons of Marks.

BaSCl-fl for I'rotect i on of Marks.

]\cqui:.;ition of R; ght.::; in Marks.

xx. ~.~",; """'J.,, £"'0: I',,-,-lt:O.['d.L :lI:eglstraT..1Qn vt Army MarKS
'(r, ....~ "Be All You Call Be and The Army Mule,"
~~ Army Lawyer, December 1986, at 52).

tr i , kOI'" or the Patent.~, Copyrights, alldTrademark$ Division

~.

k.
:
c.

~.

pre-adoption Search.

Applicatton I'reparation and Prosecution.

Post 1~egi8tt'il~.ion: Avoidin<;t Abandonment, Amendment,
Continued Use (15 U.S.c. ~ 1058), continuous tJse-
TnCQlltestibility--(15 U.s.C. § 1065), and Renewal.

pol ic:in'J the Mark and Oppositi,on~

1. Cunfusing similarity.

2. "C','nericness" - Preventing Loss of Oistinutiveness.

lr
:\

r

TV. Current PrOblems

"". Resourc:(,,,, to Detect P()$sible Infrtngcment.,

$. cammE:l."ci ill Use.

¢. Proper Usc: Registration Symbols and Continuity.

I;l. r,\lh,;t.antive Chang",.
!

.It. Canc.~llC\t.lon proceeding~.
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

PRINCIPAL POINTS

* AMENDS THE STEVENSON-WYDLER ACT OF 1980 (PL 96-480)

* STRENGTHENS POLICY MAKING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PART OF LAB MISSION

* LAB WITH MORE THAN 200 S&E PERSONNEL MUST ,HAVE A FULL TIME ORTA
* EACH AGENCY MUST REPORT ANNUALLY WITH BUDGET SUBMISSION
* ESTABLISHES THE FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM
* PROVIDES AUTHORITY FOR GOVERNMENT LABS TO ENTER INTO COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEt1ENTS

* PROVIDES 15% OF ROYALTIES TO INVENTORS AND THE MAJORITY OF THE BALANCE TO LABS

l
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

SECTION TOPICS

SECTION 1 - SHORT TITLE
SECTION 2 - COOPERATIVE RESEARCH ANn n~VELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

SECTION 3 - ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM

SECTION 4 - UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

SECTION 5 - FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

SECTION 6 - REWARDS FOR TECHNICAL PERSONNEL OF FEDERAL AGENCIES

SECTION 7 - DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES RECEIVED BY AGENCIES

SECTION 8 - EMPLOYEE ACTIVITIES

SECTION 9 - MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS

\).\



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS

THE DIRECTOR OF EACH FEDERAL LABORATORY MAY BE PERMITTED TO:

1) ENTER INTO COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS
2) NEGOTIATE LICENSING AGREEMENTS

AGREEt1ENTS MAYBE f1ADE ~JITH:

* OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

* UNITS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

* INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

* PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

* NON-PROFITS (INCLUDING UNIVERSITIES)

* OTHER PERSONS



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS

• ACCEPT FUNDS, PERSONNEL, SERVICES, AND PROPERTY FROM COLLABORATING PARTIES

• SUPPLY ANY OF THESE, EXCEPT FUNDS, TO COLLABORATING PARTIES

• GRANT (OR AGREE TO GRANT IN ADVANCE) PATENT LICENSES, ASSIGNMENTS OR OPTIONS

FOR INVENTIONS OF LAB EMPLOYEES

• WAIVE RIGHT OF OWNERSHIP, EXCEPT FOR LICENSE, TO INVENTIONS MADE BY

COLLABORATORS

~



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS

1) GIVE SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO SMALL BUSINESSES
AND CONSORTIA OF SMALL BUSINESSES

2) GIVE PREFERENCE TO BUSINESS UNIT LOCATED IN U.S.
AND AGREEING TO MANUFACTURE IN U.S.
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS

* AGENCY MAY ISSUE REGULATIONS ON PROCEDURES BUT IMPLEMENTATION SHALL NOT BE DELAYED

* AGENCY MUST REVIHJ STANDARDS OF CONDUCT AND PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR LIKELY SITUATIONS

* AGENCY HEAD MUST DISAPPROVE OR REQUIRE MODIFICATION OF ANY AGREEMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS

* AGENCY MUST MAINTAIN ARECORD OF ALL AGREEMENTS

~



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM

* THE LAW PROVIDES A CHARTER FOR THE FLC

* MEMBERSHIP CONSISTS OF FEDERAL LABORATORIES WITH 200 OR MORE FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT
SCIENTIFIC. ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNICAL POSITIONS AND OTHERS WHICH WISH TO JOIN

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE CONSORTIUM SHALL BE A SENIOR STAFF MEMBER FROM EACH MEMBER
LABORATORY AND FROM EACH FEDERAL AGENCY WITH MEMBER LABORATORIES

* THE DIRECTOR OF NBS SHALL PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVF SUPPORT SERVICES TO THE FLC

* FEDERAL AGENCIES SHALL SEND FUNDS EQUAL TO .005% OF THEIR INTERNAL R&D BUDGET TO
NBS FOR SUPPORT OF FLC IF THIS Atl0UNT IS >$10K

HEADS OF FEDERAL AGENCIES AND DIRECTORS OF LABORATORIES MAY PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS AS THEY DEEM APPROPRIATE



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIU~1

THE FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SHALL. IN COOPERATION WITH
LABORATORIES. AGENCIES. AND CLIENT GROUPS:

1) DEVELOP TRAINING COURSES AND OTHER METHODS TO INCREASE THE AWARENESS OF LAB
EMPLOYEES OF COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL OF THEIR TECHNOLOGY

2) FURNISH ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE TO AGENCIES AND LABORATORIES ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

3) PROVIDE A CLEARINGHOUSE TO REFER REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE TO THE APPROPRIATE
LABORATORY OR LABORATORIES

4) FACILITATE COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN ORTA'S

5) ASSIST LABORATORIES TO USE APPROPRIATE TRANSFER MECHANISMS AND ESTABLISH TECHNICAL
VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

6) FACILITATE COOPERATION BETWEEN ORTA'S AND REGIONAL. STATE AND LOCAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER ORGANIZATIONS

7) ASSIST UNIVERSITIES, BUSINESSES. NON PROFIT~. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, AND
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN ESTABLISHING PROGRAMS TO ENCOURAGE TRANSFER

.f)



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM

THE FLC SHALL SEEK ADVICE ON PROGRAM EFFE(.TT\/~NESS IN EACH FLC REGION FROM
REPRESENTATIVES OF ITS CONSTITUENCIES

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CONSORTIUM SHALL SUBMIT AN ANNUAL REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT.
SPECIFIED CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES. AND EACH FUNDING AGENCY

THE CONSORTIUM SHALL ARRANGE FOR 5% OF ITS FUNDS TO BE GRANTED OR AWARDED TO
ESTABLISH DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER



-~)

FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY·TRANSFER ACT OF 1986,

UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

EXPANDS THE FOLLOWING POLICY STATEMENT OF STEVENSON-WYDLER:

1) THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL STRIVE TO TRANSFER ITS TECHNOLOGY

BY ADDING:

2) TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IS ARESPONSIBILITY OF EACH LABORATORY SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL

3) EACH LAB DIRECTOR SHALL ENSURE TRANSFER EFFORTS ARE CONSIDERED POSITIVELY IN
LAB JOB DESCRIPTIONS. PROMOTION POLICIFS, AND S&E JOB PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

--



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

THE REVISED FUNCTIONS OF THE ORTA'S ARE:

1) PREPARE APPLICATIONS ASSESSMENTS FOR SELECTED R&D PROJECTS BELIEVED TO HAVE
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

2) PROVIDE AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ON FEDERALLY OWNED OR ORIGINATED TECHNOLOGY

3) COOPERATE WITH AND ASSIST THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE. THE FEDERAL
LABORATORY CONSORTIUM. AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS LINKING LABS WITH POTENTIAL USERS

4) PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

5) PARTICIPATE IN REGIONAL. STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO FACILITATE AND
STIMULATE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

CHANGES SECTION 11(B) OF STEVENSON-WYDLER TO REQUIRE:

.-)
c

1) LABORATORIES HAVING 200 OR MORE FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT SCIENTIFIC. ENGINEERING AND
RELATED TECHNICAL POSITIONS SHALL PROVIDE ONF OR t10RE FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT POSITIONS

FOR THE ORTA

2) INDIVIDUALS IN ORTA POSITIONS SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

* IT IS UNEQUIVOCALLY CONGRESSIONAL INTENT TO HAVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AS THE
PRIMARY JOB OF AT LEAST ONE FULL-TIME PROFESSIONAL

.



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

AMENDS SECTION 11(0) TO ELIMINATE THE DESIGNATION OF THE CENTER FOR THE UTILIZATION
OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

CLARIFIES THAT THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE SHOULD RESPOND TO REQUESTS
FOR PUBLISHED TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND REFER REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE TO THE FLC

CHANGES AGENCY REPORTING TO REQUIRE REPORT ANNUALLY TO THE CONGRESS AS PART OF THE
AGENCY'S ANNUAL BUDGET SUBMISSION



)

FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

ill MAKE AVAILABLE TO AGENCIES DOC EXPERTISE IN INVENTION CQt1MERCIALIZATION

ill DEVELOP AND DISSEMINATE MODEL COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS

ill REPORT EVERY 2 Y,EARS TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS ON THE USE OF AUTHORITIES IN
THIS ACT

ill . REPORT WITHIN AYEAR TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS ON COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND
ANY OTHER BARRIERS TO TRANSFER OF GOVERNMENT SOFTWARE

\h

-\
)
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

REWARDS FOR TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

FEDERAL AGENCIES ~JITH INTERNAL R&D BUDGETS GREATER THAN $50M SHALL IMPLEMENT A CASH
AWARDS PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL PERSONNEL FOR:

1) INVENTIONS. INNOVATIONS OR OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF VALUE FROM
COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OR CONTRIBUTION TO MISSION

2) EXEMPLARY ACTIVITIES THAT PROnOTE DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES BY AGENCIES

ROYALTIES FROM LICENSING AND ASSIGNMENT OF INVENTIONS SHALL BE RETAINED BY THE AGENCY
AND DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:

1) 15% TO THE INVENTOR OR CO-INVENTORS UP TO $100K FOR EACH PERSON (MAY BE EXCEEDED
WITH PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL)

2)· BALANCE OF INCOME GOES TO AGENCY LABORATORIES UP TO 5% OF BUDGET BEYOND WHICH ONLY
25% IS RETAINED

3) MAJORITY OF INCOME FOR LABORATORIES GOES TO THOSE WHERE INVENTIONS OCCURRED

4) FUNDS IN EXCESS OF LIMITS OR UNUSED BY THE END OF THE YEAR SUCCEEDING THE YEAR
RECEIVED GOES TO THE TREASURY

--•



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES BY AGENCIES

FUNDS TO LABS MAY BE USED IN FISCAL YEAR RECEIVED OR THE FOLLOWING YEAR FOR:

1) EXPENSES FOR LICENSING BY LAB. AGENCY OR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

2) REWARDS FOR SCIENTIFIC. ENGINEERING OR TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

3) INCREASED SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGE AMONG AGENCY LABORATORIES

4) EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES TO INCREASE MISSION AND TRANSFER PRODUCTIVITY



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES BY AGENCIES

* AN AGENCY, HAVING GIVEN NOTICE WITHIN 90 DAYS MAY HOLD FUNDS FOR PAYMENT OF
INVENTORS, BUT MUST IMPLEMENT AN ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM WITHIN 2 YEARS FOR SHARING

ROYALTIES WITH INVENTORS EMPLOYED BY THE AGENCY WHEN THE INVENTION WAS MADE AND

WHO ARE NAMED ON LICENSED INVENTIONS

* PAYMENT TO INVENTORS IS RETROACTIVE TO DATE OF ENACTMENT OF THIS SECTION

* A REPORT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES MADE UNDER THIS SECTION SHALL BE MADE WITH
ANNUAL AGENCY BUDGET SUBMISSIONS

r>



FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986

DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES BY AGENCIES

AGENCIES MAY PROVIDE AN ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM FOR SHARING ROYALTIES WITH INVENTORS

PROVIDED THAT:

1) PROGRAM PROVIDES AFIXED MINIMUM PAYMENT FO~ >ACH INVENTOR FOR EACH YEAR INCOME IS
RECEIVED

2) PROGRAM PROVIDES A PERCENTAGE TO EACH INVENTOR EACH YEAR ROYALTIES EXCEED A
THRESHOLD AMOUNT

3) TOTAL PAYMENTS TO ALL SUCH INVENTORS EXCEED 15% OF TOTAL AGENCY ROYALTIES EACH
FISCAL YEAR

4) PROGRAM PROVIDES INCENTIVES TO EMPLOYEES WHO CONTRIBUTE TO FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF
INVENTIONS FOR LICENSING

L



")

FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1986 .

EMPLOYEE ACTIVITIES AND MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS

* AN AGENCY WITH RIGHT OF OWNERSHIP SHALL ALLOW THE INVENTOR TO RETAIN TITLE IF IT
DOES NOT INTEND TO FILE FOR APATENT

~
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER'AGr OF 1986,

....
OcroBER 2, 1986,-{}rdered to be printed

Mr. ;FuQUA, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT

rro accompany H.R. 87731

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of-the Senate to the bill (H.R. 3773) to
amend the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 to
promote technology transfer by authorizing Govemment-operated
laboratories to enter into cooperative research agreements and by
establishing a Federal Laboratory Consortium, for Technology
Transfer within the National Science Foundation, and for other
purposes, having met, after full and free conference, have agreed to
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as fol-
wws: .

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate to the text of the bill and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment insert the following: . . .
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. ~.

This Act may be cited as the' "Federal Technology Transfer Act or
1986': ..
SEC. Z. COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS.

The Stevenson- Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 is
amended by' redesignating sections 12 through 15 as sections 16
through 19. and by inserting- immediately after section 11 the fol
lowing:
·SEC. 1:' COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS.

"(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.."..Egch Federal agency maY.P'!.rmit the

qirect0f./}{~n~no~f~~a:~~'%1~~~~~~~~~;Jte~~e:
m~1!ts 'on behalf of such agency (subject to subsection (c)of this

91-0060









..section)with other Federal agencies; units of State or local gov
ernment; industrial organizations (including c01"JX!rations, part
nerships, and limited partnerships, and industrial development
organizations); public and private foundations; nonprofit orga
nizations (includiniJ universities); or other persons (including li
censeCl/ of inventions owned by the Federal agency); and

"(2) tJUl&gotia.~_licensing f!~~n 1$ under section 207 of
title 35, United States----eoai, or under other authorities fO,"-.yPJ!:
ernment-owT!Cd in_vel'Jio1l§ made at the laboratory and other in
ventions of Federal employees that may be voluntarily assigned
to the Government.

"(b) ENUMERATED AUTHORITY.-Under agreements entered into
pursuant to subsection (aXI), (J yPyern!¥l}t-qJl'!rated Federal labora
t'!!2!'!a~ (su.bject to subs.ec.tion.. (e) O.. f.· this. sectfo.nJ-. .'

"(1) .accepL.rt!tain,_and, usefunds, _Jl'!rsonnel,. services, and
J!roperty Fe/in colraborating parties and provide personnel, seru
ICes; and property to cOllaborating parties;

"(2) (f7Ent or agree to grant in advance, to a collaborating
party, eatii'nIJicenses or assignments, or options thereto, in qny
inventIOn miUk-.-i'1-wh,g~ r0r.:.in.part _PJUJ}!'ederaL employee
iirUliFtlie agiWmen~ retaining a' nonexclusive, noniransferra
ble, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the invention or
have the invention practiced throughout th,e world by or on
behalf of the Government and such other rights as the Federal
laboratory deems appropriate; and , , , ',,',
" "(3) waio/, subject. to reservation by the Government of a non

exclusive" lTi-elJOC<lble,paid-up license to practice the invention
or have 'the invention"practiced throughout the world by or on
behalf of the Government, in advance, in whole or in part, any

'1f;~~~km~'Ji!t:j'~~.le~~lfk-Gg:::~nit;r;.::zr:~
roti"gparty or employee ofa colloborating party; and '

"(4) to the extent eonsisten: with any applicable agency re
quirements and standards of conduct; ~it tLTTI'p'!oyees.Q!'.
fOroy!rempl()y~C!' of the_lJzbQ.rntor:JUq,J!gItl,Clpate in effqrts' to
commerciidize inventions they made while in the service of-the
United States. '

"(e) CONTRACT CONSIDERATIONS.-{l) A Federal agency maY issue

~
. lations on Buitable procedures for{mplementlng the-provisioni

o this section; however, implementation of this section shall not be
'ilQ.yed until issuance of such regulations. '
"(2) The agency is permitting a Federal laboratory to enter into

agreements under thi« section shall be guided by the purposes of
this Act. '

"(3XA) Any agency using the authority given it under subsection
(a) shall review employee standards of conduct for resolving poten
tial conflicts, of interest to make sure they adequately establish
guidelines for situations likely to arise through the use of this au
thority, including but not limited to cases uihere present or former
employees or their partners negotiate licenses or assignments of
titles to inventions or negotiate cooperative research and develop

'ment agreements with Federal agencies (including the agency with
which the employee inooloed is or was formerly employed).

I
l

,() ,

"(B) If, in implementing subparagraph (A), an ~genCy--r:$un"ble to
resolve potential conflicts of interest within its current statutory
framework, it shall propose necessary statutory changes tei be for-
warded to its authorizing committees in Congrese: ' '. '

"(4) The laboratory director in deciding what cooperative research
and development agreements to enter into shall- ,., " .

"(A) give special consideration to small busine.ss firms, 'and
consortia involving small business firms; and '

"(B) give preference to business units located in the United
States which agree that products embodying inventions made
under the cooperative research and development agreement or
produced through the use of such inventions will be manufac
tured substantially in the United States and, in the case of any
industrial organization or other person subject to the control of
a foreign company or government, as appropriate, take into con
sideration whether' or not such foreign government permits
United States agencies, organizations, or other persons to enter
into cooperative research and development agreements and li-
censing agreements. '

"(5XA) If the head of the agency or his designee desires an oppor
tunity to disapprove or require the modification of any such agree
ment, the agreement shall provide a 30-day period within which
such action must be taken beginning on the date the agreement is
presented to him or her by the head of the laboratory concerned.

"(B) In any case in which the head of an agency or his designee
disapproves or requires the modification. of an agreement presented
under this section, the head of the agency or such designee shall
transmit a written explanation of such disapproval or modification
to the head of the laboratory concerned.

"(6) Each agency shall maintain a record of all agreements en-
tered into under this section. ' '

"(d) DEFINITION.-As used in this section-
, "(1) the term 'cooperative research and. development agree
ment' means any-agreement between one.or more Federal lab
oratories and one or more non-Federal parties under which }h.~.
Govern.me.nt, through its laboratories, provides personnel, serv
i~i!.s,_I!!:£[li!!eIJ,. equip'!U!nt,.or other resourc~ ii.rifJi-_or~withorit re-
iJ71bursement (but nolJ.unds to non-Federal, parties) CJlI,d tb«.
nqn,FederaJJ2.arti!!§. jjr9yiikfunds, personnel, services, facilities,
eql.!ip,meJJb.C}!'oJl1euesources towai'd the conduct of specified re
search. or development4forts which are consistent with the
missions. of)f!e_laboratory; except that such term does not in
clude a procurement contract or cooperative agreement as those
terms are used in sections 6303, 6304, and 6305 of title 31,
United States Code,' and

"(2) the term 'laboratory' means a facility or group of facili
ties owned, leased, or otherwise used by a Federal agency, a sub
stantial purpose of which is the performance of research, devel
opment, or engineering by employees of the Federal Government.

"(e) DETERMINATION OF LABORATORY MISSIONs.-For purposes of

~~si:~t~~";,,~io"!f~;"'if!fr'flff:&:',!/JoW!s:ck~r-mi1J'!tio""'-Qfth!!
"(f) RELATIONSHIP TO OrHER LAws.-Nothing in this section is in

tended to limit or diminish existing authorities ofany agency. '~

I
I





")LJU'Ul-UliY lUA/\'S!"l<Jt.

Section 11 of the Stevenson- Wydler Technology Innovation 4ct of
1980 (15 U.S.C. 3710) is amended- '

(1) by redesi1JMting subsection (e) as subsection (f); and
(2) by inserting after subsection (d) the following;
"(e) esTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL LtBORATORY CoNSORTIUM FOR

TECHNOLOGY 7'RANSFER.=o.rTliere181iereoyiStablisheat1ieFei1er
al LabOratoryUCOnsoFtium for Technology Transfer {hereinafter re
ferred to as the 'Consortium? which, in cooperation with Federal
laboratories and the private sector, shall-

"(A) develop and (with the consent of the Federal laborotary
concerned) admi/l.is~'!!' techniques, training courses, and materi
a/§.,.cQlI5'eming technology transfer to increase the awareness of
Federal laboratory employees regarding the commercial poten
tial of laboratory technology and innovations;'

"(B) furnish advice and assistance requested by Federal agen
cies ana lliliOrotorie$'(oi--Use in their technology transfer pro
grams (including the planning of seminars for small business
and other industry);

"(C)p.'"2.v.irk!a.clearinghouse for requests, received at the labo
ratory level, for technical assistance from States and units of
local governments, businesses, industrial development organiza
tions, not-for-profit organizations including universities, Feder
al agencies andtaboratories, and other persons, and-

"(i) to the extent that such requests 'can be responded to
with published information available to the National Tech
nical Information Service, refer such requests to that Serv
ice, and

"(ii) otherwise refer these requests to the appropriate Fed-
eral laboratories and agencies;

, "(1)) facilitate communication and coordination between Of
[1£~uot.l1ej~cliphJ!jid .,!,eckno[ogy.tlpplicatioTlS of Federal'llib-
oratories; .

"(E) utilize (with the consent of the agency involved) the ex
pertise and services of the National Science Foundation, the De
partment of Commerce, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and other Federal agencies, as necessary; ,

"(F) with the consent of any Federal laboratory, facilitate the
use by such laboratory of appropriate technology transfer mech
anisms such as personnel exchanges and computer-based sys-
terns; . .

"(G) with the consent of any Federal laboratory, assist such
laboratory to establish programs using technical uolunteers to
provide technical assistance to communities related "to such lab
oratory;

"(H) facilitate communication and cooperation between Of
[tees of Research and Technology Applications of Federal lab
oratories and regional, State, and local technology transfer or
ganizations;

"(I) when requested, assist colleges or universities, businesses,
nonprofit organizations, State or local governments, or regional
organizations to establish programs to stimulate research and
to encourage technology transfer in such areas as technology

<->,' j,
jJl U/;jl urn ueueLUjJmelH, currtculum aestgn, -', '. jerm reset:
planning, personnel needs projections, and proaucticity as~e,
ments; and . .',

"(J) seek advice in each Federal laboratory consortium region,
from representatives of State and local governments, large and "

.small business, universities, and other appropriate persons on
the effectiveness of the program (and any such advice shall be

,provided at no expense to the Government). " -
"(2) The membership of the Consortium shall consist of the Feder

al laboratories described in clause (1) of subsection (b) and such
other laboratories as may choose to join the Consortium. The repre
sentatives to the Consortium shall include a senior staff member of
each Federal laboratory which is a member of the Consortium and a
representative appointed from each Federal agency with one or more
member laboratories.

"(3) The representatives to the Consortium shall elect a Chairman
of the Consortium. .

"(4) The Director of the National Bureau, of Standards shall pro
vi'kthe..lJ>Tij;ol'flii.1&.i''1.AJ:e.imQ"rsa51e liiiSis~- with oomiiiiStrittive
services" such as office space,I!:rsonnel, and support services 0t the
Bureau, as req"ested_/)ythe.,._1l!!{)rt~um.(J,ndapprovedby suc Di
rector.
, "($) Each Federal laboratory or agency shall transfer technolog;y
directly to users or representairries~olusii-S,aTidshci/l.iwLtranster
teclinoloifj·aii-ectlTi<i th« Consortium. Each Federal laboratory
shall conduct and tra~er technology only in accordance with the
practices and policies 0 the Federal ageTlcy which owns, leases, or
otherwise uses such Fe ral laboratory. ' .

"(6) Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this
subsection, and every year thereafter, the Chairman of the Consorti
um shall submit a report to the President, to the appropriate au
thorization and appropriation committees of both Houses of the
Congress, and to each agency with respect to which a transfer of
funding is made (for the [zscal year or years involved) under para
graph (7), concerning the activities of the- Consortium and the ex
penditures made by it under this subsection during the year for
which the report is made.

"(7XA) Subject to subparagraph (B), an amount equal to 0.005per
cent of that portion of the research and development budget of each
Federal agency that is to be utilized by the laboratories of such
agency for a fiscal year referred to in subparagraph (BXiiJ shall be
transferred by such agency to the National Bureau of Standards at
the beginning of the [zscal year involved. Amounts so transferred
shall be provided by the Bureau to the Consortium for the purpose
of carrying out activities of the Consortium under this subsection.

"(B) A transfer shall be made by any Federal agency under sub
paragragh (A), for any [zscal year, only if-

"(i) the amount so transferred by that agency (as determined
under such subparagraph) would exceed $10,000; and

"(ii) such transfer is made with respect to the rzscal year 1987,
1988, 1989, 1990, or 1991.

"(C) The heads 01 Federal agencies and their designees, and the
directors of Federa laboratories, may provide such additional sup
port for operations of the Consortium as they deem appropriate.
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"(8XAJ The Consortium shall use 5 percent of the funds provided
in paragraph. (7XAJ to establish demonstration projects in technolo
gy transfer. To carry out such projectS,the Consortium may arrange

, for gronts or awards to, or enter into agreements with, nonprofit
State, local; or private organizations or entities whose primary pur
poses are to facilitate cooperative research between the Federal lab
oratories ana organiZatwTUI not associoted with the Federal labora
tories, to transfer technology from the Federal laboratories, and to
advance State and local economic activity.

"(13) The demonstration projects established under subparagraph.
(A) shall serve as modelprograms. Such projects shall be designed
to develop rrogroms and mechanisms for technology transfer from
the Federa laboratories which may be utilized 'by the States and
which will enhance Federal, State and local programs for the trans
fer of technology.

"(C) Application for such grants, awards. or agreements shall be
in such form and contain such information as the Consortium or its
designee shall specify.

"(D) Anyperson who receives or utilizes any proceeds of a grant or
award made, or agreement entered into, under this paragraph. shall
keep such records as the Consortium or its designee shall determine
are necessary and appropriote to facilitate effeptive audit and eval
uation, including records which fully disclose the amount and dis
position of such proceeds and the total cost of the project in connec
tion with which such proceeds were used. ':
SEC. /. UTIUZATION OFFEDERAL TECHNOLOGY.

(a) REsPONSIBILITY FOR TECHNOLOGY 'I'RANSFER.-Section 11(a) of
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15.U.S.0.
3710(a)) is amended-

(1) by,inserting "(1)" after 'POLICY.-·~and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new para

grophs:
"(2) Technology transfer, consistent with mission responsibilities,

is a responsibility of each laboratory science and engineering profes
sional.

teJ/l.of:£hii%"':,::Jfle::£rlI~torJviTlli~ns!//tii::tot.efjibts,dfcrfi/:z:,
eiiip1Oyel],rom(itiOnp"lic~nde~~riiitiOnof tfe .job perfo;mance
QUgkI!ti§tILailiLIi.~neers.in the .laboratory. ':
, (b) RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS OFFICES.....-(1) Sec

tion 11(b)of such Act (15 U.S.c. 371O(b)) is amended-
(A) by striking out "a total annual budget exceeding

$20,000,000 shall provide at least o~rofessional individual
full-time" and inserting in lieu thereo "200 or m2.[!!]lll!-tiTM_
equivalent scientific, ,engi~ering, a.... related technical posi
tions shall provU!e one or more full·time equivalent positions'~

(13) by inserting immediatell before the next to last sentence
the following new sentence: 'Furthermore, individuals filling

, positions in an Offree ofResearch and Technology Applications
shall be included 'in the overall laboratory/agency management
development progrom so as to ensure that ,highly competent
technical ",.a"~n! are full participants in the technology
transfer process. ~

r)
(C) by strikin« out "requirements set-forth. in (1) and/or (2)'0(

this subsection • in the next to last sentence and, iilfierting i Tl
lieu thereof "requirement setforff in claUSe (2) of the jJ1Yweding
sentence"· and '. ,'... . '. '..\ : "

'(D) by ~trikingout '''eit!ierrequiremeTit'(1) ar(2)" in the last
sentence and inserting in lieu. thereof '~Uch fequire.ment':

(2)Section 11(c)ofsuch. Act (15'CJ';S.C. 37J(Xc)) is amended-'-
(A) by st;iki"g out paragrtipN (1) and insertinginlieuthereof

the following: .' c ,I ,,," . ". "

, "(J) to prepare application assessmentsfor selected' research
and development projects in which that ,laboratory is engaged
and which in the opinion of the laboratory may have potential
commercial apylications;':' " : ,-..

(B) by strikmg out "the Center for the Utilization of Federal
Technology" if! paragraph. (3) andinsertirig in'lieu thereof "the
National Teclmical Information Service,' the Federal Laborato
ry Consortium for Technology Transfer,", and by striking out
"and" after the semicolon; .> ,....~.-;~~ .

(C) by striking out "in response to requests fromBtate and
local government officials." In paragroph (4) and inserting in
lieu thereof "to State and local government officials; 'and'~ and

(D) by inserting immediately after paragroph (4) the fallowing
new paragraph: ,,',,' ',' ' ,

"(5) to participate, where fe~ible, in I'!giona~ State, and
local programs designed. to facilitate or stimulate 'the transfer
of technology for the benefit of the region; State, or local juris-
diction in which the Federal laboratory is located." , _.

(c) DISSEMINATION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION.-Section 11(d) of
such Act (15 U.S.C. 3710(d)) is amended-«.

(1) by striking out "(d)" and all that follows down through
"shall-"and inserting in lieu thereof the following:,' '

"(d) DISSEMINATION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION.-The National
Technical Information Service shall-':' '.. '

(2) by striking out paragroph (2);
(3) by striking out "existing" in paragroph (3), and redesig-

nating such paragraph as paragroph (2); " .
(4) by striking out paragraph. (4J and inserting in lieu thereof

the following: ' ,
"(3) receive requests for technical assistance from State and

local governments, respond to such requests with published in
formation available to the Service. and refer such requests to
the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer to
the extent that such requests require a response involvi'!fI more
than the published information available to the Service;';

(5) by redesignating paragraphs (5) and (G) as paragraphs (4)
and (5), respectively; and .

(G) by striking out "(cX4)" in para,craph (4) as so redesignated
and inserting in lieu thereof "(cX3)'.

(d) AGENCY REPORTING.-Section l1(fJ of such Act (15 U.S.C.
3710(e)) (as redesignated by section 3(1) of this Act) is amended-

(1) by striking out jfr"repare biennially a report summarizing
the activities" in the irst sente1\Ce and inserting in lieu thereof
"report annually to t Congress;as part of the agency's annual
budget s.ubmissior~ on the activities' ; and
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(2) by striking outthe second sentence.
SEC. 5. FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE.

Section 11 of the Stevenson-Wydler TechnoloClInnovation Act of
1980 (as amended by the preceding provisions ot this Act) is further
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(g) FuNCTIONS OF THE SECl/ETARY.-(l) The Secretary, in consul
tation with other Federal agencies, T1Wy- ,,

'YA) make available to interested agencies the expertise of the
Department of Commerce regarding the commercial potential of
inventions and methods. and options for commercialization
which are available to the Federal laboratories, including re
search and development limited portnerships;
"~.. ~tklJ.,e~().'P. and._.. ,.disseminate to appropriate agency and labo

ratory personnel mode! provisions for use on a voluntary basis
iii cooperative resea:rch and development arrangements; and

"(C) furnish advice and assistance, upon request, to Federal
agencies concerning their cooperative research. and development
programs and projects.

"(2) Two years after the date of the enactment of this subsection
and every two years thereafter, the Secretary shall submit a summa
ry report to the President and the Congress on the use by the agen
cies and the Secretary of the authorities specified in this Act. Other
Federal agencies shall cooperate in the report ~reporation. ,

"(3) Not later than one year after the date 0 the enactment of the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, the ecretary shall submit
to the President and the Congress a report regarding- .

"(AJ any copyright provisions or other types of barriers which
tend to restrict or limit the transfer 'of federally funded comput
er software to the private sector and to State and local govern
ments, and agencies of such State and local governments; and

"(B) the feasibility and cost of compiling and maintaining a
current and comprehensive inventory of all federally funded
training software. ':

SEC. 6. REWARDS FOR SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PER·
SONNEL OF FEDERAL AGENCIES.

The Stevenson- Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (as
amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section 12 the following new section:
"SEC. IJ. REWARDS FOR SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PER.

SONNEL OF FEDERAL AGENCIES.
"TM head, pf~()!lh F:.ecler:gI,Cl:8eTI';Y that is making expenditures at

a rate of more than $50,000,000 per fiscal year for research and de
velopment in its Government-operated laboratories shall use the ap
propriate statutory authority to ~3'l!.lgp_an.d. implement acasb.
awards program to reward its scientific, engineering, and technical
personnel for-

"(Ilinoentions, innovations, or other outstanding scientific or
technologkal contributions of value to the United States due to
,,,oijj'iu'-r,,i,,l ,apPlications or dire to contributions to missions of
the Federaragency or the Federal Government, or

"(2)exemplary ac.... tioiL.~"th"t pmmote thedomestic transfer of
science.ond ,teclJnology developed within the Federal Govern
ment and result in utilization of such science and technology by

i

American industry or business, universities, State or local gOL
ernments, or other non-Federal parties. ". .

SEC. 1. DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES RECEIYED BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.
The Stevenson- Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (as

amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section 13 the following new section:
"SEC. 11. DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES RECEIYED BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.

"(a) IN GENERAL.-(1) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) and
(4), any ro)'alties or other income received by a Federal agency from
the licenS,iiiDj,rasiiignmen(of inventions under agree17l!!1ttsente~d
into 'under section 12, and inventions of Government-operated Feder
al laboratories licensed under section 207 of title 35, United States
Code, or under any other provision of law, shall be retained by the.
agenq whose laboratoryyrPcl,Ufed, .tlJ..e.i1tVentjQlja!ld..slJ.aILQ<.,d~
posed of as follows:

"(A)(!) The head of the agency or his designee shall PllY atleast 15
l'..ercent o[ the ro:Lalties or other income the agency receives on ac

'counTo! anyTiiveniii"l .to thiinvenior (or co-inventors) if the inven
tor (or each such co-inventor) was an employee of the agency at the
time the inven tion was made. This clause shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this section unless the a II. lishes a I
11. t'c ' eral Re . ler within a . . t-
i . election to • II. a ottce 0 Pro ed Rulemaki u to
cause (i•.
. "(ii) An agency may promulgate, in accordance with section 553 of
title 5, United States Code, regulations providing for analtemative
l'rgJIram for shariM royalties with inventors who wereemplOjied/iy
the agiiicY-'attlii time the-,nvention was made and whose names
appear on licensed inventions. Such regUlations must-

"(1) guarantee a fixed minimum payment to each such inven
tor, each year that the agency receives royalties from that inven
tors invention;

"(II) provide a percentage royalty share to each such inventor,
each year that the agency receives royalties from that inventor's
invention in excess of a threshold amount;

"(III) provide that total payments to all such inventors shall
exceed 15 percent of total agency royalties in any given fiscal
year; and

"(IV) PTOvf,J,eappropn.t:l!e. incentives from royalties for those
laboratory,emp!gyees.Ulhg contribute substantially to the techni
co. z..~v.e lopment of..t:llice."'!~'!-invention be!wee~ the ti17l!! !>f the.
filmg of the patent applleatlOln andthe IICensmg of the mven-
Iion. - - -

"(iii) An agency that has published its intention to promulgate
regulations under clause (ii) may elect not to poy inventors under
clause (i) until the expiration of two years after the date of the en
actment of this Act or until the date of the promulgation of such
regulations, whichever is earlier. If an agency makes such an elec
tion and after two years the regulations have not beenpromulgated,
the agency shall make payments (in accordance with clause (i)) ofat
least 15 percent of the royalties involved, retroactive to the date of
the enactment of this Act. If promulgation of the regulotions occurs
within two years after the date of the enactment of this Act, pay-





ments shall be made in accordance with such regulations, retroac
tive to the date of the enactment of this Act. The agency shall retain
its royalties until the inventor's partion is paid under either clause
(i) or (ii). Such royalties shall not be transferred to the agency's Goo
ernment-operated laboratories under subparagraph (B) and shall not
revert to the Treasury pursuant to paragraph (2) as a result of any
delay caused by rulemaking under this subparagraph.

"(B) The bal~Tl£I!-.pf the]'oy(jltiesor other. income shall be trans
ferred tiY 1M agency to its Government-operated laboratories, witl<
the majority share of the royalties or other income from any inven·
tion going to the laboratory where the invention occurred; and the
funds so transferred to any such laboratory may be used or obligato
ed by that laboratory during the fiscal year in which they are re
ceived or during the succeeding fiscal year-

"W fOr.Jl!:1yment o[expensesincidental to the administration
and..licensi"ng'Of iiiventlOTzs by that labOratory.o;..by ~he agency
with respect to inventions which occurred at that laboratory, in
cluding the fees or other costs for the services of 0 ther agencies,
persons, or organizations for inventipn manag~.rrteTl:.t!J.ndlicens-
ing services; . .
.. "(ii). to reward scientifIC, engineering, and technical employeesolJ.hcitlaooroforyj....-..-- 'm•••,. . •.•.••

"(iii) to further scientiflg exchange among the government-op·
eratedlaborojor;es oft1t.e.agi!1leY; or' -- -' d... ' ...-

''(ivY f2r.~d.IJ5:y,tion _(J1!4 training o[employeel! consistent. with
the research and development mission and objectives of the
agency, .and for other activities that increase the licensing po
tel'.1iof...fgr-transfer ofthe technology. of the Government-operat
ed laboratoriesof11ze agency..

Any of such funds not so used or obligated by the end of the {lScal
year succeeding the {lScal year in whieh they are received shall be
paid into the Treasury of the United States.

"(2) If, after payments to inventors under paragraph (1), the royal
ties received by an agency in any {lScal year exceed 5 percent of the
budget of the Government-operated laboratories of the agency for
that year, 75 percent of such excess shall be paid to the Treasury of
the United States and the remaining 25 percent may be used or obli
gated for the purposes described in clauses (i) through (iv) ofpara
graph (1XE) during that {lScal year or the succeeding fiscal year.
Any funds not so used or obligated shall be paid into the Treasury
of the United States. .

"(3) Any payment made to an employee under this section shall be
in addition to the regular pay of the employee and to any other
awards made to the employee, and shall not affect the entitlement
of the employee to any regular pay, annuity, or award to which he is
otherwise entitled or for which he is otherwise eligible or limit the
amount thereof. Any payment made to an inventor as such shall
continue after the inventor leaves the laboratory or agency. Pay
ments made under this section '.hall 'l!Jtqceeq,ll(Jf),QQO.PJ!r.year:..to.
aftJ one person, unless the President approves' a larger award (with
t. excess over $lOQ,QQQ being treated as a Presidential award under
section 4504: of title 5, United States ('~).

i

"(1;) A Federal agency receiving royalties or other income as a,
result of invention management services performed for another Fed
eral agency or laboratory under section 207 of title 35, United States
Code, shall retain such royalties or income to the extent required to
offset the payment of royalties to inventors under clauSe (i) ofpara
graph (1XA), costs and expenses incurred under .clause (1) of para
graph (lYB), and the cost of foreign patenting and maintenance for
such invention performed at the request of the other agency or labo
ratory. All royaltie» and other income remaining after payment of
the royalties, costs, and expenses described in the pri!ceding sentence
shall be transferred to the agency for which the services were per
formed, for distribution in accordance with clauses (i) through (iv)
ofe.aragraph (1XB).

'(b) CERTAIN ASSIGNMENTS.-If the invention involved was one
assigned to the Federal agency-

"(1) by a contractor, grantee, or participant in a cooperative
agreement with the agency, or .

"(2) by an employee of the agency who was not working in the
laboratory at the time the invention was made.

the agency unit that was involved in such assignment shall be con
sidered to be a laboratory for purposes of this section.

"(c) REPORTS.-{1) In making their annual budget submissions
Federal agencies shall submit, to the appropriate authorization. and
appropriation committees of both Houses of the Congress, summa
ries of the amount ofRoyalties or other income received and expend
itures made (including inventor awards) under this section.

"(2) The Comptroller General, five years after the date of the en
actment of this section, shall review the effectiveness of the various
royalty-sharing programs established u~r this section and repart
to the appropriate committeesof the House of Representatives and
the Senate, In a timely manner, his findings, conclusions, and rec-
ommendations for improvements in such programs-.'~ .
SEC. B. EMPLOYEE ACTIYITIES. .

The Stevenson-Wydler Technology InnOvation Act of 1980 (as
amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section 11; the following new section:
"SEC. 15. E61PLOYEE ACTIYITIES.

"(a) IN GENERAL.-lf a Federal -!!Ce'!!'Y. whieh has the ri({ht of
0UJnelJl.hjE.lQ. ,!-n_0-ventiQ';~ u_n~rtl!l.S.A.c/; .iWiii/jOfJiitii'!d to/t'fi lor
a patent applICatIOn or otherwise to promote commercialization of
such invention, the agency shall allow the inventor, if the inventor
is a Government employee or former employee who made the in!J~n
tion during the course of employment withehe Government, .to
retain title to the inve"tiQ11, (subject to reservation by the Govern
ment of a nonexclusive, non transferrable, irrevocable, paid-up li
cense to practice the invention or have the invention practiced
throughout the world by or on behalf of the Government). In addi
tion, the agencl may condition the mventor's right to title on the
timely filing or a patent application in cases when the Government
determines that it has or may have a need to practice the invention.

"(b) DEFINITloN.-For purposes of this section, Federal employees
include 'special Government employees' as defined in section 202 of
title 18, United States Code.·

. "
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"(c) ltELATlONSHIP TO UTHER LA ws.-Nothing in this section is
intended to limit or diminish existing authorities of any agency. ':

_ SEC. 9. MISCELLANEOUS AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
(a) REPEAL OF NATIONAL mDUSTRLtL TECHNOWGY BOARD.-Sec

tion 10 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980
(15 U.S.C. 3709) is repealed. '

(b) CHIINGES IN TERMINOWGY,OR ADMINISTRIITIVE STRUCTURE.
(l) Section 3(2) of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act
of 1980 is amended by striking out "centers for industrial technolo
gy" and inserting in lieu thereof "cooperative research centers':

(2)Section 4 ofsuch Act is amended-
(A) by striking out "Industrial Technology" in paragraph (l)

and inserting in lieu thereof "Productivity, Technology, and In
novation J~.

(B) by striking out "'Director' means the Director of the
Office of Industrial Technology" in ~ragraph (3) and inserting
in lieu thereof " ~ssistant Secretary means the Assistant Secre
tary for Productivity, Technology, and Innovation'~

(C) by striking out "Centers for Industrial Technology" in
paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof "Cooperative Re-
search Centers'" . .

(D) by striki~g out paragraph (6), and redesignating para
graphs (7) and (8) as f:l;ragraphs (6) and (7), respectively; and

(E) by striking out owned and funded" in paragraph (6) as
so redesignated and inserting in lieu thereof "owned. leased. or
otherwise used by a Federal agency and funded':

(3) Section 5(a) ofsuch Act is amended b,r, striking out "Industrial
Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof 'Productivity, Technology,
and Innovation '~

(4) 'Section 5(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "DIREC
TOR" and inserting in lieu thereof '~SSISTANTSECRETARY': and by
striking out "a Director of the OffICe" and all that follows and in
serting in lieu thereof "an ASSIStant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology, and Innovation. ':

(5) Section 5(c)ofsuch Act is amended- ' , ,
(AJ by striking out "the Director" each place it appears and

inserting in lieu thereof "the Assistant Secretary"; "
(B) by redesignating paragraphs (7) and (8) as paragraphs (9)

and (10), respectively; and " ,
(C) by inserting immediately after paragraph (6) the following

new paragraphs:
"(7) encourage and assist the creation of centers and other

joint initiatives by State or local governments, regional organi
zations, private businesses, institutions of higher education,
nonprofit organizations, or Federal laboratories to encourage
technology transfer, to stimulate innovation, and ta promote an
appropriate climate for investment in technology-related indus
tries;

"(8) propose and encourage cooperative research involving ap
propriate Federal entities, State or local governments, regional
organizations, colleges or universities, nonprofit organizations,
or private industry to promote the common use of resources, to
improve training programs and curricula, to stimulate interest'

1
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in high technology careers, and to encourage fneeffective diJ!
semination of technology skills within the wider community; '..'

(6) The heading of section 6 of such Act is amended to readas
follows: "
"SEC. 6. COOPERATIVE RESEA.RCH CENTERS."

(7) Section 6(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "Centers
for Industrial Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof "Coopera-
tive Research. Centers ". '

(8) Section 6(bXl) of such Act is amended by striking out "basic
and applied ': ' '

(9) Section 6(e)of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(e) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UTIL1Z11TION.-[n the promo

tion of technology from research and development efforts by Centers
under this section, chapter 18 of title 35, United States Code, shall
apply to the extent not inconsistent with this section. ' ..

(10) Section 6(tJ'pf such Act is repealed.
(11) The heading of section 8 of such Act is amended by striking

out "CENTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL TECHNOWGY" and inserting in lieu
thereof "COOPERIITIVE RESEARCH CENTERS'"

(12) Section 8(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "Centers
for Industrial Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof "Coopera
tive Research Centers '..

(13) Section 19 of such Act (as redesignated by section 2 of this
Act) is amended by striking out "pursuant to this Act" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "pursuant to the provisions of this Act (other
than sections 12, 13, and 14)':, '

(c) RELATED CoNFORMING 'AMENDMENT.-Section 210 of title 35,
United States Code, is amended by adding at, the end thereof the
following new subsection: .

"(e) The/rovisions of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innova
tion Act 0 1980, as amended by the Federal Technology Transfer
Act of1986, shall take precedence over the provisions of this chapter
to the extent that they permit or require a, 'disposition of rights in
subject inventions whiCh is inconsistent with this chapter. ':

(d) ADDITIONAL DEFINITlONs.-Section 4 ofsuch Act (as amended
by subsection (bX2) of this section) is further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(8) 'Federal agency' means any executive agency as defined
in section 105 Of title 5, United States Code, arid the military
departments as defined in section 102 ofsuch title.

"(9) 'Invention' means any invention or discovery whiCh is or
may be patentable or otherwise protected under title 35, United
States Code, or any novel variety of plant which is or may be
protectable under the Plant Variety Protection Act (7 U.S.c.
2321 et seq.):

"(10) 'Made' when used in conjunction with any invention
means the conception or first actual reduction to practice of
such invention.

"(11) 'Small business firm' means a small business concern as
defined in section 2 of Public Law 85-536 (15 U.S.c. 632) and
implementing regulations of the Administrator of the Small
Business Administration.
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'."(12) 'Training technology' means computer software and re-
lated materials which are developed by a Federal agency to
train employees of such agency, including but not limited to
software for computer-based instructional systems and for inter
active oideo disc systems. ':

(e) REDESIGNATION OF SECTIONS To REFLECT CHANGES MADE BY
PRECEDING PROVISIONS.-:-{l) Such Act (as amended by the preceding
provisions of this Act) is further amended by redesignating sections
11 through 19 as sections 10 through 18, respectively.

(2XA) Section 5(d) of such Act is amended by inserting 'ras then
in effect)" after "sections 5, 6, 8, II, 12, and 13 of this Act."

(B) Section 8(a) of such Act is amended by striking out the last
sentence.

(C) Section 9(d) of such Act is amended by striking out "or 13"
and inserting in lieu thereof "10, 111, or 16."

(3) Section 13(aXlJ of such Act (as redesignated by paragraph (1)
of this subsection) is amended by striking out "section 12" in the
matter preceding subparagraph (A) and inserting .in lieu thereof
"section 11.H , .

W Section 18 ofsuch Act (as redesignated qy paragraph (1) of.this
subsection) is amended by striking out "sections 12, 13, and 111 'and
inserting in lieu thereof "sections 11, 12, and 13."

(0 CLARIFICATION OF FINDINGS AND l'rmPosES.-(1) The second
sentence of section 2(10) of such Act (15 U.S.c. 3'101(10)) is amended
by inserting ': which include inventions, computer software, and
training technologies, " immediately after "developments. "

(2) Section 3(3) of such Act (15 U.S.C. 3'102(3)) is amended by in
sertin« ': including inventions, software, and training technol
ogies, 'immediately after "developments. "

And the Senate agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment

of the Senate to the title of the bill and agree to the same.
DoN FuQUA,
DoUG WALGREN,
STAN LUNDINE,
MANuEL LUJAN, Jr.,
SHERWOOD L. BOEHLERT,

Managers on the Part of the House.
JACK DANFORTH,
FRrrz HOLLINGS,
DON RIEGLE,
SLADE GoRTON,
LARRy PRESSLER,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE

The managers on the part of the HOWle and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (Fl.R. 3773) to amend the Ste
venson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 to promote tech
nology transfer by authorizing Government-operated laboratories
to enter into cooperative research agreements and by .estabUshing
a Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer witlIin
the National Science Foundation, and for other· purposes, submit
the following joint statement to the House and the Senate in expla
nation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the managers and
recommended in the accompanying conference report:

The Senate amendment to the text of the bill struck out all of
the House bill after the enacting clause and inserted a substitute
text.

The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate with an amendment which is a substitute for the HOWle
bill and the Senate amendment. The differences between the HOWle
bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in confer
ence are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming
changes made necessary by !'lP"eemen,ts reached by the conferees,
and minor drafting and clarifying chanjles.. . .

The following section-by-section analysis explains actions of the
managers in the conference report to accompany H.R. 3773-.

SECTION I.-SHORT TiTLE.
The Conferees chose to use the Senate version of the title: "Fed

eral Technology Transfer Act of 1986.'~
.,: "

SECTION 2.-e00PERATlVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

There were marked similarities between .th~· HOWle and "Senate
passed versions of this section. Both reflected the concern that the
F~!L.erhal.... ...!~.bo.._[~.\;Q.!.~.s._.n._~..._.."le,!'-!.._abu

1
th.oPty .tc:ld.0.. cooperhati.ve re

S!1sIL.Sll." tJ1J<ttney.neeu to oe a e to exercise that aut orityat
thaIaboratory level. Both Permit the laboratories to enter into co
operative research and development agreements with a wide range
of parties. Both strive to make the entering of these agreements as
easy as possible from the point of view of the private sector partici
pan" while protecting the legitimate concerns of the government.
This authority is optional in both versions and is not intended to
affect previously existing cooperative agreement authority, such as
the Space Act provisions, which for .almost three decades have per
mitted NASA laboratories to enter into cooperative agreements.

The conferees deleted the House. version's requirement of an
agency plan within 180 days of enactment of the section. Instead of

(16)
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requiring a plan or regulations, the conference version of the legis
lation makes regulations optional and makes it clear that imple
mentation of the cooperative research and development authority
can begin in advance of any regulations.

The conferees adopted many of the modifications the Senate
made to the House-passed version of this section. The conference
version specifically states that a laboraton-. may accept funds, per
sonnel, andservices'llIld CQl1aliOiiltlDgpaj-tieil may accep1Jh!'

, same, with the exception of funds, as their contribution under a co
operative iirieenient. Ifapplies to any inventions occurring under a
cooperative MD agreement, the long-standiog tradition of reserv
ing the right in the government to a paid-up non-exclusive license
in that invention. It also clearly gi_~rmissioll_to--P!:"!l,ent and
fo.~!l1e.J·,e.<t~!'alehIIlPtIIOYJ':.s 0tof3}a~l'8.tot~·to-,.,e.,!1hP!U'tyto,eftih°Jisto..
commercianze t a aoora 'Ls mven Ions, to t e extent t eLcan
do so andncfbeiii-VIoliitIonor !'!(eneyre9uirements"andstaiidardSofCOnaUct. ',' . .- .

The conditions on the exercise of the cooperative agreement au
thority which were part of the Agency Plan under the House ver
sion of the legislation are still to be considered by the 'laboratories
in deciding with whom to contract. Special consideration is still to
be given to small businesses and consortia involving small business.
The purpose of this requirement is to ensure access by these groups
to the laboratories and is not intended to limit access by non-profit
organizations and universities.

The provisions from both versions dealing with the preference to
U.S. business units were accepted. Therefore, laboratories are to
give preference to business units located in the United ~tates
which' agree to domestic manufacture. When evaluating whether to
grant access by a foreign company, the Federal laboratories may
examine the willingness of the foreign government to open its own
laboratories to U.S. firms.

The House-passed provisions on conflict of interest are. retained
as is, and its provisions for review of a cooperative research and
development agreement and for limited headquarters review of
agreementS are accepted substantially as passed by that body. '

SECTION S.-ESTABLISHMENT OF FEOERAL CONSORTIUM FOR"
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER '

The conferees recommend adopting the Senate decisions to affili
ate the Federal Laboratory Consortium with the National Bureau
of Standards and to establish a program for demonstration projects
in technology transfer. They further recommend fundiog the con
sortium at House-recommended levels.

Both the House and the Senate-passed versions of this legislation
address the need of the Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC) to
have a permanent connection with a federal agency and a more
predictable source of fundiog for the next five years. These two
changes will permit the FLC, which has operated with very limited
fundiog for much of its' 15 years, to coordioate its program better
and to expand its efforts at permitting the technology transfer offi
cere of the various Federal TAoornt.ories to work more closely b>
gether. It is the clear intent of both Houses that, to the extent pas-
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sible, the existing"programsimd initiatives of the Ftc he'cbniiilUed
uninterrupted as the '\ltganizational eharigesvrequired 'DY•the Act
are made. As soon as'practical after-enectment.vthecurrent FLC
officers are asked to begin the, FLC's transltion by"convening a
meeting both of the current FLC representatives and 'of representa
tives of any laboratories added to the' Consortium by this Act. Be
cause of the twin goals of continuity' 'and increased' effectiveness for
the FLC, these efforts should not awalt- funds transfers under the
FLC set-aside provision.' " 'j, ,".

The Federal Laboratory Consortium is expected to remain a
networking organization of the Federal laboratories and their tech
nology transfer officers. The consortium is to function as a clear-

~':~'i'b~l:et~~d~~~l.~f~~~~£IYt~~ofu~~~~it'Ptga~
hasmade.. theo.rg!!iI..w.t.iQ!La SllcceSS tollate WiIl~l).!inue.Tlie con
sortium is not to engage directly in tne transfer'o[ technology.
Rather, it is expected to help' the laboratories t!lllt develop the
technology to do a better job of transferringIt 'by,themselves or
through appropriate agents. " , ' .. ,"'. . ,

The conferees felt, however, for the FLC to perform this function
properly, increased funding is necessary for such projects as ex
panding the Consortium's electronic mail system and strengthen
ing its regional operations. These efforts, plus the planned re-estab
lishment at the National Bureau of Standards of a small Washing
ton presence, led the conferees to recommend that the FLC set
aside be the House-passed figure of .005% to fund the operations of
the organization. Five percent .of these funds would be used to
cover the Senate-passed program of demonstration projects in tech
nology transfer. The Conferees see these demonstrations as a useful
complement to the Federal Laboratory Consortium. At least two
such demonstrations are to be funded over the five year life of the
demonstration program, and the Consortium should look for diver
sity both in the types of demonstrations funded and in the states
hosting the demonstrations. The Federal Laboratory Consortium is
expected to develop program specifications, but the conferees
expect the actual competition and awards process to be conducted
at the request of the FLC either by a federal agency or by a labora
tory with existing capabilities to administer such a program.

The conferees recommend establishment of the House-passed
concept of regional advisors for the Federal Laboratory Consortium
but did not choose to establish formal advisory committees. These
volunteers will provide insights from the business' community
which will help the consortium stay on target in its efforts to make
the laboratories helpful and accessible to the business community.
The conferees also recommend inclusion of the Senate provision au
thorizing the Consortium to encourage laboratories, when .request
ed, to assist interested organizations and businesses in various
facets of technology program planning and curriculum design.

SECTION 4.-UTIL1ZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

up;::d~OthS: ::~U~~ft;~:::r;e~::f:ssi~~~~~~odi1:~~;
transfer, were similar. The conferees recommend accepting from
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the Hq\lllll,¥ersion,.t,1le policy statement that technology transfer, is
a respo.nsiPility"ofeye.wl!1boratory'~.8Cientificand enginE!ering Pro
f~ioniil,: and the reqlJh:ement;t1Jattechnology transfer profession
als be' includedin ,qvllralilaborlltory/agency management develop
ment ,programs.:FToIll ,the Se!Jllteversion, the conferees recom
mend- inclusion among.the functions of technology transfer profes
sionals, participation, w:here feasible" in state" local and regional
technology transfer efforts, The House requirements of technology
transfer reports as part of agency annual budget submissions is re
tained.

SECTION 5.""':FUN.CTlONS OF THE SECRETARY

The conferees recommend acceptance of the Senate's two addi
tions to the bill's lists of duties of the Secretary of Commerce. The
Secretary is required to Sllbm,it biennial reports to the President
and-the Congress on' the use by agencies of Stevenson-Wydler Act
authorities. Thll',original St;evenso!1·W~dler Ac~ required one such
report. The Secretary also IS requiredto submit a one-time report
to the President and Congress on copyright, provisions and other
types of legal barriers which limit the transfer of federally funded
computersoftware and on the feasibility and cost of compiling and
maintaining, a current and comprehensive inventory of federally
funded training software. The report is to identify recurring prob
lems rather than to attempt to compile a comprehensive list of bar
riers facing indlvidual software projects.

SECTION 6.-REWARnS FOR SCIENTIFIC, E!'l'GINEERlNG, AND TECH;NICAL
" I'ERBONNEL OF FEDERAL 'AGENCIES

This section is identical in the House and Senate versions of this
legislation.

SECTION 7.-DlSTlUBUTlON OF ROYALTIES RECElVEn BY FEDERAL
AGENCIES

Both the House and Senate-paBBed .versions of this section direct

~~ti~~"~de~~l~fltthe:°futt:kli~~:~~f::t;Nat~:
tories, Both versions have identiCalliiriitilontheamoiiiif'of money
the laboratories may retain. Both have similar uses to which the
laboratory directors may allocate the money, one of which is to
re"'lll'd_ !,!!,ploYeesof the agency for innovative work,,1)Q~I:Li!!M
therance onhe lIgency's mission and in advancing inventions with

CQ~"Si2:~illti:J~tionallYdirects llgenc~eS ~,~:~ ~t.,
1~%_Qf}'~yaltiesfrom, an ~vention to the inventor or eotnventors,
before allocating the remainder to its laboratories. The House had
chosen not to include a percentage royalty share, preferring to
leave maximum flexibility in rewarding inventors with laboratory
management. '
, The conferees recommend acceptance of a compromise provision,
which requires agencies either to allocate at least 15% of royalties
from an invention to the inventor or coinventors, or to promulgate
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regulations providing an alternative set of rights in the inventor
whose invention produces royalties for the government. " "

The conferees believe agencies should have the flexibility to for
mulate royalty payments to employees that best meet the unique
circumstances of each agency and that meet the purpose of the
Act. At the same time, the conferees agree that provu:lirig a predict
able, guaranteed reward from royalties to federally employed in
ventors provides a strong incentive to report, develop, and help li-
cense inventions with commercial potential. '

The conferees agree that royalty sharing alone, although effec
tive, is an imperfect tool in promoting technology transfer. The
process of turning an invention into a successful commercial prod.
uct is complex, and involves the work of more than just the inven
tors. Within a laboratory a team of scientists and enlPneers,
beyond those involved in patenting an invention, may contnbute to
its development and licensing, and their contribution may be as im
portant to the commercial success of the invention as that of the
Inventors. In addition, a single, fixed royalty share may be an inad
equate reward for an inventor, depending on the amount of royal
ties received.

Therefore, the conferees believe tha~. lliborIiW.!Y. directors s1Jou!d
wie.Jhe Ii,gthority in secb.wD4(aXllillXI!),!Q~ward thO.8.l!-."llll'loy!'88

;!~~~:%t~~~~S~~j!:!!ar!r&1!:t?:t~~~;~~
sider tiered allocation of royalties, wliich give more weight to the
inventor's contribution when royalty income is small, but which
also recognize the contributions of a wider team.

In the Federal laboratories, depending on size, a percentage of
royalties could be allocated to the research team or project, in addl
tion to the inventor's share, before the remainder is allocated to
the Laboratory Director. Such an allocation ispoBBible without
formal rulemaking, provided the allocation is in addition to the
minimum inventor's share of 15% under clauses 14(aXIXAXi) or
(AXil).

The initial 15 percent allocation for royalties is to take effect on
enactment of the bill unless an agency publishes its intention to
promulgate rules. The 15% or any alternative allocation is to apply
to all royalty income received by an agency in a given year, includ
ing that from inventions patented and licensed before the date of
enactment of this Act, and is to continue for as long as the agency
receives income from an invention, including after the inventors
may have left the agency. The compromise provides thata Federal
emplo)'ee may not receive more than $100,000 TFfrlear in royalty
iiicoiiieWillioIinhe~a~provarof the President. coincides with
the limits on'agenCies statutory atithoriiyto make cash awards to
employees.

If an agency's rulemaking is completed within two years after
enactment and the 15 percent royalty sharing has not gone into
effect, the effective date of royalty sharing under the rule is to be
the effective date of the Act. H there is no rule within two years of
enactment and royalty sharing is not in effect, 15% mandatory roy
alty sharing is to go into effect for that agency retroactive to the
date of enactment. If a rule goes into effect more than two years
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after enactment. the effective date of the royalty sharing under the
rule for that agency is to be the same as the effective date of the
rule. " , ", .
", The conferees wish to stress the' flexibility of the compromise on
royalty sharing. It is intended to give each agency the freedom to
devise different employee award systems that accomplish the pur
poses of the Act and that best meet the unique needs" cultures, and
technology transfer problems of the agencies' laboratories. In order
to strengthen the program so that all agencies can benefit from
what is learned in the varying approaches to royalty sharing,
Comptroller General report has been mandated evaluating the first
five years of this royalty sharing program.

The conferees value the licensing activities that have been per
formed by the National Technical Information Service for other
agencies including other parts of the Department of Commerce.
Section 14(aX6) has been added to permit NTIS to continue this
work without interruption after enactment. , .

The conferees are in agreement that there are inherent ,differ
ences in the way public sector and private sector employees can be
rewarded. Furthermore, they have provided agencies with flexibil
ity in the establishment of programs to reward inventors. The con
ferees, therefore, do not expect any particular agency's approach
for rewarding inventors. whether it includes 15 percent mandatory
royalty sharing or not, to be viewed as setting a precedent for the
private sector.

SECTION S.-EMPLOYEE ACTIVITIES

The conferees recommend acceptance of this provision from the
Senate version of the legislation as modified. The provision is in
tended to assure that a Government' employee has a chance to
obtain title to an invention if the government does not plan to ar
range for the commercialization of the invention. The conferees
recommend giving the inventor an automatic right to request an
invention ,where the government neither intends to file for a
patent nor 'intends to promote the ,transfer of this information to
the U.S. private sector by alternate means.

SECTION 9.-MISCELLANEOUS AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

The only significant difference between the House and Senate
versions of these provisions is the Senate's addition of two new re
sponsibilities for Department of Commerce's Office of Productivity,
Technology and Innovation. The conferees recommend inclusion of
both new responsibilities: promotion of joint initiatives in technolo
gy transfer and encouragement of cooperative programs among all
appropriate parties regarding development and dissemination of
technological skills.

DoN fuQUA,
DOUG WALGREN,
STAN LUNDINE,
MANUEL LUJAN, Jr.,
SHERWOOD L. BOEHLERT,

Managers on the Part of the House.
JACK DANFORTH,
FRITZ HOLLINGS,
DON RIEGLE,
SLADE GoRTON,
LARRY PRESSLER,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary
(Los Angeles, California)

For Immediate Release

EXECUTIVE ORDER

April 10, 1987

(',

FACILITATING ACCESS TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

By the authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution and laws of the United States of America,
including the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (Public
Law 99-502), the Trademark Clarification Act of 1984 (Public
Law 98-620), and the University and Small Business Patent
Procedure Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-517), and in order to
ensure that Federal agencies and laboratories assist univer
sities and the private sector in broadening our technology
base by moving new knowledge from the research laboratory into
the development of new products and processes, it is hereby
ordered as follows:

Section 1. Transfer of Federally Funded Technology.

(a) The head of each Executive department and agency, to
the extent permitted by law, shall encourage and facilitate
collaboration ~ong Federal laboratories, State and local
governments, universities, and the private sector, particu
larly small business, in order to assist in the transfer of
technology to the marketplace.

(b) The head of each Executive department and agency
shall, within overall funding allocations and to the extent
permitted by law:

(1) delegate authority to its g~vernment-owned,

government-operated Federal laboratories:

(A) to enter into cooperative research and
development agreements with other Federal
laboratories, State and local governments,
universities, and the private sector; and

(B) to license, assign, or waive rights to
intellectual property developed by the laboratory
either under such cooperative research or
development agreements and from within individual
laboratories.

(2) identify and encourage persons to act as conduits
between and among Federal laboratories, universities,
and the private sector for the transfer of technology
developed from federally funded research and development
efforts;



(3) ensure that State and local governments,
universities, and the private sector are provided with
information on the technology, expertise, and facilities
available in Federal laboratories;

(4) promote the commercialization, in accord with my
Memorandum to the Heads of Executive Departments and
Agencies of February 18, 1983, of patentable results of

federally funded research by granting to all contractors,
regardless of size, the title to patents made in whole or
in part with Federal funds, in exchange for royalty-free
use by or on behalf of the government;

(5) implement, as expeditiously as practicable, royalty
sharing programs with inventors who were employees of the
agency at the time their inventions were made, and cash
award programs; and

(6) cooperate, under policy guidance provided by the
Office of Federal Procurement Policy, with the heads of
other affected departments and agencies in the develop
ment of a uniform policy permitting Federal contractors
to retain rights to software, engineering drawings, and
other technical data generated by Federal grants and
contracts, in exchange for royalty-free use by or on
behalf of the government.

Sec. 2. Establishment of the Technology Share Program.
The Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Energy, and Health
and Human Services and the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration shall select one or more
of their Federal laboratories to participate in the Technology
Share Program. Consistent with its mission and policies and
within its overall funding allocation in any year, each
Federal laboratory 50 selected shall:

(a) Identify areas of research and technology of
potential importance to long-term national economic
competitiveness and in which the laboratory possesses special
competence and/or unique facilities;

(b) Establish a mechanism through which the laboratory
performs research in areas identified in Section 2(a) as a
participant of a consortium composed of United States
industries and universities. All consortia so established
shall have, at a minimum, three individual companies that
conduct the majority of their business in the United States;
and

(c) Limit its participation in any consortium so
established to the use of laboratory personnel and facilities.
However, each laboratory may also provide financial support
generally not to exceed 25 percent of the total budget for the
activities of the consortium. Such financial support by any
laboratory in all such consortia shall be limited to a maximum
of $5 million per annum.
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Sec. 3. Technology Exchange -- Scientists and Engineers.
The Executive Director of the President's Commission on
Executive Exchange. shall assist Federal agencies, where appro
priate, by developing ar.d implementing an exchange program
whereby scientists and engineers in the private sector may
take temporary assignments in Federal laboratories, and
scientists and engineers in Federal laboratories may take
temporary assignments in the private sector.

Sec. 4. International Science and Technology. In order
to ensure that the United States benefits from and fully
exploits scientific research and technology developed abroad,

(a) The head of each Executive department and agency,
when negotiating or entering into cooperative research and
development agreements and licensing arrangements with foreign
persons or industrial organizations (where these entities are
directly or indirectly controlled by a foreign company or
government), shall, in consultation with the United States
Trade Representative, give appropriate con~ideration:

(1) to whether such foreign companies or governments
permit and encourage United States agencies, organiza
tions, or persons to enter into cooperative research and
development agreements and .licensing arrangements on a
comparable basis;

(2) to whether those foreign governments have policies
to protect the United States intellectual property
rights; and .,

(3) where cooperative research will involve data,
technologies, or products subject to national security
export controls under the laws of the United States, to
whether those foreign governments have adopted adequate
measures to prevent the transfer of strategic technology
to destinations prohibited under such national security
export controls, either through participation in the
Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls
(COCOM) or through other intern~tional agreements to

which the United States and such foreign governments are
signatories.

(b) The Secretary of State shall develop a recruitment
policy that encourages scientists and engineers from other
Federal agencies, academic institutions, and industry to apply
for assignments in embassies of the United States; and

(c) The Secretaries of State and Commerce and the
Director of the National Science Foundation shall develop a
central mechanism for the prompt and efficient dissemination
of science and technology information developed abroad to
users in Federal laboratories, academic institutions, and the
private sector on a fee-for-service basis.



Sec. 5. Technology Transfer from the Departnent of
Defense. Within 6 months of the date of this Order, the
Secretary of Defense shall identify a list of funded
technologies that would be potentially use:ul to United States
industries and universities. The secretary shall then
accelerate efforts to make these tec~nologies more readily
available to United States industries "and universities.

Sec. 6. Basic Science and Technology Centers. The head
of each Executive department and agency shall examine the
potential for including the establishment of university
research centers in engineering, science, or technology in the
strategy and planning for any future research and development
programs. Such university centers shall be jointly funded by
the Federal Government, the private sector, and, where appro
priate, the States and shall focus on areas of fundamental
research and technology that are both scientifically promising
and have the potential to contribute to the Nation's long-term
economic competitiveness.

,

Sec. 7. Reporting Requirements. (al Within 1 year from
the date of this Order, the Director of the Office of Science
and Technology Policy shall convene an interagency task force
comprised of the heads of representative agencies and the
directors of representative Federal laboratories, or their
designees, in order to identify and disseminate creative
approaches to technology transfer from Federal laboratories.
The task force will report to the President on the progress
of and problems with technology transfer from Federal
laboratories.

J
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(b) Specifically, the report shall include:

(1) a listing of current technology transfer programs
and an assessment of the effectiveness of these programs;

(2) identification of new or creative approaches to
technology transfer that might serve as model programs
for Federal laboratories;

(3) criteria to assess the effectiveness and impact on
the Nation's economy of planned or future technology
transfer efforts; and

(4) a compilation and assessment of the Technology Share
Program established in Section 2 and, where appropriate,
related cooperative research and development venture
programs.

Sec. 8. Relation to Existing Law. Nothing in this Order
shall affect the continued applicability of any existing laws
or regulations relating to the transfer of United States tech
nology to other nations. The head of any Executive department
or agency may exclude from consideration, under this Order,
any technology that would be, if transferred, detrimental to
the interests of national security.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
April 10, 1987.

• ,RONALD REAGAN
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary
(Los Angeles, California)

For Immediate Release

FACT SHEET

April 10, 1987

"Facilitating Access to Science and Technology·

The Executive Order on Facilitating Access to Science and
Technology initiates a. number of steps designed to promote
cooperation between the Federal Government, State and local
governments, industry and academia in cooperative research and
the commercialization of research. These steps will:

1. Direct Federal departments and agencies to improve the
transfer of federally developed technology and technical
information to the marketplace by:

encouraging Federal laboratories to collaborate
with State and local governments, universities and
business, particularly small business, through
cooperative research and development agreements;

licensing intellectual property developed through
the cooperative research and development agreements
or by individual Federal laboratories;

encouraging "science entrepreneurs" to act as
conduits between Federal laboratories, universities,
and the private sector;

implementing royalty-sharing prograr.s for Federa~

inventors; and

developing a uniform Federal policy permitting
Federal contractors to retain rights to software,
engineering drawings, and other federally generated
technical data, in exchange for royalty-free use by
the government.

>~,&."",,,,,~o'
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3.

4.

Direct the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Energy,
and Health and Hu~an Services and the Administrator of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to
select onp. or more of their laboratories to participate
in the "Technology Share Program," involving multi-year
joint basic and applied research with consortia of U.S.
firms and unive~sities.

Direct the President's Commission on Executive Exchange
to assist Federal agencies in developing and implementlng
an exchange program whereby scientists and engineers in
the private sector may take temporary assignments in
Federal laboratories and scientists and engineers in
Federal laboratories may take temporary assignments in
the private sector.

Direct:

a. Federal agencies, when negotiating or entering into
cooperative :reseatc:h"and development agreements and
licensing arrangements with foreign persons or
industrial organizations directly or indirectly
controlled by a foreign company or government, to
give consideration in consultation with the

more
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United States Trade Representative to whether the
country: offers comparable research and development
and licensing opportunities for U.S. nationals and
companies and protects U.S. intellectual property
rights;

b. the Secretary of State to develop a recruitment
policy encouraging scientists and engineers from
across the Federal Government, academia, and
industry to serve in U.S. embassy assignments
abroad; and

c. the Secretaries of State and Commerce and the
Director of the National Science Foundation
to develop a central mechanism for the prompt and
efficient dissemination of science and technology
information developed abroad to users in Federal
laboratories, academic institutions, and the private
sector on a fee-for-service basis~

5. Direct the Secretary of Defense to identify within
6 months a list of funded technologies that would be
potentially useful to U.S. industries and universities
and to then accelerate efforts to make these technologies
more readily available.

6. Direct Federal agencies to examine the potential for
including the establishment of university-based research
centers in engineering, science, or technology in the
strategy and planning for any future R&D programs. Such
centers would be jointly funded by the Federal Govern
ment, the private sector, and, where appropriate, the
States and would focus on areas of fundamental research
and technology that are both scientifically promising and
have the potential to contribute to the nation's
long-term economic competitiveness.

7. Direct the Director of the Office of Scie~ce and
Technology Policy to convene wi~hin 1 year an interagency
task force of Federal research agencies and their
laboratories to assess the progress in transferring
technologies fro~ Federal laboratories and to develop and
disseminate additional creative approaches to techno:ogy
transfer.

The President's intention to issue an Executive order was
announced in January as part of his 43-point Competitiveness
Initiative.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary
(Los Angeles, California)

For Immediate Release

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

April 10, 1987

(
I

I believe a vigorous science and technology enterprise
involving the private sector is essential to our economic
and national security as we approach the 21st century.
Accordingly, I have today issued an Executive Order
"Facilitating Access to Science and Technology."

It is important not only to ensure that we maintain American
preeminence in generating new knowledge and know-how in
advanced technologies, but also that we encourage the swiftest
possible transfer of federally developed science and tech
nology to the private sector. All of the provisions of this
Executive order are designed to keep the United States on the
leading edge of international competition.

# # #
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by Kevin McDermott

T
he u.s. government spent about $55
billion in researching new technolo
gies this year, about $20 billion of it in
government laboratories. A lot of

good ideas will come out of that spending,
evenif someof those ideasturn out to be tar
from theoriginal intention oftheresearch.

In theory, these good ideas are available for
commercialization. but practice has been
something else. The U.S. government holds
about 28,000 patents on technology de
veloped with its research funds, but only 4
percent of these patents have ever been li
censed for commercial product development.
"Much of it has tremendous significance,"
says D.Bruce Merrifield of government-spon
sored R&D. "It's really advanced technology
that can keep us at the leading edge in a
competitive global economy. and yet we're tall
ing to take advantage of it."

Man with a cause
The commercial development of government
patents has been something of a personal
cause for Merrifield since hejoined theDepart
mentof Commerce tour yearsago from The
Continental Group, where he had been vice
president for technology andventure manage
ment. As assistant secretary for productivity,
technology and innovation. Merrifield has
targeted the transfer of government tech
nology as a particular objective of hisoffice.

Until recently, the policy of the federal gov
ernment was to take ownership of technology
developed with its research funds and then

. license it non-exclusively, The National ln
stitutes for Health, for example, have done just
that with a process developed in their labs that

. may someday lead to a cure for AIDS-and
become a hot product for the companies that
produce it.

The typical government patent, like that li
censed by NIH. is technology at its incipient
stage, the early spade work of product de
velopment; inMerrifield's experience. theges~
tatlon period from new research to commer
cial product will still be from five to seven
years. But while it will be left to private com
panies to invest the time. the money and the
risk in commercializing the new technology,
ideashatched undergovernment sponsorship
can provide the germ of unexpected new
products,

A product opportunity
Over the years, research funded by the U.S.
Army inparticular has spawned a widerange
of commercial products-everything from
freeze-oneo coffee to the use of. irradiation in
sterilizing and preserving food. Funding from
the Army, as well as the National Institutes of
Health. also supported the early work on a
cheap and speedy technique that uses laser

Government
R&D

Thegovernment holds
about 28,000 patents
ontechnology developed
with its research funds,
butonly 4 percent have
ever been licensed for
commercial development. .

light to identify Viruses and bacteria without
the usual time-consuming process ofgrowing
cultures. Besearch onthetechnique was con
ducted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
in New Mexico, the major nuclear research
laboratory in the United States, which is run by
the University of California for the Department
of Energy. The Army's original purpose was to

. explore ways of identifying organisms that
might have military uses. and NIH was inter
ested in basic biological research, but Santa
Fe venture capitalist David Silver sawa com
mercial opportunity and put together a com
pany called Mesa Diagnostics to exploit its
product potential. The government granted
Mesaan exclusive licanse.

Silver was alerted to the existence of the
Los Alamos technology at a meeting the Iabo-

ratory sponsored several years ago to pro
mote the commercial potential of its work.
Mesa then put together a very creative fi
nancing package using $6 million from the
Prudential-Bache research-and-development
limited-partnership pool, and another $2 mil
lion from state development funds, venture cap
ital and a bank loan. The company turned
around and gave Los Alamos $4 million to

. continue working onthe diagnostic technique
to bring it to the next stage of product develop
ment. That's $4 million inresearch fundinq the
government laboratory would nothaveifithad
not licensed its technology to Mesa.

The accessibility problem
Until recently, comparatively little was doneto
make businesses aware of the existenc:e of
such new technology. It was published, of
course, but in general it was swept into the
always-growing whirlpool ofinformation about
newtechnology. As a result. U.S. companies
have,onthewhole, takenlittle advantage ofa
trove of basic R&D developed at taxpayer ex
panse-e-althouqh Merrifield notes that "the
Japanese and everybody else have been
blanketing this area and subsidizing its com
mercial development."
. An important part of the effort to make

government-sponsored research more acces
sible to private interests is the current

40 D&B Reports NovembertDecember 1985





restructuring of the National Technical Infor
mation Service. NTIS, the world's largest
database, is, In effect,a giant catalogof gov
ernment research. Among Itsotherfunctions,
NTIS publishes documents containing ab
stracts of new research sponsored by the
federal government. Merrifield hopesthat the
data can be reorganized to make it "not a
passive database but an active listing of de
velopments that have specific industrial sig
nificance."

D&B Reports November/December 1985

Taking the issueto Congress
Butofevenmore potential value totheprivate
sector-small business in particular-is the
presenteffortto broaden thescopeof legisla
tion intended toencourage thetransfer ofgov~
ernment-sponsored technology.

In 1980, Congress passed the Bayh-Oole
bill,whichfor the first time allowed smallbusi
nesses anduniversities doingfederally funded
work in their own laboratories to take owner
ship of theirresearch and even earn royalties

by licensing it. Last year Congress extended
Bayh-Dole, forthe first time allowing a federal
lab the same privilege with the proviso that
royalties from licensing bereturned tothelab's
treasury to fund further research. The exten
sion was again sponsored by Sen. Robert
Dole (R-Kan.), who seems to be everywhere
thesedays as he lays the groundwork for his
runfor theWhite House in 1988.

The original Intention of Bayh-Oole and Its
subsequent extension was to create incen
tives that would build bridges to the private
sector and broaden the usefulness of govern·
ment-sponsored research, creating new prod
uctsand, perhaps, even new businesses. As
another technology specialist in the Depart
mentofCommerce, Dr.NormanLatker, direc
tor of federal technology management policy,
describes it, ''Thewholethrustbehind this le\l
islatlon isstart-ups. "

Goingfurther
Congress has 50 far shown considerable re
ceptiveness to the philosophy that lay behind
Bayh-.Oole and itsextension, whichis thatgiv
ing government-sponsored researchers incen
tives for transferring their Ideas to the private
sector and giving the managers of research
programs Wider discretion inencouraging that
to happen will payoff for all concerned.

Two billsnowbeingconsidered inCongress
would take this philosophy of decentralizing
technology management still further, but thetr
future on Capital Hill is less certain.The first,
5.64, would make law an executive order of

. 1983, whichextended the rightsand benefits
of Bayh-Dola to big businesses, in particular
to thosethat manage government labs, such
astheOakRidge, Tenn., nuclearlabmanaged
by Martin-Marietta Corp.

The other legislative initiative, S.65, gives
more authority to the managers of govern
ment labs in dealing with the private sector.
UnderS.65,government labswould befreeto
arrange cost-sharing deals With private com
panies toconductfurtherR&D. A more contro
versial part of the bill is the proposal that
government employees be rewarded for their
research with a portion of the royalties from
thelicensing oftheirideas.Inventors infederal
labs,whethertheywork forthe government or
under contract, would. be permitted a mini
mumof 15percentof theroyalty stream.

Interested parties
It is likely that Congress will vote on the two
new bills sometime between now and next
October. Of the two, S.64 Is Iik.ely to havethe
more difficult time of It, since It is a bill that
brings advantages to big companies, which
are neverthe sentimental favorites on Capital
Hill thatsmallbusinesses are.

However, S.65 alsohasits opponents, both
in and out of government. A considerable
amount of opposition has come from patent
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The outlook
Although the Department of Commerce has
taken a strong position in Congress in favor of
extending Bayh-Dole, Merrifield believes that
passage of the new bili has been slowed
because "up until now the Office of Manage~
ment and Budget has not been willing to put
the acmlnlstratlon on the iine, primariiy be
cause of these very disruptive tactics of the
patent lawyers, who've been feeding them
misinformation."

However valid Merrifield's characterization
of the opposition, it Is likely that a vote on both
5.64 and 5.65 will come up in the next 12
months. The sense one gets is that, in one
form or another, both bills will make it through
Congress.

Merrifield is confident. One encouraging
sign. he says, is that the Japanese are report
edly "concerned that this technology pool will
dry up forthem if wegelthis legislation through."

An outsider in government
Merrifield's confidence is understandable,
since on the whole he has had very good luck
With Congress since joining government four
years ago. For instance, the National Cooper
ative Research & Development Act of 1984,
which permitted consortia of companies to
work together on major R&D projects, passed
unanimously in both houses in the final weeks
before Congress adjourned last year. When
he first came to Commerce, says Merrifield, "I
wouldn't have given you a nickel for the chances
of getting the antitrust laws changed."

For most people, "glacial" is the adjective
that comes to mind first in discussing the
federal government's capacity for action, but
"surprisingly," says Merrifield, "things happen,
and they seem to happen more rapidly than

you might expect." D

idea and could be given to researchers other
than the nominal inventors of a technology.

Merrifield calls IPO's objections "spurious,"
pointing out, for example, that private industry
has lots of ways to compensate an inventor,
not only with royal.ties but with bonuses or
salary increases. Government at present has
no such flexibility for compensating its re
search people above and beyond their basic
salaries. Besides, says Merrifield, referring to
his own experience managing R&D in the pri
vate sector, "Industry could care less what
goes on in government."

As for the formula for providing royalties, he
argues that opponents have misunderstood it,
saying that it allows the managers of govern~
ment research a flexible system of rewards. As
evidence that such a reward system can work,
he points to the experienceof universities, where
creators of patented technology commonly re
ceive between 40 and 50 percent of royalties.

The typical government
patent is technology in
its incipient stage. It is
the early spadework of
product development.

not worked. "When you take ownership and
warehouse the technology in Washington," he
says, ''far from the government laboratories
where the workwasdone, theres a limited un
derstanding of what the work wasall about. You
impose an incredible bureaucratic process."

attorneyswithingovernmentagencieswho, in
testimony before the House Committee on
Science and Technology, have objected on
principle that the government must maintain
control of Its own technoiogy.

Merrifield dismisses this opposition as the
tendency of bureaucracy to perpetuate itself,
saying rather bluntly that the real reason
federal patent lawyers resist the concept of
decentralizing the process of technology
transfer is that it threatens what he calls "their
sinecure for life" in various agencies.

"They really don't have anything to do," Mer
rifield says of the typical government patent
lawyer. "Its a make-work job that they've de
veloped for themselves."

More important than that, he argues, the
present system of technology transfer has just

Private-sector objections
A perhaps surprising source of opposition to
8.65 comes from certain prlvate-sector inter
ests. One such group is the Intellectual Prop
erty Owners Organization, a lobbying group
composed primarily of the chief patent coun
sels for major corporations. According to its
executive director Herb Wamsley, IPO sup

ports the concept of decentralizing tech
nology management but objects that allowing
inventors a portion of the royalties from the
licensing of their ideas would be a precedent
for legislation requiring similar schemes in pri
vate industry. Furthermore, says Wamsley, re
warding only the person designated as the
inventor of a technology ignores the practical
reality that in any research effort many people

can play important roles.
Wamsley claims that as S.65 is now written

this provision would not promote productivity
in federal labs. iPO's testimony in the House
evidently had some sympathetic ears, since a
staff redraft of the House version of the bill
would replace the provision allowing 15 per
cent of royalties to inventors with flat cash
awards -for creative research. The awards
would not be tied to the marketability of an
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Chicago University,
National Lab Seek
Profit From Ideas .... !School. Argonne Set Venture

To Help Commercialize
Scientific Discoveries.
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By FRA...... K E. JA:\tES
Slat! Re~r{('rafTlt1-: WAI.I. STlU;l';T JW.:RNAl...

CHICAGO-The University of Chicago I
said it created a joint venture with Ar- ------------~--
gonne National Laboratory to help com-
mercialize scientific discoveries made at
the two institutions.

The formationof Argonne National Lab
oratory I University of Chicago Develop'
ment Corp., or ARCH. represents the first
time a national laboratory and its re
search-university partner have teamed up
to commercialize their discoveries. The
University of Chicago operates Argonne as
a contractor for the U.S. Department of
Energy.

Themove comes as the federal govern
ment is trying to stimulatethe transfer of
technology from .federal laboratories to
private industry, The effort is a response
to the longstanding problem ot most gov
ernment-lab discoveries not being com
mercialized because of bureaucratic red
tape or corporateapathy.Companies have
been unwilling to pursue such taxpayer-fi
nanced discoveries because they haven't
easily been able to gain proprietary rigbts
to Ibe patents.

In 1984. Congress made it possible for
companies to gain title todiscoveries stern
ming from research at such labs as Ar
gonne. although the law wasn't effective
until July, And in legtslation Congress
passedlast week. federal labs received au
thority to set upcooperative research-and
development pacts with businesses. The
legislation also calls for government re
searchers whose inventions are licensed to
get 15%of license revenue or a fixed pay
ment.

Theuniversity alsosaid that Steven La
zarus. group vice president of health-care
services for BaxterTravenol Laboratories
Inc.. based in Deerfield. Ill.. will head the
venture.

The university said professors and stu
dents at its graduate school of business
will provide the venture with marketing
proposals and business plans for the new
tecbnologies. Mr. Lazarus also has been
appointed associate dean of the business
scbool.

Argonne. the first national laboratory
and one of the largest such Iaboratortes.
doesresearch in a varietyof fields. includ
ing nuclear and alternative energy, bio
medicine. the physical sciences andthe en
vironment. Its annualbudget is about 5230
million and it has 4.000 employees.

The joint venture will be financed by
the university andArgonne for its first five
years and will be self-sustaining after that.
the university said. Alan Schrieshelm, Ar
gonne's director. said in addition to the li
censing of discoveries to businesses. the
venture will allow the partners to get eq
uity stakes in companies that may be
started to develop the partnership's
ideas.
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Bill Aims to Ease Transfer of Technology
F-.Jill Federal Laboratories to Businesses

By TIMOTHY K. SMITH
Staff Repo"erofTH~"'101-1- STflI:£T JOt:JtNAL

Clifford Hessf>June's experience as a
t',S. gO\'~rnment sciennst was classic. He
did SOme research on toxins. pubhshed reo
suits tha: caught ~he eye of industrialists
with a problem, and won a government ci
ration for. saving an industry.

The citation was-the Third Order of the
Rjsing Sun, bestowed on behalf of the Em
peror of Japan. in recognition of Mr. Hes
seltine's service to Japan's soy-sauce
brewing industry.

The taxpayer-funded research done in
the 700 or So federal laboratories shouldbe
a rich mine of ideas that t'.5. businesses
can develop into new technologies. But it
hasn't workf>d that way. Most American
compames shun the laboratones. and the
technology that comes out of them usu
ally goes to foreign countnes.

"Private companies do not take sen
ously looking for new technolcgv" at the
federal laboratories. says Clifford Lan·
ham. executive secretary of the F~ral

Laboratory Consortium for Technology
Transfer. an umbrella group.
p. "lIS on Both Ends

ransfer of teehnol"gy from the
U....... .vemment to corporations is rife
WIth problems on both ends. FInding and
dev·eJoping basic res-arch at companies
rarely commands a priority as high as
quarterly profits. And at the government
laboratories. red tape and legal obstacles
prevent most tnvenuons with commercial
potential from ever getting out the door.

I· "The labs spend about SIb billion a
year" on research. says Bruce MerrifIeld.
the CommerceDepartment's assistant sec-
retary for productivity. technology and in
novation. "1 would say that about 9SC;-c of
(their work I has not been been available
for commercial development. ,.

But that may soon change. A House-
Senate conference panel yesterday corn
pleted negotiauons on a bill tna: would
make it easier for companies to exploit
government research, pnmarily by remov
ing administrative hurdlesand givinglabo
ratories incentives to cornmercianze their
ideas. The legislation now goes ttl the
House and the Senate for fmal votes. and
sources on Capitol Hill say its chances for
passage are good.

"W'! see this as landmark legrslation."
! Mr. Merrttield says. "It seems so obvious
i and so much In the nauona Interest."
1 He ano oiner proponents of the bill ar-

gue that one reason the American teclI
nological edgehas beenshppingis that un
like other countries, the U.S. has been un
able to narrow the gap between basic and
applied research. That. they say. is why
the U.S. still "ins plenty of Nobel prizes
but no longer seems able to builda decent
automobile.
Congressional Action

Prodded by Congress. federal labora
tories have been trying to promote their
inventions in recent years. with varying
degrees of enthusiasm and success. A 1980
law required the laboratories to appoint
part-time officers to encourage technology
transfer. Another law passed the same
year permitted some laboratories-but not

tWESEEthisas
landmark

legislation,' says a
Commerce Department
official. 'It seems so
obvious and so much in
tb ~ational interest.'

all - to do cooperative research with out
si~e entities suchasuniversitiesandsmall
businesses. And legislation in recent years
allowsfederal laboratories to get exclusive
rights to inventions and license them
keeping some of the revenue.

Still. the bureaucracy remains night·
mansn, and progress has been slow.Glenn
Kuswa, technology transfer manager at
the Department of Energy's Sandia Na·
tional Laboratories in Albuquerque. N.M.•
describes the arduous journeyan invention
takes lrom his laboratory to the market.
"It's checked for classification, and if it's
not classified. it's sent to the local DOE of·
fice to see if a search for licensing should
be made. Then it goes to Washington for
evaluation. and if it looks promising. we
write a disclosure. and it goes to a patent
attorney and ge!.S sent off to the patent of·
fire. The end result 15 a patent that is
owned b; DOE. If the inventorwants to. he
can ask for license rights." Mr. Kuswa·
adds that from the time the inventor asks
for a license until the product is developed
is usually more than a year.

' ..

And that's Just one laboratory owned
by one agency; rulesand procedures d1fler
at laboratories owned by the Defense De
partment. NASA. the National Institutesof
Health and other branches of the govern'
ment. "It's going to take a while to turn
this dinosaur around," Mr. Lanhamsays.

The new bill would grant blanket au
thority to all federal laboratories to set up
cooperative research·.and-development
agreements with businesses. It would pm
vide money to expand a communications
system linkingfederal laboratories, giving
businesses centralized access to a smor
gasbord of government research. It WIluid
raise the status oftecbnology transfer offi·
cers and make their positions IuII·time.
Perhaps most important, it would rewan!
government researchers whose. inventions
are licensed. requiring the laboratories to
give them either 15'/0 of licenserevenue or
a fiXed minimum payment.
Optimism at Labs

Offfcials at the laboratoriesare optimis·
uc aboUt the bill. "TIIere bas been a slaw
change. but now It almost looks Ilke we
might be on an exponential changecurve,"
Mr. Lanham says. .

But there are some problems !hal lIIe
bill can't address. TIlere Is. lor instance.
the basic difference In the cultures 01sci·
ennsts and businessmen. Sclenl1SlS gener
allydisseminate their findings as WIdely as
possible; businessmen keep lnfonnatlon
secret to make money. "TIIere is a l1!e1in:
that the growth of sciencetakes placeby a
vigorous exchange 01 information among
scientists, and anything that inhibits l!Iat.
exchange is detrimental," says James
Wyckoff. liaison officer for state and local
governmental affairs at the National Bu·
reau of Standards in Gaithersburg, Md.

And some of the agencies running fed
erallaboratones fear that injecting a dose
of entrepreneurship could divert re
searchers' attention from larger national
goals and cause laboratories to compete
with one another. "The question is: "''hat
is the mission of the labs? is it to de
velop near-term technologies for develop
ment. or to focus on long-term research.
national security and so forth?" says Vid
Beldavs, executive director of the Technol·
ogy Transfer Society. Indianapolis,
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Reviving the spirit 01 enterprise:
Role 01 the federal labs
Since a 1983 report of the White House Science Council recommended strengthening
the role of Federal laboratories in America's R&D, progress in transferring technology
has ranged from impressive to modest. Congress is accelerating the action.

Paul A. Blanchard and Frank B. McDonald

About 400 research facilities officially
classified as Federal laboratories' em
ploy nearly 185000 of the nation's
scientists and engineers and account
for roughly $18 billion per year-a
thlrd of all Federal R&D funding in
fiscal 1985. Most of this support went to
a relatively few large centers devoted

(\,~o energy and weapons research, high
(... )nergy physics experi;nents, medical

, "programs and space science and explo
. ration. Besides the multipurpose na

tional labs such as Sandia, Argonne,
Los Alamos and the National Bureau of
Standards, which perform a broad
range of R&D activities, the full roster
includes a diversity of installations,
including the Boll Weevil Research
Laboratory; the National Radio As
tronomy Observatory; the Insect At
tractant, Behavior and Basic Biology
Center; the FBI Laboratory; and even
the National Zoo. Despite the contribu
tions of the Federal labs, how they can
enrich the nation's R&D enterprise
with "public technology" has been a
subject of concern in Washington for
decades.

One recent study of the problem was
conducted by a panel of the White
House Science Council. After a year
long review, the panel, headed by David
Packard, chairman of Hewlett-Pack-

Paul A. Blanchard served as Executive Study
Manager of the OSTP Working Group on
External Interactions, which reviewed how
Federailaboratoriesarecarrying out the White

~\House Science Council's 1983 recommenda-
r ~ions. Frank B. McDonald,who was chairman
. Of the working group, is Chief Scientist of

NASA.

ard Co and former deputy secretary of
the Defense Department, issued a
slender report" in 1983 that 'spoke to
issues relating to the management of
the laboratories-their missions, fund
ing and personnel systems. But .of
greater importance, the report called
for increased interaction between tqe
laboratories and commercial firms to
make the labs "more responsive to
national needs." The Packard report
accused some of the labs of working
without clear purpose and contributing
inadequately to the nation's good. The
Packard panel recommended that the
size of each lab be "allowed to increase
or decrease (to zero if necessary) de
pending on mission requirements," ar
guing that "preservation of the labora
tory is not a mission." .What the labs
needed to do was develop more alli
ances with universities .and corpora
tions and simplify government procure
ment procedures, the report stated.

Such recommendations were not sur
prising because the panel had been
instructed at the outset by George A.
Keyworth II, who was then the Presi
dent's science adviser and director of
the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, to ask whether the
nation gets an'adequate return on' the
taxpayer's investment in the Federal
labs and whether the labs are helping
to stimulate the country's industrial
competitiveness.

White House concern with these
issues was also expressed in President
Reagan's suggestion of a Department of
International Trade and Industry and
his appointment ofthe Commission on
Industrial Competitiveness in 1983(see

box, page 45): Congress, for its part, is
alsotaking increasing notice of the. way
government-funded R&D is translated
into the commercial enterprise-most
pointedly, the conditions under which
Federal labs contribute best to new
goods and services that are likely to
benefit the country's world trade. In
the current session of Congress no
fewer than four bills have been intro
duced, in the nature of amendments to
or substitutes for the 1980 Stevenson
Wydler Technology Innovation Act
(P.L96-480), to improve the transfer of
technology from Federal labs and to
promote commercialization.

Prior to the Stevenson-Wydler Act,
Federal agencies were not explicitly
required to engage in technology-trans
fer activities, with the sale exception of
NASA. .The Stevenson-Wydler Act
directs the agencies 'Ito ensure the full
use of the results of the nation's Fed
eral investment in research and devel
opment." To do this, the law creates an
elaborate procedure: It calls for each
Federal lab to set up an Office of
Research and Technology Application
to identify ideas and technologies with
commercial potential. Once found, in
formation aboutthose concepts is to be
sent to a newly organized Center for
the Utilization of Federal Technology
at the Commerce Department's Nation
al Technical Information Service.
NTIS is responsible for collecting and
disseminating information about Fed
erally funded R&D to possible users.
However, NTIS has little experience or
interest in technology-transfer mat
ters, particularly as these involve li
censing and royalties, and Congress has
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not provided funding to the agencies for
establishing or operating research and
technology applications offices at the
labs.

The bills introduced in the current,
99th Congress are intended to correct
the Stevenson-Wydler Act and stimu
late more technology transfer. Hear
ings on the proposed legislation were
held in the House last May and the
Senate in August. As recently as 18
November, another bill, H.R. 3773,
championed by the House Committee
on Science and Technology, was
dropped into the hopper with biparti
san blessings. The measure is working
its way through Congress with unac
customed support and speed (see box,
page 47).

Obviously, a sea change of sweeping
significance has occurred since the
Packard report. So much has hap
pened, in fact, that even the conclu
sions of the working groups established
by OSTP to assess the response by
Federal agencies to the Packard report
may be so much fiotsam and jetsam
amid the new currents. The findings of
those working groups were released in
rne summer of 1984 as a progress
report.' This article originally was
intended to discuss the conclusions of
the Working Group on External Inter
actions, which examined the relation
ships of the Federal laboratories with
universities and industry. It now in
cludes later developments.

Lab research, Federal style
The Federal laboratories are essen

tially a post-World War II pheno
menon. though the Agriculture Depart-

ment's extension service was founded
in the 19th century. The agricultural
extension service has. provided a wide
variety of educational, research and
technical programs that have helped
make America's farmers the world's
most productive. Agriculture's labs
and those organized by other agencies
were originally founded to carry out
well-defined missions or to take on
specific sets of tasks and responsibili
ties. Over the years, however, research
programs have changed substantially
at many of these installations.

As the labs have grown in size, cost
and function. their significance to
science and. technology has increased
apace. Since World War II they have
been the recipients of a sizable propor
tion of Federal R&D funds. For the
record, annual Federal outlays for
R&D programs, which stood at about
$100 million in the late 1930s, in
creased to $10 billion' by 1962 and
reached about $52 billion in 1985. The
Federal laboratories account for about
one-third of current government. out
lays for R&D.

Consider the returns to the nation of
just one of them-the Naval Research
Laboratory, founded in 1923 at the
suggestion of Thomas Alva Edison.
From it have issued .an array of
achievements, including radar. sonar
and Tefion as well as synthetic lubri
cants for aircraft engines, rocket
probes of Earth's atmosphere and mag
netosphere. and several cardiac instru
ments. Last year NRL registered its
3000th patent, and last October one of
its 1700 scientists. Jerome Karle, won
the Nobel Prize for chemistry.'

Microwaveantenna, constructed indoors
at the National Bureau of Standards in
Boulder,· Colorado, provides calibration of
far-field satellite antennas andpnased
array radar stations. NBS provided the
design forcomputer programs forthis _
technology to 18 different US corporations -:, )
andgovernment agencies. ....,~

Another Nobel laureate working in a
Federal laboratory is Rosalyn Yalow.
For her work on human hormone
chemistry, performed at the Veterans
Administration research center in
Brooklyn, she shared the prize in medi
cine in 1977. The National Institutes of
Health boasts four Nobel laureates
Marshall W. Nirenberg (1968), Julius
Axelrod (1970), Christian Anfinsen
(1972) and D. Carleton Gajdusek (1976).
The Department of Energy and, before
it, the Atomic Energy Commission
have had a peculiar relationship with
scientists. Most of them have been
engaged at the labs through their
respective universities; thus, they are
not considered Federal employees. But
as members of DOE-supported research
centers, Ernest O.-Lawrence. Edward
McMillan, Luis Alvarez, Burton
Richter, Glenn Seaborg and other No
bel Prize winners add to the luster of
Federal labs.

Efforts by the government to ensure
that the nation is receiving an optimaJ
return On its investment reach. bact i

more than two decades. In 1962 PresP'~!
dent Kennedy, concerned about the
growth of spending for Federal R&D,
asked David Bell. then director of the
Bureau of the Budget, to lead a cabinet-
level study of the laboratories in the
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Laboratory Consortium for Technology
Transfer. The consortium was orga
nized in 1971 by 11 Defense Depart
ment laboratories to help move tech
nology developed specifically for DOD
to local governments and commercial
companies. By 1974 it had expanded to
include labs from other agencies, and
since the enactment of the Stevenson
WydlerAct the consortium has consist
ed of almost 300 Federal labs from 11
different agencies. Part of the censor
tiurn's success is attributable to its
unique structure. The act requires the
lab directors to name research and
technology application officers, who, as
members of the consortium, seek to
encourage transfers. In testimony be-
fore the House Science Research and
Technology Subcommittee last May,
the efforts of these lab technology
transfer officers were characterized as
often limited. tentative and uneven.
Witnesses said a smoothly operating.
systematic technology-transfer process
requires greater resources and commit
ment than the ad hoc consortium and
the lab people have been able to mus
ter. For this reason alone. supporters
of pending bills in Congress sought to
place the consortium in NSF, thereby
giving it legal authority, funding stabil
ity and management structure.

The latest reexamination of the Fed
eral laboratories dates from the ap
pointment of Keyworth as the Presi
dent's science adviser in May 1981. As
a former leader of the Physics Division
at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Keyworth had encountered firsthand
many of the problemsand issues facing
the laboratories, When Keyworth ar
rived in Washington, a major review of
nine Department of Energy multipro
gram laboratories was already taking
place, The ensuing report" by the
Energy Research Advisory Board in
1982 clarified the roles of the DOE
facilities and recommended steps to
increase interactions with external
groul'S to promote technology transfer
to the private sector.

Packard panel sets the stage
Early that same year Keyworth com

missioned a more broadly conceived
review of the Federal laboratories and
selected Packard to head it, The Pack
ard report did not advocate the whole
sale transfer of Federal laboratory
programs to 'private industry, as some
observers had expected it would, in
keeping with the Reagan Administra
tion's philosophy, Instead, the Packard
panel took pains to define the R&D
roles appropriate to the laboratories,
going on to make recommendations
consistent with the missions and func
tions of Federal research centers.

Vertical-axis wind
turbine, neglected for
nearly 50 years, based
on a design called a
troposkien (from the
Greek word meaning
"turning'rope") first
proposed bya French
inventor, D.J. M.
Darrieus, isunder
development at Sandia
Laboratories as an
alternative energy
source. Though
laughed at as "egg
beeters.vthe turbines
offer advantages over
standard horizontal
axis technology
because they operate
at ground level, adjust
to windshifts andcan
be built mora cheaply.

This theme had important adher
ents. In an address to Congress on
science and technology in March 1972,
President Nixon announced a new ef
fort to improve the nation's economic
well-being and quality oflife. He called
for partnerships among Federal labs,
state and local governments, indus
tries. universities. and other research
organizations to apply Federally spon
sored R&D to civilian needs. In his
statement, Nixon said, "Federal re
search and development activities gen
erate a great deal of new technology
which could be applied in ways that go
well beyond the immediate mission of
the supporting agency."

Cooperative programs
Partly in response to Nixon's speech,

the National Science Foundation estab
lished RANN (the Research Applicable
to National Needs program), as well as
the Intergovernmental Science and
Public Technology and Community
Technology Incentives program. None
of these has withstood the test of time.

One of the more promising programs
promoting the use of government
backed R&D for product development
in the commercial world is the Federal
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mission agencies. The Bell report"
called for reforms that were to become
familiar themes in later years: The

(·---·....:;rencies needed to support world-class,
( ,rtting-edge research in their labs;
, >aboratory directors needed to have

more discretionary authority, along
with relief from the burdens of exces
sive review' and supervision by the
agencies; and salaries for key laborato
ry scientists, engineers and technicians
needed to be raised to attract the ablest
people.

Several other advisory bodies en
dorsed these recommendations in a
series of reports during the 1970s. The
reports bore such stirring titles', as
Power to the States: Mobilizing Public
Technology, Intergovernmental Uses of
FederalR&D Centersand Laboratories,
Public Technology: A Tool for Solving
National Problems and Action Now:
Partnerships-Putting Technology to
Work. Among theoptions proposedin
these reports were technology transfer
from the Federal laboratories to state
and local jurisdictions and to various
public and private cooperative ven
tures, with the aim of speeding up the
introduction of commercial products
and techniques.
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A Presidential panel argues for R&D partnerships

Only weeks after the Packard report reached the White House, President Reagan
appointeda ao-mernoerCommission on IndustrialCompetitiveness underthe chairman
shipof JohnA.Young.presidentof Hewlett-Packard. Its purposewasto identifyhow cor
porata Americamight more quicklyand easily translate scientific researchand technolo
gical innovation intocommercial products,services and manufacturing processes and to
recommend government policies to improve the nation's competitive position in world
markets, The commission's report, Global Competition: The New Reality, recognized,
amongits manyobservationsand conclusions, that US industry mustmakeoptimal use of
the research capabilities and research results within Federal laboratories.

"One wayis to increase R&D cooperationbetweenFederallaboratories and specific ln
duatriea," states the report, released last February bythe CommerceDepartment. "As a
result of discussions in this committee, the Office of Science and Technology Policy is
leading an effort that has brought together national laboratories with expertise in
materials science and the steel industry to generate leapfrog technology applicable to
steel production," Steel is an industry that has been particularly plaguedbythe absence
of innovation. Notcoincidentally, the onlygovernment memberofthe Young commission
was GeorgeA Keyworth II, OSTP's director, who instigated the "steel initiative." "It is
hoped this pilot effort will stimulate additional cooperative research between Federal
laboratories and other industries that might benefit fram Federal research,II the report
states.

The trouble, as the Young commission sees it, is that "government~funded, mission·
orientedR&D," as practicedin the Federal labs, "is nota majorcontributor to industry'S
ability to innovate and produce." For almost two decades after World War II, says the
Young report, government agencies and laboratories abetted the commercial develop
ment of such primeinnovations as computers, semiconductors and jet aircraft, "Today,
however, industry has longsurpassed the governmentas the main source of te'chnologi
cal innovation, and the government has increasingly become a net user,nota provider, of
industrial technology," the report argues.

Indeed, among its recommendations the Young reporturges that nondefense Federal
agencies requirethe labs to foster industrial competitiveness through theirR&Dand that
a cabinet-rank Department of Science and Technology be created to "transform the
current, fragmented formulation of policies for science and technology," and improve
the managementof FederalR&D inlaboratoriesand agencies" underits jurisdiction.

. -IRWIN GOODWIN
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Among seven basic' laboratory roles,
the panel concluded, are the obliga
tions to "build and manage large mul
tiuser technical facilities and encour
age industry and universities to use
them," to "contribute, , . to the educa
tion of scientists and engineers in
applied research" and to develop com
mercial products "only when that work
has industry cooperation ana is directly
related to the laboratory's unique capa
bility!' Noting that these roles are
intermediate between those of univer
sities and industry, the Packard report
went on to urge the laboratories, uni
versities and industry to "fulfill their
proper roles and complement one an
other, so that the research contributes
to US leadership in technologies and
products,"

Nothing in the report's recommenda
tions startled those familiar with policy
issues relating to the labs. Apart from
proposals to create a separate person
nel system for the laboratories and to
provide multiyear funding, there was
nothing even controversial in the rec
ommendations. Some critics main
tained that the report added little new
or useful to the national debate about
the future of the laboratories. Indeed,
the recommendations of the Packard
report are similar to those made in the
Bell report more than 20 years before.
Both sets of conclusions, then, tend to

,
reinforce the verdict that the Federal
labs offer an exceptional source of R&D
for commercial technologies.

KeyWorth saw to it that the Packard
study was followed immediately by a
second inquiry designed to emphasize
the report's recommendations and to
gauge the responses to those recom
mendations by Federal agencies. Thus
in August 1983, only a month after he
had been briefed on the Packard recom
mendations, PresidentReag~directed
OSTP and the Offict! of Management
and Budget "to lead an interagency
effort to respond to the central thrust of
the report." During the spring of 1984
four working groups examined what
progress the agencies and their labs
had made in implementing the Pack
ard recommendations. The groups
compiled detailed status reports of the
actions taken by all major Federal
agencies, Accordingly, the sections of
the overall progress report treating
laboratory missions, personnel, fund
ing and management deal largely with
issues internal to the Federal govern
ment.

The issues considered by our Work
ing Group on External Interactions, by
contrast, involve universities and in
dustry and may in that sense be consid
ered of wider public-policy interest.
The working group's assignment was
not without its challenges. First of all,

the Packard report is brief-s-only 12
pages long, apart from the summary
and appendices-and consequently of-
fers little or no detailed guidance iJ"
carrying out its recommendations. Th., ,I

working group also needed to interprer-c.>"
the recommendations in the light of the
differences observed between the ways
the laboratories interact with the uni
versities on the one hand and with
industry on the other. A third chal
lenge arose from the disclosure, follow-
ing the completion of the Packard
report, of several irregularities in mili-
tary procurement, such as $670 toilet
seats for the Navy and $7000 coffeepots
for the Air Force. Such cases threat-
ened to affect Federal procurements
generally.

Finally, the working group had to
confront the great diversity of the
Federal laboratory system itself. Ai'> a
practical matter, the working group
sought first to understand the funda
mental features of external interac
tions of the most successful and produc-
tive laboratories, with a view toward
framing recommendations applicable
to the larger number ofFederallabora
tories. Although the working group
consulted other reports dealing with
external laboratory interactions, it.
found that the goals and recommenda
tions enunciated in the Packard report
were themselves the most useful poin',
of departure for the task at hand.<,J
Access to Federal labs

The Packard report recommended
that Federal laboratories "should en
courage much more access to their
facilities by universities and industry."
While industrial R&D firms perform
some basic research and also develop
military hardware, their main func
tions are to create, provide and sell
Useful products and services. It follows
that the main reason to make laborato
ry facilities available to industry is to
promote commercial development.

By contrast, access to the Federal
laboratories by universities is likely to
contribute fundamentally to strength
ening a complementary relationship.
Both laboratories and universities are
committed to the search for an under
standing of basic. physical phenomena,'
They share needs for improved state-of
the-art research instrumentation, for
instance, Moreover, laboratories are
almost entirely dependent upon uni
versities for the training of their man
agement, administrative, scientific and
technical staffs. Assistance to univers'
ties-and, more broadly, a strong inf I

action with educational institutio,....J
generally-therefore is in the self-in
terest of the laboratories, as well as in
the national interest,
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The working group found that imple
mentation of the Packard recommen

I-........"<dation for greater access to laboratory
\. facilities has been widespread. Some

Federal laboratories, such as the Na
tional Bureau of Standards, are re
nowned for their long tradition of
providing access to external groups.
Indeed, the record of achievement is
impressive. Take the case of NBS's
Automated Manufacturing Research
Facility, which has been helping to
develop the factory of the future with
dozens of major industrial firms. NBS
provides a test bed for both hardware
and software systems-among these,
robot vision devices that direct robot
armselectronically, laser position-mea
suring devices that enable computers
to direct tooling operations, instru
ments for. detecting changes in sonic
signatures that can anticipate drill
failures, and near-field microwave an
tennas that simplify measuring and
calibrating far-field radiating charac
teristics for satellite antennas and
phased-array facilities.

Another instance of laboratory-in
dustry partnership is taking place at
Keyworth's suggestion: Argonne Na
tional Laboratory is forming an R&D
venture with US Steel, Armco, Bethle-

~ hem, LTV and National Steel. The
I '\ plan is for steel-company scientists and
...... / engineers to work alongside lab re-
. searchers developing new technologies

to replace obsolete coke ovens and blast
furnaces. Electromagnetic casting
may be one way of improving products
while cutting costs. The Argonne pro
ject is fundamental to' Keyworth's
"steel initiative," whose goal is to
develop "leapfrog technology" that will
not only help restore the industry's
badly eroded position in world markets
but also place it well ahead of foreign
competitors. The idea is to develop
generic technologies that the entire
industry will share.

Soon after the steel project was
proposed, Keyworth asked the national
laboratories to identify ongoing or
planned research that might benefit
other ailing industries. Argonne sug
gested that its development of an adia
batic engine could help the farm-ma
chinery industry. Soon afterward Cat
erpillar and John Deere Co spoke to
laboratory officials about setting up
some sort of research project. in ad
vanced engines, electronic controls and
continuously variable transmissions.

.~ Unlike the steel initiative, the off-road
( \ equipment project will attempt to deve-
\ ) lop specific products rather than basic
. technology..

Increasingly, Federal labs are spawn-
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ing grounds for new-technology ven
tures. In the 35 peacetime years of the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory from
its origin in the Manhattan Project of
World War II until 1980, some 20
companies were launchedwith technol
ogies developed by the lab. In the next
four years, between 1980 and 1984,
more than 30 spinoffs led to the forma
tion of new companies.

Several venture-capital companies
have been founded on R&Dproduced in
Federallabs. For example, viruses and
bacteria have been identified in min
utes, rather than the days or weeks
needed with existing methods, by a
technique involving laser beams devel
oped at Los Alamos in a project funded
by the National Institutes of Health.
Just as the lab set out to find companies
that might want to acquire the new
process, a Chicago venture capitalist
happened to visit Los Alamos, seized
upon the concept and raised enough
money to develop a commercial proto
type. He then organized a company,
Mesa Diagnostics, with an exclusive
license to market the technology.

The Solar Energy Research Institute
has developed two prototypes of insu
lated glass-one using coatings t\.J.at
reflect heat and cold, the other using a
vacuum rather than an inert g,as
between panes. Vacuum-insulated
double-glazed windows, according to
SERI, improve thermal insulation by a
factor of 10 over conventional double
panel windows. SERI is now working
with several companies. interested in
such technologies. SERIhasalsodevel
oped a technique for producing contin
uous ribbons of silicon for making
photovoltalc cells. Exclusive license
for the process has been granted to
Arthur D. Little Enterprises, which is
about to announce a fabricator for the
ribbons.

The primary reason for such progress
is easy to identify: Provision ofaccess
tofacliities lies almost entirely within
the jurisdictions and the means of the
laboratories themselves. Given the
freedom to act without the need for
agency reviews, authorizations and ap
provals, laboratory directors and man
agers can rapidly and effectively pro
vide the access envisioned by the Pack
ard panel. There is still room for
improvement, however. Many Federal
laboratories have programs to promote
personnel exchange, but the flow of
laboratory scientists and engineers into
educational settings remains weak.
Some career laboratory staff members
may spend 30 years or more within the
same walls. never to refresh or upgrade
their education or training at external

institutions. In addition, much more
could be done to bring students and
faculty into the laboratories, where
they would perform research in the
national interest while simultaneously
furthering their education and exper
ience.

Many laboratories have attempted to
hire more students and faculty but
have been thwarted by the current
system of quotas on "full-time-equiva
lent" employees. These personnel ceil
ings are intended to control the growth
of Federal agencies. In practice, how
ever, the full-time-equivalent quotas
force laboratory managers to choose
between temporary student and faculty
hires, on the one hand,and retention of
permanent laboratory staff on the oth
er. At the least, the working group

. concluded, student and faculty hirings
should be exempt from such quotas.
Additional interchanges of personnel
between laboratories and universities
are also desirable at the senior level.
Even if other circumstances are favor
able, however, differences in pension
benefits can work against such appoint
ments. These impediments should be
removed, the working group agreed.
The foregoing conclusions led the work
ing group to offer recommendations of
its own: '
~ Collaborative relationships with
educational institutions should be in
corporated into the laboratory mission.
~ Programs to provide students and
faculty with opportunities to work in
Federal laboratories should be expand
ed.
~ Student and faculty job positions at
government-operated laboratories
should be exempt from full-time-equi
valent personnel quotas.
.. Programs to increase interchanges
between university and laboratory per
sonnel should be strengthened, particu
larly those that bring permanent labo
ratory staff to university and other
educational settings.
~ Legislation should be sought to per
mit .retention of pension benefits for
scientists . and engineers who move
between Federal laboratories and uni
versities.

R&Dinteractionswith Industry
The Packard report recommended

that R&Dinteractions between Federal
laboratories and industry "should be
greatly expanded by more exchange of
knowledge and personnel, collabora
tive projects, and industry funding of
laboratory work, provided an oversight
mechanism is established to prevent
unfair competition." The R&D interac
tions referred to. of course, are two-way
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A bill for Federal labs gains speedy action

"

,

~

=ew legislative bills have won so much political support as quickly as H.R.3773.
introduced in the House of Representatives on 18 November by more than a dozen
members. including Don Fuqua, the Florida Democrat who heads the Committee on
Science and Technology, and Robert Michel, the Illinois Republican who is House
minority· leader. and incorporating parts of three other .bills•. it would amend the
Slevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 by authorizing government
operated laboratories to enter into joint R&D agreements with states and localities or
corporations anduniversities. On9 December, themeasure wasapproved unanimously
inthe Houseandwentto the Senate. whereitis championed bythe majority leader, Rob
ert Dole. a Republican from Kansas.

Among its provisions, the bill requires the agencies to establishcash-award programs
as incentives for Federal labs and their workers to produce discoveriesand inventions
that may be commercialized. The bill omits the most controversiai issue of other
proposedlegislation: It does notrequire thatgovernment inventors get "atleast 15%" of
the royalties on any development licensed for commercial use-a reward formula that
some, both inside and outside of government. fear may change the nature of much
Federal laboratory work from basic studies to short-term research with potential
commercial value. H.R.3n3 gives lab directors great flexibility to use the royalties· or
otherincomederived from inventions at theirlabs to reward their staff peopleaswell asto
spend such money for a variety of purposes; including advancing scientific exchanges
among government-operated labs and educating and training workers.

H.R.3773 would also institutionalize the Federal Consortium forTechnology Transfer,
placing it in the NationaJ Science Foundation. If the bill becomes law, the consortium,
which now operates ad hoc within some 300 Federal labs to help move R&D into the
wider world, would develop gUidebooks, conductseminarsandserve as a clearinghouse
for requests from states, businesses. universities and other private parties to foster
technology.transfer.

should be extended to permit them to
enter into a wide variety of cooperative
research projects and to allow them to -, ...._~/.
provide an incentive program for labo
ratory inventors.
~ The authority of government-owned,
governmen t-operated laboratories
should be extended to allow them to
grant patent rights in existing or fu
ture inventions to industry, universi
ties or nonprofit organizations.
.... Organization incentives and train
ing programs should be developed at
the laboratories to promote technology
transfer and the commercialization of
laboratory research results.
~ The Federal government should en
dorse the granting of patent rights in
advance to all laboratory contractors.
~ Guidelines should be established
concerning the transfer of technology
from Federal laboratories to foreign
organizations.
~ The Department of Commerce
should draft proposals to ensure that
implementation of the foregoing rec
ommendations does not result in unfair
competitive practices by the Federal
laboratories.

A little perspective on these recom
mendations is in order. First, the __
working group concluded that industr- ,
should be brought into the process,oC'J
technology transfer at the very begin- 
ning, when basic research needs at the
laboratories are initially identified.
Some laboratories appear to be making
good progress toward this objective
through use of advisory bodies whose
members include industry representa
tives.

Second, it seems essential to make
technology transfer part of the labora
tory-mission statement in those cases
in which thie has not aiready been
done.

The next four working-group reccm
mendationsoffer more specific sugges
tions to speed technology transfer. As
a practical matter, stronger incentives
are needed for both partners in the
technology-transfer process, but espe
cially for industry. The working group
benefited from the studies of both
ERAB and the President's Commission
on Industrial Competitiveness" in this
connection.

Moreover, the working group recog
nized an acute need for guidelines on
the transfer of technology to foreign
organizations, particularly in areas
that affect the nation's intemation( ,
competitive position. A balanced, tW'0-.J
way transfer is required, and knowl
edge gained from foreign organizations
should be exploited to this nation's
advantage.
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and potential user that a transition can
occur (which itself assumes effective
contact and communication between
the two parties), Another set of diffi
culties arises from legal and policy
issues lying outside laboratory jurisdic
tion and controi-for example, the
features of enabling legislation and,
especially, Federal patent policy.
Many bf these issues are now being
considered by the Department of Com
merce, which has the chief responsibil
ity for ·implementing the Steven
son-Wydler Act. Additional helpful
proposals have been prepared by the
Department of Energy in response to
the ERAB report. These two currents
of activity, together with the influence
of the Packard report, appear to have
produced a renewed commitment to
technology transfer in most Federal
agencies. The working group offered
recommendations of its own to speed
thie process:
~ Agencies and laboratories should
promote means by which US industry
can participate in identifying the na
tion's basic research needs.
~ The transfer of technology to private
industry should be incorporated into
the laboratory mission so as to provide
management focus and a positive envi
ronment for this work.' Laboratories
should involve industry in technology
planning at the earliest appropriate
time, strengthen techniques to deter
mine the commercial potential of new
laboratory technology, and obtaIn mod
est additional funds to facilitate the
spinoff of laboratory technology.
~ The authority of the laboratories

in nature. Industrial experience, re
search results and management tech
niques might profitably be transferred
in many instances to Federallaborato
ries, At the very least, industrial
scientists and managers need to partici
pate more fully in the initial planning
of laboratory research programs.

The primary thrust of the Packard
panel's recommendation, however, lies
in the opposite direction-the transfer
of technology developed in the Federal
laboratories to business and industry.
This view is shared by Congress, as
evidenced by the Stevenson-Wydler
Act and the bills now before it. The
working group was impressed by the
large number of instances of technolo
gy transfer already on record. We have
referred to only a few in tWs article.
The group nevertheless agreed with the
Packard panel that Federal laborato
ries could do even more to transfer
technology to the private sector.

Renewed efforts in this direction are
required by the growing dependence of
US industry on technology, the world
wide challenge to US industrial leader
ship and the ever-increasing sophistica
tion and rate of development of tech
nology itself. Progress toward
transferring technology to industry has
been less widespread and more uneven
than progress toward greater access to
lab facilities.

First of all, technology transfer is an
inherently difficult process: It requires
development of the technology itself,
advancement of the technology to a
stage permitting practical application
and recognition by both the developer
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Finally, the working group noted the
need for procedures to preclude unfair
competitive practices-a danger identi
fied in the Packard report.

Simplifying Federal procedures

The Packard panel recommended
that contracting by agencies and labo
ratories of universities and industry to
conduct research and development
"should be encouraged by simplifying
the necessary Federal procurement
procedures. The procurement process

". should give laboratory directors
(\ greater flexibility in contracting." The
\ / report reflects the widely held view

. that Federal labs would contract out
more R&D work if it were simpler to do
so. The working group concurred with
this conclusion.

The Federal procurement process
now requires some 135000 employees
to handle transactions through 1600
offices. Such transactions were gov
erned through 1983 by 6300 pages of
regulations. Fortunately, there is hope
for progress in the form of a recent and
thorough study of Federal procurement
regulations by the National Academy
of Public Administration. The recom
mendationsadvancedin the academy's
report" appear to enjoy the widespread
support of Federal procurement execu
tives and to offer the best available
approach to continued, systematic
progress in this area. Accordingly, the
working group concluded that it could

t' do no better than to bring greater
i attention to the academy's findings.

~
. '.... The action required would be govern-
.: mens-wide and enormously complex.
.F Because revision of Federal procure..

'1'\1 ment procedures lies entirely beyond
'. ~, the control of individual laboratori".,

I: ( 'i and largely beyond control of the cgen-
. / eies themselves, only modest progrr.fIUI
, has been made since the Packard re-

I: port. To make matters worse. tllu
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working group discovered that other
factors can restrict the numbers of
external contracts awarded by Federal
laboratories. Poor managementprac
tices, such as an internal laboratory
requirementfor many levels of review
and approval, can constitute a major
barrier to the contracting process. On
the other hand. laboratory directors
and managers may often have quite
legitimate reasons to retain significant
fractions of R&D work in-house., In
some cases, laboratories may be .re
quired by parent agencies to provide
direct R&D support for regulatory pro
cesses. In others, directors may need to
maintain a minimum level ofexpertise
in various scientific and technical
fields, simply to ensure that they can
continue to be intelligent buyers of
additional .support ·services in those
fields. These points need to be mare
widely understood by support contrac
tors, who are apt to perceive the
complexity of the procurement regula
tions as the sale cause of frustration or
delay.

As it happened, a second major
procurement issue arose during 19.83,
after the Packard report had been
completed: the drive within the Federal
government to foster greatercompeti..
tion among bidders for contract
awards. This concern stemmed from
accounts of irregularities in military
procurements. By the time the work
~ngiP"oup study was under. way, this
Issue had eclipsed interest in the com
plexity of the 'procurement regulations
themselves, In reaction, Congress be
gan tocollllider legislation designed to
restrict acceptance of unsolicited con
tract proll"Aals and discourage award
of sole·tilllirce contracts-measures
that coulu ~;~riously impede the pro
curement .,fllasic research results from
university uroups. .

The etfill-t, til broaden procurement

Automated-manufacturing research at
NBS. This device measures surface
roughness: The semicircular array
contains 87 sensors thatmonitor the light
from a He-Ne laser scattered by themetal
suriace being tested.

competition had actually started some
what earlier. For example, P,L. 98-72
was enacted in 1983 to improve small
business access to Federal procurement
opportunities. This law requires that a
proposed procurement of $10 000 or
more be publicized in the Commerce
Business Daily, with eight exceptions,
one of which covers a "unique or
innovative unsolicited research propos
al, the publication of which would
disclose original or innovative re
search." The working group learned,
however, that this vital provision was
being unevenly 'interpreted. Some pro
curement officials were choosing to
require that all university proposals be
advertised, arguing that they could not
be expected to determine whether a
given proposal was "unique and inno
vative" or not.

The danger of this development was
compounded by. various Congressional
proposals during 1983 that would have
treated the procurement of basic re
search essentiaJly on a par with mili
tary hardware' acquisitions. It ap
peared to the working group that the
benefits of peer review, long used to
weigh the value of proposals for basic
research, were being overlooked in the
debate on competition in procurement.
Peer review is certainly a form of
competition-albeit not the price com
petition appropriate to military hard
ware procurements-and this point
needed to be made and understood
more widely. Finally, the working
group could not ignore the increasing
delay between proposal submission and
contract award observed in .Federal
agencies, even though the Packard
report did not mention this problem
explicitly. A fundamental timetable
for basic university research is set by
the academic calendar and the pace of
graduate-school training. Significant
progress on a research problem must
usuaJly be made within a matter of
months. Such research cannot be sus
tained if the time required for a deci
sion on awarding, rejecting or renewing
a contract stretches to a year or beyond,
as is now often the case.

Here, then, is how the working
group's own recommendations stood at
the conclusion of its task in May 1984:
~ The Federal government should con
tinue to support the 1983 recommenda
tions of the National Academy of Pub
lic Administration. which are aimed at
a systematic reduction in the complex
ity of Federal procurement regulations.

"
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In addition to McDonald and Blanchard.
the working group included the following
members: Robin Brett (US Geological Sur
vey, Department of the Interior), Philip Chen

The act also authorizes the use of
"other than competitiveprocedures': in
certain circumstances. Two are impor
tant to universities: the establishment
or maintenance of an essential engi
neering, researchordevelopmentcapa
bility at an educational or other non
profit institution or Federally funded
research and development center; and
the funding of a unique and innovative
research proposal through award of a
sole-source contract. Taken together,
these provisions should help to ensure
the vitality of university research and
the preservation of the present part
nership of universities, industry and
Federal laboratories in the national
R&D enterprise.

In summary, the composite progress
report compiled by OSTP does not
include all of the points and recommen
dations made by the Working Group on
External Interactions. However, many
of the most important recommenda
tions, together with suggestions of the
other three working groups, appear in
sections outlining "Future directions"
that ought to be seriously considered by
the Federal government. If these ac
tions are taken, there appears to be the
best chance in two decades that the
reforms originally envisioned in the
Bell report will actually be completed.

I~ Legislation and.executive orders de
signed to increase competition for Fed
eral contract awards should also pro
tect the procurement of innovative
basic research.
I~ The peer-review system should be
defended as a form of selection appro
priate to the procurement of basic
research, meeting the concern for com
petition in procurement.
I~ All agencies should adopt the objec
I:ives of the National Science Founda
tion for the funding of basic research: a
decision on award within six months of
proposal receipt, a proposal length of
less than 15 pages and the safeguarding
of the technical proposal as the proper
ty of the proposer.

With respect to competition in pro
curement, at least, the story has a
happy ending. University representa
tives and others brought their case to
Congress, and provisions of the Compe
tition in Contracting Act of 1984 are
favorable to the procurement of basic
research from universities. The act
broadens the definition of "competitive
procedures" by including the selection
by peer or scientific review of basic
research proposals submitted in reo
sponse to a broad agency announce
ment of interest. Because many, if not
most, research proposals are already
submitted in response to some agency
statement of interest and reviewed in
this way, the act nicely implements the
working group's third recommenda
tion.
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Radiation hardened againstsingle-event
upsets. thisintegrated circuit developedat
Sandia Laboratories will be used in the
attitude-control computer 01NASA's
Project Galilee spacecraft. Seen here is an
enlarged slice01a 4-bit microprocessor,
about0.15 incheson each side and
containing 2700 transistors. A single-event
upsetoccurswhen a high·energy particle
passesthrough a transistor, causing a
voltage surgethat scrambles binary-digit
information.

(National Institutes of Health. Department
of Health and Human Services), Alan Cla
flin (Department of Energy), Don Ehreth
(Environmental Protection Agency), James
Hall (Department of Agriculture), Leslie
Meredith (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration), Donald Potter (Department
of Defense), E. J. Richards (Department of
Transportation), Howard Sorrows (National
Bureau of Standards, Department of Com
merce) and Jack Williams (Department of
Commerce}. Other regular participants were

• Norman Kreisman (Department of Energy)
and Giora Pelled (Department of Defense,
but affiliated with the National Science
Foundation during the working-group

I study).
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(~~OlVIISING .PARTNERSHIP'

The new, law seeks to
change that by building 011 ear
lier legislation. Among other
things, it establishes a system j
for rewarding individual re-
searchers whose inventions are
developed, l:!"ants the labora
.tories blanketA~~o-es~
~ntureswith out
stders and raises the statu.'SOf I .
teehIfo1.6gy·triuuii~r·officera- l:

If it succeeds, the trickle of .
new technologies__ leav.ing -the ~;.
federal laboratories could turn '
into a steady and profitable :
stream. After all, the labora- \ .
tories spend about $18 billion a I,
year on research, government Iii
officials say. I

But turning the bureaucra- l
cies around will be a long job.
Asked for a figure more specific
than "about $18 billion" for to
tal research spending, a spokes
man for the National Science
Foundation says, ."We don't
have the funds to do a survey
that would turn up that kind of
number. We've been trying to
do this kind of study for quite a
number of years." ~

f'J. 04,. 1 <....)

bureaucracies."

had ,:115 for to years ....o now we
can make it public.' "

Not surpr-isingly, t .S. busi
nesses have preferred to IOf);';
to the universities and else
where for new technology. "I
know very well from people in
this company that there is a
definite reticence 1;0 even get
ting involved in government
technologies, maybe because in
the past there has been a lot of
difficulty, a lor of red tapl',"
says Judith Hopkins, a Baxter
Travenol Laboratories official
who regularly scouts universi
ties for ideas.

Adds Frank Buno. director
of new product suggestions at
Becton, Dickinson & Co., "We
have met with many govern
ment laboratories, but we
haven't been ve'ry successfull in
uncovering things that have
been going on."

the character
of the agencies
involved-the
unbelievable
convoluted

The problem
"starts with

rV\o....l.
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I-new law attempts to ease transfer

l technology from g,~yernme17:tlabs-, .JJ
U 1 S 1 . 1 b At some laboratories, this' !~,. nc e am S a s has worked. Researchers at the
- - - Oak__ Ridge National Lahora--

.often are-bloated tory in Oak Ridge, Tenn., re'-:
cently came up with .an alloy,

and difficult to called nickel aluminide, that is

I
three times stronger. than steel

. t at room temperature and getsCOmmUnICa e . even stronger as it gets hotter.
ith Realizing that it had ohvious

WI . advantages for engine parts,
they obtained a patent and
granted an exclusive license to

field to diagnose diseases. I Cummins Engine Co. to use the
Currently, hospitals using material in large diesels. (Cum-

. these machines "can diagnose: mins says it is still studying the
people who are relatively alloy and hasn't yet decided
well, bpt not people who are \ whether to put it into pro iuc-
very sick, because the life- tion.l
support equipment can't Still, that kind of tecr nol-
stand" the powerful magnetic ogy transfer remains the excep
pull created by the machines, tion. The rule, a~ Mr. Lanham
says Clifford Lanham, chief of. describes it, is for government- ,
research and technology ap- i funded technology to sink into
plications. "So there is going I the bureaucratic bog.
t? be a need ver1_ shcrtly for. Using the same principle
life-support equipment that that permits the development
can stand :up to a. lot" of elec- of tough life-support equip-
tromagnenc pulsation. merit, "you can make a device

Mr. Lanham, who --;'"also that .can .withstand total im-
the. executive secretary of the mersion In molten steel for
Federal Laboratory ·Con.sor~' hours," Mr. Lanham says. "We
tium for Technology Transfer, I felt that that would. be very
an umbrella group, says the \ useful for. the steel. In?ustry.
laboratory is looking for a pri- The steel industry said Great,
vate-sector developer for the where can. we buy. one?, But
technology. "We're hoping the (the) technology IS alI tied up
legislation will make it easier, n in 40?, or s.o nonexclusive pa-
he says. t~nts, which,. becau~e t.hey

Other- laws passed in recent ! glVe no protectton agamst urn-
years have tried to encourage tators, k111 corpora:: interest..
technology transfer by letting The problem 'starts ~th
individual laboratories obtain ~he character of the a~encles
exclusive rights to their inven- mvolved-the unbehev:3'bl~
tiona, letting them keep some I convoluted bureaucracies,
of the revenue from inventions . says Donald Jared, techn~logy
that are licensed letting some transfer manager at Oak Ridge.

• I "A d v frequently whenof them establish joint ventures' n h' ery dId it i t
with small businesses and reo : somet 109 IS .~ve ope I S pu I
qulring all of them to appoint I unde.r sOI?e kind of (security)
part- time technology transfer classification.. Ev.en. now there
officers. - is no periodic revle:" to say

'Hey guys, the RUSSIans have

By TIMOTHY K. SMITH

But government officials \
-e hoping that a new law
assed in October will make ~
ie iOO or so federal labora- !
tries more attractive. The,
,w provides incentives for
overnrnent researchers to
ave their work commercial
-cd. lowers some bureaucratic
urdles and seeks to hammer
.ome the message that tech
.ology transfer is an explicit
nission of the laboratories. If
t works. proponents say, I
ousinesses will have a vast
tew technological resource to
[raw on.

Laboratory officials say
.he v have lots of new tech
:101~gy ready to go. At the
5"overnment's Harry Diamond
Laboratories in Adelphi, Md.,
for instance, researchers have
developed a way to make'
medical equipment that can

~tap" -o to the harsh envi-'
(\r of a nuclear mag-
, ;t. .onator, a device that \

uses a strong electromagnetic I,

C
ORP ORAT IONS have
.developed much new
'technology through
their campus links.

- But while these rela
tionships have blos

med, companies have
rgely turned their backs on
iother source of new ideas:
derallaboratories.

No one doubts the fertility
federal research; it's just

iat Uncle Sam's laboratories
'ten are bloated and difficult
l communicate with. Getting
trough the bureaucracy to
ctai ... and exploit a govern-,

/,,",-<le' mtion has been diffi-
( ~'h .ost cases and irnpos-
<. .le UI some, and _U.S. busi-,

esses have learned to steer.
lear. .<"
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0\'::- tnree-ccaner- "~t:,~ teievrsicn sets.
half tnt maio: cars uno:: '" quarter 0: the
steel u~d around the world. Yet. a mere
""0 decad~ iater. h,nan hcs':; ;.a~:n

America's place as ine dominant suppher
of ~u:h t'rC\dum.

The acC\n\ for Arnencan, does nrn end
there. Over tne pas: ~: ~ ears tne~ have
seen:
• Their share of world trade fall from
21~c. in 1960 to 1~ ~c; in 1'/85.
• The Amencan trade balance eo frum a
surplus of S: billion In 1%0 to a-deficit of
5150billion last vear.
• More wom'inel\' still. the countrv's
trade balance in manufactured good. siip
from a healthy surplus of Sll billion as
recentlv as 1981 to a deficit of S3: billion
last year-approaching 1~o of America's
lotal output.
• The volume of its manufacturing. ex
pons tumble 32% over the past five
years-with every SI billion of exports
lost costing an estimated 25.000'Ameri
can jobs.

Angry and confused, businessmen in
the Uniled Stales have bad to stand by
and watch as "smokestack" industrY all
around them has been snuffed out. inen
came the unthinkable: if the Japanese
could thrash them in mainstream manu-·
facturing. would they give them a mauling
in high technology. too?

By the beginning of the 19805, it began
10 look as if they would. II became clear
that the Ministry of 1ntemational Trade
and Induslry (Min) in Tokyo had "target
ed" not just semiconductors and comput
ers but all of America's high technology
industries-from aerospace to synthetic:
materials-for a blitzkrieg attack.

Six years on. Japan has scored some,

as80
•• 1.
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Real GOP perwor"errelative to
thllUS
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Staying ahead•••
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major trading partners.
In the 19605. American companies held

all the technological high cards and domi
nated the world's markets for manufac
lured' goods. The United States supplied

kc'--:-oi :;;'u;-:-:;;:;;:-d ...&w

Clash of the titans
After steel, motor cars, consumer electronics and cheap micro
chips, Japan has begun to challenge American pre-eminence in
the' one industrial area the United States has long cherished as
its own: high technology. The two are girding ~p for a trade war in
high-tech that threatens to be bloodier than anything yet.
Nicholas Valery reports on the strengths and weaknesses of the
two technological superpowers
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The recent movie "Gung Ho" gets a lot of
laughs out of the many misunderstand
ings that ensue ~ hen a Japanese car flrm
moves into a sad little town in Pennsvl
vania, Stereotypes abound: dedicated
Japanese managers puning in double
,hifts. lazy American loudmouths slowing
do",n the assernblv line-with the locals
winnine a basebail match between the
t'" 0 sides only through brute force and
intimidation.
. All good clean fun. In real life. howev

er. American workers--despilethe popu
lar myth-remain the most productive in
the world (see the feature on the next
page). In terms of real gross domestic
product (GOP) generated per employed
person. the United Stales outstrips all
major industrial countries. Japan includ
ed (chan I). The 'problem for Americans
is Ihat the rest of the world has been

f'" catching up. In the decade from the first
. . oil shock to lY83. incre..es in annual
\ productivity in the United States had

been wughly a se'enth of those of its

":"t'(£ EC~OfJ.~!~ ...uo,UST 22 °gll
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POi"/er to the elbow
Americans work every bu as nard 'as
(and often & iot harder than 1 the Jane
nese-e-and eenerate nroooruonaielc
more weauc i.": tne erocess. Ln:: averaee
output oj American workers last vear
was S36.800_ The Japanese ecutvalent
was $::'.50(1 (a: an 'everace i98S ex
change rate of \":20 10 toe: dollar}.

But labour productivity IS only half the
storv. Tne amount of canna; anchec to a
worker's elbow is cruee.. toe '-Tne tradi
tiona: defmmon 0: p-oauctivirv t output
per hour 0: aii worcers r makes it difficult
to measure these inmns senaratelv,
True. the defimnon reflects al:" the fae·

-rors that contribute to nsmg output
from advances in recbnolosv. better
uriiisarion of caeacirv, irn~ro~ements: in
the wav nroducucn if> o-eanisec and
sharper- management. to narcer efforts
bv the workers themselves as welJ as the
impact of chances in the: amount of
capital employed:

In 1983. the American Bureau of La
bour Statistics introduced a vardstick
called multifactor productivity. This
shows the chanaes in the amount of
capital as wen a!>~labour used in produc-

lion. Reworkine it!' data for 1950-6.3, the
bureau found lha! multifactor prcducnv
irv In the United States. increased at an
averaee annual rate of L ;~,- for the
penoc. A!- output per hour over the
same period increased by an annual
:.5~". capnal productivity inched up b)"
oniv a mocest O.8~u a vear.

Overall. America's multifactor pro
ducuvitv has shown two distinct trends
over tni nas; ::5vears. Lr- till tile first oil
sheer of' 1973. tne cocniry expenenced
an annual ::!~,(O muitiiactcr growth: then
an annual averaee of cnlv 0.1% from
1973 to 1981. Tne POS'-OPEC slowdown
seems 10 have resulted from high interest
rates keeping the brakes on capital
spending. while more people were hav
ing to won. longer hours to hang on to
thCIT jobs. .- -

How did the Japanese fare? The driv
ing force behind the Japanese economy
over the past 25 years has been the high
growth in capital input. Mr Dale Jorgen
son and his colteaeues at Harvard Uni-

. versity reckon it ha; been roughly double
that in the United States. Growth rates
in labour productivity have been much

the same for the two coonmes. All told.
the growth 10 Japanese prcoucnvny OUI

smpned that ir. tnt:' Unned Stare, until
1971'. when procucuvrtj growth began 10
slow-dramaticallv ir. Japan. Thereafter.
with Vietnam eemnc ' it and two oil
shOCKS ahead. tnt American economy
flexed ItS muscles and coped more effec
tivel~. Then the competitive advantage
started to move bad in America's
favour.

The interesting thing is what has hap"
pened since the last recession. Multifac
tor procucnviry in the United States has
beer: runnmr 31 .<I.T:. averace of 5% a vear,
whilethe growth in labour productivityis
now averaging aeartv 4~c. a vear. That
means thai producti\.;t) of c-apita) em
played is nov. growing at well over 6% a
vear.
" Could this be the first sims of the
productivity pay-off from the ~S80 billion
that Detroit spent 'on new plant and
equipment over the past half dozen
years; the combined'"(additional) $J8U
billion invested by the airlines since
deregulation, telecommunications firms
since the AT&T consent decree and the
Pentagon since President Reagen's de
fence build-up began in 1980? It looks
remarkably like it, .

•..c·
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Copycat turns leader?
Is Japan still a technological free-Ioader-Qr has i) become a pacesetter in
high-tech? ',. ._ ..r : • ,', .,

,,' ...

"

.'j

notable hits. A group of American econo
mists and engineers met for three days at
Stanford University, California. last vear
to assess the damage". They concluded
that Japanese manufacturers were al
readv ahead in consumer electronics. ad
vanced materials and robotics. and were
emerging as America's fiercest competi
tors in such lucrative areas as computers,
telecommunications. home and office
automation. biotechnology and medical
instruments. "In other areas in which
Americans still hold the lead. such as
semiconductors and optoelectronics,
American companies are hearing the
footsteps of the Japanese". commented
the Stanford economist Mr Daniel
Okimoto.

How loud will those footsteps become?
American industry may have been deaf in
the past. but it certainly isn't any more.
And never forget that Americans are a
proud and energetic people. More to the
point. they are prone 10 periodic bouts of
honest_ self-reflection-s-as if. throughout
their two centuries of nationhood, they
have been impelled forward by a "kick up
the backside" theory of history.

Once every couple of decades, Ameri
ca has received a short and painful blow
to its self-esteem; Pearl Harbour, Sput-

"Symposium on Economics and Technology
held at Stanford University, March17-191985_
Now published as ··The Positive Sum Strategy:
Harnessing Technology for Economic
Growth" by National Academy Press, wash-
ington, DC. -

nik, Vietnam are recent examples. What .
follows then is usually a brief and heart
searching debate along with a detailed
analysis of the problem, then an awesome
display of industrial muscle coupled with,
unexpected consensus between old adver
saries--most notably between Congress,
business and labour.· ,";:. », s . ,-

With its ceaseless shipments of cam
eras. cars, television sets, video record
ers, photocopiers, computers and micro
chips, Japan unwillingly supplied the
latest kick up the broad American but
tocks. After witnessing Japanese export
ers almost single-handedly reduce Pills
burgh's steel industry to a smouldering
heap. drive Detroit into a ditch, butcher
some of the weaker commodity microchip
makers of Silicon Valley, and threaten
America's remaining bastions of techno
logical dout-aircraft and computers
then, and finally then, American lethargy
ceased, - . .,... ". _. . . .

This survey tries to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of the world's two tech-

' .. ~

America may still have the largest share
of high technology exports, but Japan is
catching up fast. It skipped smartly past
West Germany to become the second
largest supplier of high-tech goods in 1980

"

nological superpowers. For if the past
decade has seen some of the ualiest
recrimination between \\'ashineton- and
Tokyo over trade issues generally, imag
ine what the coming decade must have in
store. Henceforth, industrial competition'
between America and Japan is going to
range fiercely along the high-tech fron-

. tier-where both countries take a special
pride in their industrial skills and cherish
sacred beliefs about their innate
abilities. , ..' ,

The question that ultimately has to be
answered is whether America is going to
allow the Japanese to carry on nibbling
away at its industrial base without let,
hindrance or concession? Or are the
Americans (as some bystanders have be
gun to suspect) "about to take the Japa
nese apart"?

With the gloves now off, which of the
two technological heavyweights should
one put some money on? In the blue
comer, Yankee. ingenuity? In the red,
Japanese. production savvy?

(chan 2 on next page). Only in three,
high-tech industries--communications
and electronics, office automation, and
ordnance-have American companies in
creased their market share.
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:l:Japan moves on

sectors. Today. high technology. Tomor
row, services... "Which is the 'rear
Japan?" asks Mr Okimoto:

Is il a technological imitator and industrial
over-achiever? Or is Japan an astute learner
and unbeatable colossus'? Will Japan dis
lodge the United States from its current
position of dominance in high technology as
convincingly as it did in the smokestack
sectors '? Or has it reached the limits of its
phenomenal postwar growth?

Japan is ;'11 these things and more."And to
understand what the future holds, and
whether America is up against a David or
a Goliath, means looking closely at the
frontiers of modern electronics. For the
country that commands the three most
crucial technologies of all-e-semiconduc
tors, computing and communications
will most assuredly command the mighti
est industrial bandwagon of the twenty
first century.

eigners had grabbed three-quarters of the
world's current $300 billion in high-tech
trade. In the process, Japan has gone
from being a small-time tinkerer in the
1960s to becoming (as in everything else)
the Avis of high technology to America's
Hertz. -- ., -

Even so, trade in high-technology
goods remains a crucial breadwinner for
the United States. Since the mid-I96Os,
high-tech's share of American manufac
tured goods sold around the world has
gone from a little over a quarter to close
to a half•. ',' ._- ..p -; :---: ...... j_ .:~.

Office automation is now America's
most competitive high-tech industry as
well as its biggest revenue-earner abroad.
Selling its trading partners computers,
copiers and word processors brought in
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High technology is an American inven
tion. Despite the near meltdown at Three
Mile Island, broken helicopters in the
Iranian desert and recent disasters on the
launch pad. Americans remain the' su
preme practitioners of this demanding
and arcane art. And while the United
States' has racked up large deficits on its
international trading account. it has en
joyed growing surpluses in its worldwide
sales of high-tech goods. Or, rather, it did
so until recently. Once again, blame the
Japanese. '

Five years ago, America sold the world
$23.6 billion more technological widgets
than it bought. That handy surplus had
dwindled. says America's Depanmentof
Commerce. 10 a token $5 billion by 1984
(chart 7 on later page). Meanwhile, for-

Just as Japan has begun to muscle into high-tech, America has raised the
technological stakes. The name of the game now is ultra-tech

Made in the USA

TOKYO·:' fl~:mcia; markets, for instance. l~

Iorcmc Jaoanese comoarnes to reduce
their ievei~ of debt i see accompanying
feature on next page l. Tms. in tum. is
masm; them more adventurous. wniie at
the same time helping Iermen: a numoer
of venture-capna: funds.

Japan's "invisible" balance of techno
logical trade (its receipts compared WIth
payments for patent royalties, licences.
etc) which had a ratio of 1:4: a couole of
decades a£2 came within a whisker of
being in raiance last year. That said,
Japan still buy~ Its bign-rech goods and
knowhow oredominantlv in the West and
sells them mainly to· the developing
world.

In certain industries. however, Japa
nese manufacturers have aireadv started
bumping' their heads against the ceiling of
current knowhow: There are no more
high-tech secrets "to be garnered from
abroad in fibre optics fOT telecommunica
tions, gallium arsenide memorychips for
superfast computers. numerically-con
trolled machine tools and robots, and
computer disk-drives. printers and mag
netic storage media. In all these, Japan
now leads the world. Today, Japanese
language word processors represent the
cutting edge of high-tech in Japan-tak
in. over the technolozical (but hardlv
expon-leading) role that colour teJevisio~

, played earlier (chan 3). _
Although it is no longer quite the

technological free-loader it was in the
past, is Japan's new reputation as a pace
setter in high-tech justified? A new image
has certainly emerged over the past few
years of Japan as an invincible Goliath.
capable of vanquishing any rival, what
ever the field. Yesterday. the smokestack
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The Japanese know they do riot have a
chance in fields that are either defence-

... related (for example. ·weapons. aircraft,
satellites and avionics) or too dependent
on imported energy or raw materials (like
petrochemicals). But they see everything
else as up for grabs. Even in lasers,
software and computer-integrated engi
neering-where American pre-eminence
was long thought unassailable-s-the Japa
nese have bezun to make inroads.

Who would have thought it possible a
decade ago? Of the 500 breakthroughs in
rechnolosv considered seminal durina the
two decades between 1953and 1973.imlv
5% (some 34 inventions) were made in
Japan compared with 63% (315 inven
tions) in the United States. Despite its
large. well-educated population, Japan
has wononlyfour Nobelprizesin science:
American researchers have won 158. It is
not hard to see why Japan has been
considered more an imitator than
innovator.

Stanford University's Mr Daniel Oki
moto lists half a dozen reasons for Japan's
lack of technological originality in the
past:
• As an industrial latecomer, it has al
ways been trying to catch up.
• The Japanese tendency towards group
conformity has made it difficult to win a
hearing at home for radical ideas.
• Research in Japanese universities is
bureaucratic. starved of cash and domi
nated by old men.
• The venture-capital market is almost
non-existent.
• Lifetime employment. along with a
rigid seniority system. stifles innovation
inside industry.
• And the traditional heavy gearing
(high debt-to-equity ratio) of much of

, __ Japanese industry has made firms think
l "'-, twice about taking risks.

An these thf"ngs-and more-have
been true to some extent in the past; but
all are aha changing. The deregulation of
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products manuiacrurec b~ large compa
mes ratner than small nrms.

TIme. because the cara come of ne
cessirv from broad industrial caiezones. .
anomalies crop ut=-like cuckoo "clocks
being labelied high-tech because thev fall

4 Office automation

3 Airc~;ft and parts

5 Ordnance and accessories
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withm the eighth-ranking group. profes
sll..'ml.l instruments.
. Pounn, ana perhaps most damning.
the Commerce Department s definition
is based on Standard incusmal Ciassifi
cation (SIC) codes-c-manv 0: v.nier. have
been rencerec irretevani by rechnologi
cal changes that have occurred since the
SICcodes were last overhauled in 1972.

EXAMCLES 01' PRODUCTS
Rocll.e: engines.: eareuues an: parts
Teleohone and"telegraoh aoaa-atos. radio andTV'
receiving anc crcaccasi .e~:J!:>ment. teiecorns
equoment. sonar and ctne- msvurneras. sertu
concuctors, tape recorders
Commercial aircraft. fighters. bombers. helicooters,
aircraft engInes.pans
Computers. mpU1 wo:JtOut·oevices. stc-ece ceviees,
DeskcalCUlators. aupilcallng machines.parts
Non&military arms. hunting and sporting _.-: ; ..
ammunition. blasting and percussion caps
Vitamins, antibiotics. hormones. vaccines
Nitrogen. sodium hydroxide.rare gases.
inorganic pigments.. radioactive isotopes and
ecmcocnes. soeetal nuciear materials
Industria1 process COntrols..optical instruments
and ienses-. navigational instruments, medical
instruments. photographic equipment
Generator sets. diesel engines, non-automotive
petrOl engines. gas turbines, water turbines
Various chemicals derived from condensation;
poIycondensation. polyaddition, polymerisation and
copolymerisation: synthetic resins and fibres .

,...... .;.-

HIGH-TE.~H SE.CTOR
Missiles anc scecec-atr
ElectrOniCS and
telecoms

8 Protessionat and scientific
instruments

9. Engines. turbines and parts

6 Drugs anc medicines
7 Inorganic Chemicals

Table 1: Product range

10 Plastics. rubber and
synthetic fibres

Technology's top ten
How high is the high in high-tech? Diffi
cult to sav. Mosi. economists at least
agree that ·hl~r. recnnoiogv procucu em
boov at" "above averaee" concerurauon
of scientific and encmeerin~ skills. As far
as the National Soeoce Foundation in
washmeron is concerned. thi!> means
anything produced h~' organisation!' em
ploytng :s or more scientists and engi
neers per l.{l(~; empiovees anc spending
over ::.5~c, of Doe: sares on R.A.D. 1

The American Department of Com-», 2
merce is a bit more scientific. its defini-
tion of high-tech is derived from input
output analyses of the total R&D spent on
a spectrum of individualproducts. Thus
an aircraft eets credit for ncr onlv the
R&D done in deveioeine the airframe,
but also the relevant ·contribution of the
avionics supplier and even the tyre mak
er. Using this definition. high-tech indus
try is a ranking of the ten most "re
search-intensive,. sectors, where the
tenth has lit least double the R&D intensi
ty of manufacturing generally ttable 1).

A laudable effort. but not without
criticism. First. such a definition focuses
entirely on products. ignoring the boom
ing: business in high-tech processes
and. increasingly, high-tech services as
welLSecond. it favours systems (that is,
collections of intfrdependentcompo&
nents) over individual widgets. as well as

'Of t"IE14 otlter ct:hJntries'apart from America}e~nghigtHecf1 goods. Frm. wesr (;ermlny, Japan ilnd Britain sCCOlJfitstl
tort,'lIei--q...a.'7ers Of 10".4'/lade. Sou,~ US De:oi'tmef'\l 01COIT\lTIlII1:e
Source' US De,:;al"'.men: 01Commerce.

Table 2: High-teCh exports in 1984

General Electric, Texas Instruments and
a host of brainy technological-based busi
nesses scattered around the West Coast,
Rockies, Sun belt, Mid-Atlantic and New
England.

A· common cry in Washington is that
this "narrowing" of America's high-tech
base is one of the most disturbing prob
lemsfacing the United States today. Oth
ers see this trend as more or less inevita
ble-and perhaps even to be encouraged;
Trade ministers in Western Europe. for
instance, only wish they had such "prob
lerns"; Japanese bureaucrats are doing all
they can to create similar "problems"
back home.

The reason is simple. These so-called
"problems" concern a focusing of all the
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Others' exports·
Value % of total
S6.5bn . 14.S

SS3.8OO 29.4
S15.4bn 8.4
S27.0bn 14.7
S26.5OO 14.5
S10.9bn 6.0 ~_..
S10.7bn S.9 ",.',
S10.7bn S.9

50.600 0.3 '.'
5O.7bn 0.4

' ..

American exports
Value % of total'

S19.7bn 22.4 ....
S14.4bn 22.0.. ..
S13.5bn 20.7 ":'-~','.

S7.2bn 11.0 _" ..
S4.4bn 6.7.. s, '

$3.5bn S.4 '...
$3.200 4.9 -,·
S2.7bn 4.1
S1.0bn 1.5
5O.8bn 1.3

Highwtech sector

$20 billion in 1984. Along with aircraft,
electronics and professional instruments,
these "big four" account for more than
three-quarters of the United States' ex
ports of high technology (table 2). De
spite the popular myth, America exports
only modest amounts of missiles and
aerospace products. But fears that for
eigners may eventually storm even the
high frontier of aerospace keep Washing
ton officials awake at night.

Of the ten industrial sectors designated
high-tech (see feature above). America
has managed to increase its share of the
global market in only two: office automa
tion and electronics. For which. it should
thank the likes of IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
Digital Equipment, Xerox, ITT, RCA,

Office automation
Electronics & telecoms
Aircraftand parts
Profess'l instruments
Plastics, rubber. etc
Inorganic chemicals
Engines and turbines
Drugs and medicines
Missiles and spacecraft .
Ordnance
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Crying all the way to the bank
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Another thing Japanese manufactur
ers resent about some of these allegedly
cheap industrial loans are the strings and
hidden costs 'involved. The most punish
ing are the 50-called "compensating bal
ances" which a harrower has to deposit
(at a considerably )O\!, er interest rate)
with the bank offering the industrial
loan. And so he has to borrow more
money-at higher cost and with greater
restrictions-than he actuallv needs.

Yet another thing that muddies the
water is the way debt in Japanese bal
ance sheets is grossly overstated by west
ern standards. For one thing. the COm

pensating balances. though they are
actually deposits. are recorded as bor
rowings. Then there is the habit Japa
nese companies have of doing much of
their business on credit. especially with
suppliers and subsidiaries. This makes
their aCCOUtllS payable and receivable
look huge-in fact. twice as large as in
America.

Other factors inflating debt among at
least the bigger Japanese companies are
thing50 like non-taxable reserves for spe
cial contingencies and (ifthey pay them)
pensions. The last time figures were
collected in Japan (in1981). employees
in large corporations with established
retirement plans were divvying up 15~

20% of their companies' capital through
their pension contributions. All of which
showed up in their corporate accounts as
debt. "

All that said. Japanese companies are
on balance more highly geared than
American corporations: and. overall.
the cost of financing industrv has been J'
lower in Japan than in the United States. .
But at most onlv ::!Ol~,(, lower. and nothing
like the 50% lower claimed by lobbyists
in America.

I . • • •
,96S 70
S_ O£CO

nese interest rates are destined to be- .....~,
come more- volatile. 50 who warns to be
hizhlv eearec when interest rates are
ris;ni ·or (worse: becommg. less ...-.'
predictable'? (' .. ' ....;. ... :i.IS t;1f;

1!1 United States:
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One thine Americans have learned is 1960s were substamiellv hirher than in- .
that havine the worlds most productive vestments iT, fmanC'ialulc;,truments. while
labour forCe does no: guarantee tndustri- thincs were oneflv the Other WaY round

"...al cempeutiveness. A-t least three other,' -; ,during the earl~"1'~8vs- rchart 6),' On the
things are needed. The first is to keepa~ace of it. capital for buying equipment.s
lid on wages, The second concerns ex- or building factories seems twice ~ ex-

_chang~ rates. The third involves the .. pensive in America as in Japan.
return "on' capita! employed. An three '.. ·h, -"'oda~"s most cited account comes '
have been seer. lately a!' spanners in the frnrr; Mr Georpe Harsopoulos of Tbermo
American works. Electron Coroorauoz Ir, Massacnusens,

Ta .... e wases. Dunne the ten vears Corrroarinc the COST of men-financial)
before 1973. real wages for American capital 10 the two countries between 1961
workers had increased sreadih at an and 1983. Mr Hatscpoulos found real

<~average rate of ~.6~o a year, But ever pre-tax rates ranged between 6% and
.since the first oil shock. real wages in the, .•10% for Japanese firm!' and an~1hin,g

United State!' have staanated. So Ameri- -. from 13~~, to :O~o for their American
can labour is becoming more competi-' ~ counterparts.
tive, yes? The conventional explanation for this

Unfortunately no. When fringe bene- ,_ difference is that Japanese firms are
.... fits are included. hourly compensation ;;~more highly geared (leveraged) and thus

for blue-collar workers in the United. benefit because debr generally c~sts less
States-has continued to rise. American . than equiry-e-interest payments being

,'labour ,has sensibly been taking raises deducted from pre-tax profits. while div-
less in cash than "kind. Total compensa- r idends Come- out of taxed earnings.
tion for American industrial workers--a Then there is Japan's two-tier interest
modest 56.30 an hour in 197~had rate structure. which is carefully regular-

.climbed to $9.80 an hour by.1980 and to ed to favour business debt at the expense
Sl:.40by 1983. . . ' or-consumer credit. Throw in a banking:

Compared with Japan. hourly labour system that is. bursting at the seams with
COSts in America went from being on yen being squirrelled away by house-
average a little over S3 more expensive wives worried about school fees. rainy
in 1975 to becoming nearly S6more so b~' day!- and the ever-present threat of their
1983 (chan 4). So much for narrowing: husband's early (and often unpensioned)
the S1.900 gap between making a motor retirement. All of which. say American
car in Nagoya compared with Detroit. trade officials. adds up to a financial

Ah, yes. but hasn't the dollar tumbled advantage that makes it tough for Amer-
dramatically? It has indeed-from a 1985 ican firms to compete.
high of oyer Y260 to the dollar to a low What is STudiously ignored in the fi-
this year-of Y~50 or so. In trade-weight- nancial folklore about Japan Inc is the
ed terms. that represents a drop for the fact that. over the past decade. Japanese
dollar of 28% in 15 months. Meanwhile. manufacturers have been eenina out of
the trade-weighted value of the yen has debt as fast as decently possible (!oee the
appreciated by over 40%, survey on corporate finance in The

'What about differences between Economist. June 71986). The most com-
America and Japan in terms of return on pelling reason right now is because To-
capital? Here things are actually-better kyo's financial markets ha ve joined the
than most American businessmen imag- fashionable trend towards liberalisation.
ine. True. real rates of return earned by With old controls over the mov ement of
American manufacturing assets in the capital going Out ~f the window. Japa-
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Chips with everything
Gone are tne cays when American semiconductor iirms short-sightedly sold
their licences and.knowhow to Japanesemicrochip makers

-,

!,

,

ctaue- 0: ..nese tn-ee 1;1~'.:c:.::.a: sectc-s
teach with 1t5- ('Iwr, disrmcnve 5':'~'i:: of
manufarrurmc. erocuremen.. and custom
er sUP?O!"':.1 bem£' torgec t,:lg~the: ~y their
underlvmc technoloeies into 2 sinele. ut
rra-iecn -acuviry -calJec iniormanor;
services.

Yes. beyond high-tech in the industrial
spectrum lies ultra-tech-e-today a mere

America's electronics firms have main
rained their .Iobal leadership in all
branches 0: their business save one. The)'
kissed soodbve to consumer electronics
ueievision. hI-f. video recorders. etc) as
customers across the countrv voted with
their pockets for shiny boxes:"'ith flashing
lights and labels like Panasonic. Technics,
rvc and Sony. .:

, The American electronics industry
came close to allowinc much the same to
happen in microchips. In 1982. Silicon
Valley look a caning when the Japanese
started flooding the market with cheap
64k RAMs (random-access memory chips
capable of storing OVeT 64.000 bits of
computer data). Most beata hasty retreat
up OT oUI of the market.

From having a dozen mass producers of
dvnamic-RAMs in 1980, only five Ameri-'
can chip makers were still in the high
volume memory business by 1983. Today,
there are effectively only two OT three
with the capacity 10 produce the latest
generation of memory chips (I megabit
RAMS) in anything like economic vol
umes. Meanwhile. the six Japanese firms
that plunged into the memory-chip busi
ness back in the early 1970. are still
around-s-and now have a 70% share of
the dvnamic-RAM market in America.

Microchips have been the engine
powering Japan's drive into high-tech
generally, But before it could join the
microchip generation. Japan had to find
a way of disseminating this vital Arneri
can technology throughout its fledgling
semiconductor industry. The trick
adopted was, fiTSI, 10 protect the home
market, and then 10 bully abler firms
into joining government-sponsored re
search schemes-one run by the Japa
nese telephone authority NIT and the
other by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry-e-tc develop the
knowhow for making their own very
large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits,

Next. by "blessing" VLSI as the wave of
the future and crucial to Japan's survival,
the government triggered a scramble
i:l.mong the country's electronics firms
(encouraged by their long-term invest-

1"HE ECOf',jOM~ST AUGUST 231986

rnulti-billion-doliar stnnbnc of a busmess.
out C\\" tne vear 20(» norennaliv 2 trilhon
do}:a:- Je\';athan, ...\~ such. - ultra-tech
alone will come 10 dwarf all manufacrur
inc sectors before the centurv i!o out.
America is weli on the way to makine that
happen. A lap or two behind. Japim at
leas: is getting up speed. Europe is. barely
in the race. .

,

men! banks) to huild VLSI plants. The net
result was massive over-capacity (first in
tt4k RAMS and then in :!56k versions).
abundant local sU~!:ll\" for the domestic
consumer electronics -makers and an im
pelling urgency 10 export (or dump) SUT
plus microchips abroad.

This targeting ploy had been tried be
fore. Japanese manufacturers found it
worked moderately well with steel. much
better with motorcycles. better still with
consumer electronics and best of all with
semiconductors. The only requirement
was a steeply falling "learning curve"
(that is, rapidly reducing unit costs as
production volume builds up and manu
facturers learn how to squeeze waste out
of the pTocess)..· .

The trick was simply to devise a for
ward-pricing strategy that allowed Japa
nese manufacturers to capture all the new
growth that their below-cost pricing cre
ated in export markets. while underwrit- .
ing the negative cashflow b)' cross-subsi
dies and higher prices back home.

The Americans finally lost their pa
tience when the Japanese tried to do a
repeat performance with pricier memory

.. "~ry:p7!.';*l~
~ ,-" .

chin ... called EPROY.~. The prtce ie!; from
Si-:; each when the Jananese firs: entered
the American market with their EPROM
chins. earlv in 1985 to less than $4 SIX

months later. Intel. National Semicon
ductor and Advanced Micro Devices
promptly filed il; .10m: petition. accusing
the japanese of dumping EPROM!> on the
American market at below their manu
facturing costs in Japan (then estimated
10 be S6.30 apiece). The issue is currently
being used by Washington as a battering
ram to breach the wall Japan hal- erected
around its own S8 billion semiconductor
market back borne.

For America. this get- tough policy has
come only just in time. Japan now enjoys
a 27% share (to America's 64%) of the
world's S42 billion semiconductor mar
ket. And while cut-throat competition
may make memory chips a loss-leader,
acquiring the technology fOT producing
RAMs has given Japan's microcircuit mak
ers a leg-up in gelling 10 grips with more
complex semiconductors used in comput
er graphics, communications and video
equipment. . .' ":'";.

So far, however, it has not helped
Japanese chip makers to loosen the stran- .
glehold that American semiconductor
firms have on the lucrative microproces
sor business. Where 256k RAMS have
become commodity products that sell
wholesale fOT SloT so each, 32-bil micro
processors from the likes of Motorola,
Intel, National Semiconductor. Texas In
struments, AT&T and Zilog cost hundreds
of dollars apiece. Between them, these six
American chip makers control90% of the
world market for the latest generation of
microprocessors, leaving just 10% for the
rest of the American semiconductor in
dustry, Europe and Japan.. . . , ...,

Fortunately for the Americans, micro-
:1I,
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nrocessors are no: iikf memcry ChIpS. car. designs. Japanese Ch1f' makers are to customers who were already US1n£ IBM
Beins:: hteraliv a -eamputer-on-e-chip", being shut out of ali the. major market!' machines equipped with the necessary
thev -aff' \·ac;,ti~· more comnrex and cannot for microprocessors. Fujnsu. Matsushita. software. That worked well until the:
be . designed' in any .rounne manner. M1tsuois~i and Toshiba are, all gambling slumbering giant woke up.
Sweat. insight and insptrauon are needed on a microprocessor design called TROS Then. in 19"So. IBM introduced its 43(x) -.....
every step of the way. And they have ~ developed at tbe Dniversrty of Tokyo. series computers at a price that shook not
be designed ",rithtOCl:- sotrware appiica- But nobody, least of ali NE'; O~ Hitachi. just rival Japanese makers. but other
lions in mind.'Americans have been do-' holds oul much hope for the TRON design American suppliers 100. Since then, IBM':I, ._ Ii
in! this longer. and are better at it. than ",'inning a big enough share of the market aggressive price-cutting and frequent .

/~ . .anyone else" ... in its own right to be economic-at least, model chanc-es have made hie touah for
.! *1"'.. More 10 lIii,point, American firms are . not until the mid-l990s. And. by tben, the plug-compatible trade. -
;.. not parting )\iththeirpatent!' as readily as Silicon Valleywill have upped the techno- , Not .~!:Ily is IBM automating vigorously

. they did in tbe past, Hnacai has been logical stakes again. :. . ... (thecompany is spending $15 billion over
._ trying (withlitti~ iuck) to persuade Mo- _"W·nen, ia!e at night. the conversation : the. next four years. to achieve lower
. ' torola to sell 'il a licence for making its gets down to honne (brass racks), even' -, production costs than anyone in Asia),.i

advanced 68020 microprocessor. Mean- Japan's ablest microchip wizards despair but it has also begun flexing its techno.
while, Japan's leading electronics firm, at ever matching Silicon Valley's mix of logical muscles. Its R&D expenditure is
J\"EC~ is baving to defend itself in the entrepreneurial and innovative flair. lila·· now running at S35 billion a year-s-more
American .courts for infringing one of pan is powerful in only one sub-field of a than all other computer manufacturers
Intel's microprocessor patents. single application of semiconductors tied combined. Though for antitrust reasons it

Wilh America's ne.. , stricter copyright to a specific line of PIOdUClS", bemoans will never say so publicly, IBM is neverthe-
laws making it difficult 10 imitate Ameri-' ~ Atsushi Asada of Sharp Corporation. less determined 10 trample the plug-com-

. :.' •..•-~• .,: ...c ... ~: -_~ .-;.,.:,-...... ~•• -_ _,' '.>', -~f~"1~K~~~" patible makers down-both in the pel'-

C· '1" 7. lus ot comi itlt. . .: sonal-computer end of the business asa CU us 0 compe IIOn ..:··;<'·';'wellasamongitsmainframecompetilon,.
. '. One of the dodges being adopted's 10

Aping IBM has Sliven Japan's computer makers a toe-hold in lhe markel-bul incorporate more "microcode" in its
largely on Big Slue's lerms : ..<:: ... t: .... . ' ':.. computers' operating systems (the basic

- .. . - ".. - - . programs that manage a machine's inter-
America's response to Japan's challenge' All this does not mean Japan's comput- nal housekeeping and support the cus
in microchips is being repeated in com- ." er industry is a wrile-off. Its component torners' applications software). Used IlS

puters. Here, Japan's specialty has been suppliers have quietly established a signif- an offensive weapon. microcode replaces
making workalike copies of mM'S big icant position for themselves in the Unit- pans of the computer's electrical. circuit
office machines (mainframes), The most . ed State, and elsewhere, In personal ry, making il possible to change the whole

_ one can say about these "plug-compari- computers, for instance. Japanese rna': character of a machine long after it has
ble' computers is that they have managed chines account for Jess than 2% of the $14 been installed. at a customer's premises.
to prevent mMfrom swamping the Japa- billion annual sales of Pes in America.. The implication is that IBM can then s,,11
nese home market completely, Big Blue But Japanese components and peripher- products 'that can be continuously en
has 10 put up with being number two in als (chips, disk-drives, keyboards, moni-,'_hancecl-somelhingcustomersappreciale
Japan. Overall, however, Japanese com, tors, printers, etc) account for nearly 30% . and will pay it premium for,
patibles have had only a marginal impact of the market's wholesale value, Starting ..ith its 3081 series in 1981, IE,M
on the $150 biUion computer business r • Mosl of Japan's computer makers came caught the competition off guard with a
worldwide, a cropper by riding a bit too blindly on '. new internal structure called XA ("ex-

American manufacturers have estab- IBM'S coat-tails. Lacking the home-grown tended architecture") which allows cus
lished an almost impregnable position in programming skillsv Fujitsu, Hitachi and tomers to update their machines with
mainframes and minicomputers-the Mitsubishi made their computers imitate packets of microcode whenever IBM de->
stuff of corporate sales and accounting IBM's so they could sell cheaper versions crees the market needs a shake-up. This
departments. And in the' push to put a • ...' ,
microcomputer on every desk. a handful '!L .. :a:;S}.kH_~ :!"~;;..""'t-~":_ ......"f..-r-',
of American firms (IBM, Compaq, Apple,
Atari and Commodore) have been feed
ing the market a feast of cleverer, faster
and (in many cases) cheaper machines
thai have left Japan's "IBMulalors" nib-
bling on the leftovers of yesterday's
lunch, In the personal-computer market,
the tBM clone makers having the most
impact come mainly from 10woOOsI South
Korea and Taiwan rather than Japan.

Meanwhile, in developing the pro
grams that make computers tick, Ameri
can software engineers have been every
bit as clever as their chip-designing col
leagues in Silicon Valley, In the process,
they have increased their share of the
world's software market (worth $40 bil
lion a year] from under 65% a decade ago
to over 75% today.
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in manufacturing industry feU 2.50/0 last
vear to less than 20% of the civilian work..
force.

But looking at jobs alone is misleading.
In terms of manufacturing's contribution
to GNP, for instance. little has chaneed. In
fact. manufacturing's share of value add
ed (at current prices) in America was
22% of GNP in both 1947 and 1984, and
has wavered narrowly within the 20·25%
band for close on 50 years, So much for
de-industrialisation.

Manufacturing still means big business
in anybody's book. It currently contrib-
utes $300 billion and 20m jobs to ttv '.
American economy; about $350 )lim j I
<at today's exchange rate) and 15m jo\.......,./
in Japan. But manufacturing is really a
matter of how vou define it. Traditional
measures based on Standard Industrial

o'!'Ie50-il- on: o! the kev dnvmc forces
klehmc the merzer between C.:H;~f'lUtln£.
office automation and tej~cor:1munJ:::~~
tions tnat is beainnmc to iaxe niace witt-
the United States. Last year. comput~..l.
maker IBM absorbed Rolm, 2 Jeadinz 1:
manufacturer of digita~ private-branch
exchanges; At the sam. time the tele·_
phone giant, AT&T. broadened its grow.·'
ing base in computing and office equip-
ment by buying 25~o of Olivetti in.Italy.
The leader of the office-automation pack.
Xerox. is still sufferina from 2 surfeit of
exotic technoiogy dreamed up by engi
neering wizards at its PARe laboratories in
California.

Japan has no intention of being left
behind. The government in Tokyo is
pressing on with its pian to privatise as
much of its teiecommunications services
as possible. And while the big names of

. .the Japanese telecoms business (Fujitsu,
Hitachi, NEC and Oki) may have deficien
cies of their own. each is nevertheless a
big name in computing too, And though
smaller. all are more horizontallv inte
grated than AT&T. IBM or Xerox..•

Will Japan close the technological gap
in telecoms with America? Quite possi
bly. But only through selling up shop in
the United ·States. The reason concerns
one missing ingredient, now as essential
in telecoms as in computing: ingenious,.~

software. Just as Motorola and Ter , .
Instruments have built semiconduc. ) ;
factories in Japan to Jearn the secrets o-l"""'/ I
quality and cost control, Japanese firms
will have to establish telecoms plants in
the United States if they are to acquire
the necessary software skills. NEC has now
done so-.fol' precisely that reason.

:. ..;.

SU:"ler~ ",,1 making the mmute lasers, light
errutnnc diodes and rnmuscuie receivers
usee jor projecting and catching the
messages.

Hand in glove with fibre optics is the
zrowine trend towards ·di2ltaJ transmis
sion-Sending spoken or-picture mes
sages coded as the _ones and zeros of
computerspeak. The transmission pan is
easy. but optical switching has presented
horrendous headaches and the competi
tion here is fierce.

Bu: Amencan makers' have used their
knowhow to better commercial ends. In
particular, digital transmission has been
used to speed the growth in data traffic
between big computer systems. especially
those owned by airlines. banks. insurance
companies and financial institutions.
Here. the Federal Communications Com
mission has taken the initiative. bv free ..
ing America's telecommunications net..
works so anyone can plug in. switch on
and sell an information service. Other
countries-Britain and West Germany
particularly-have been inexplicably
making life as difficult as possible for
their own infopreneurs. .

The lesson has not been wasted on
telecommunications mandarins in Japan.
They have seen how getting the govern..
ment off the back of the telephone com
panies in America has spurred a vibrant
free-for-all in "value-added networking".
creating numerous jobs in information
services and giving local manufacturers a
headstart in carving out a piece o.fa brand
new high-tech business for themselves.

This new communications freedom
even more than the changes in digital
switching and new transmission. technol-

Microchips. computers and telecoms
equipment "ill be to the next quarter
century what oil. steel and shipbuilding
were to the vears between Hiroshima and
the Yom Kippur war, More than anything
else, these three technologies "ill fuel the
engine of economic growth in countries
that Jearn to manage their "smart" rna
chinery properly, This will hasten not so
much the trend towards service jobs, but
more the revitalisation of manufacturing
itself. . .

Manufacturing? That 'grimy old metal
bashing business which the more prosper
ous have 'been quietly jettisoning for
better-paid office jobs in the service sec
tor? It is true that manufacturing jobs in
all industrial countries (save Italy and
Japan) have been shed continuously since
1973. In the United States, employment

exr-eciec H'I i!rCW. r: SS.::- r-illton ['I~ 1957.
Arnencar; mam.ia:mren nave .;:t;c, of it:
Japanese firms. ~·9~t-. Em: rna: has no:
erevemec Japan from becornmc a maror
exporter of "telecoms products. It now
sells well over S1 bilhon worth of tele
phone equipment abroad. a quarter of it
even to the United Stares. Ho\!. did that., :... _. ..:..
happen, ._ .... .

The main reason is the size of the
American market itself. Though the
American share 0: the global telecoms
business is five nmes bigger :han Japan's,
pracucaliv all of it is at home. Some 90~"

of the domestic market is controlled by
the michrv American Telephone and ~

Telegraph "CuMa BeU"). GTE has 10% of
the American market. while lIT has tradi
tionally sold its telephone equipment al-
mos. exclusively abroad. .

Until the derecuiauon of the American
phone system in ihe wake of AUT'S 1982
consent decree. Ma Bell's manufacturing
arm (Western Electric) directed its entire
production effort at meeting just the
needs of the various Bell phone cornpa
nies around the countr:·.It got all its
inventions and designs from the legend
ary Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, and
neither imported nor exported a single
transistor. -

Bell Labs has been responsible for a
blizzard of innovations (transistor. laser.
stored-program control. optical fibres,
etc) that have driven down the real cost of
communications and raised the quality
and availability of telephone service
throughout the United States. But be
cause of AT&T'S preoccupation in the past
with just the domestic market. the best of
its technology has had little direct impact
on the rest of the world. The door to
export sales was thus left ajar tor tete- G. ttl t .-'
cams supplie~s elsewhere-from Europe e Ing smar
(Siemens, Ericsson, Thomson, GEe and
Philips), Canada (Northern Telecom 'and Manufacturing is also going high·tech, threatening to turn today's dedicated
Mitel) and Japan (NEC, Oki, Fujitsu and factories fuJI of automation into relics of the past. . .
Hitachi),

American firms retain their dominant
position in supplying switching and trans
mission equipment. But the Japanese
have mounted a serious challenge based
on their growing expertise in transmitting
messages on the backs of light beams.
Made out of cheap silica instead of costly
copper, optical fibres can carry three .
times the telephone traffic of convention
al cables, need few repeater stations to
boost the signals and send them on their
way, are immune to electrical interfer-.
ence and do not corrode like metal wires.

The early American lead in fibre op
tics, built up by Western Electric and
Corning Glass, has been chipped away by
scientists at NEC, Sumitomo and Japan's
telephone authority (NIT), Apart from
Jearning how to manufacture low-loss
fibres. Japanese companies have become

.
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Even more than breakthroughs in telecommunications technology, America's
new deregulated freedom to plug in, switch on and sell an information
service is breeding a whole new generation of infopreneurs
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super-speed cornputmg prorec; 0; their
fiftb-generanon programme."

At leas: "2 dozen "fiftb-zeneranon
basners" have surfaced. as re~earch oro
ieets around the United States. mainiv in
universirv laboratories. but alsc in small
start-up companies founded by academ
ics. entrepreneurs anc engineering emi
gres from the mainframe computer indus
try. The latest supercomputer to go public
(the prototype was .shipped last year to ",,_
the American navv) 15 a cluster of boxes a _.
yard square capable of caiculating over a
billion instructions per second (the Japa-
nest government hopes to have a similar
greyhound of. computer by 1992), The
group that built it spun off mainly from
nearby Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology to form their own company,
Thinking Machines, The firm is now
taking orders for a nigger brother with
four times the processing power. ..

If only a handful of the SCOTe or so of
American groups building advanced com
puters survives. the United States is going
to enlarge its existing. technology base in
computing over the next decade by as
much new engineering talent as its rivals
have in totality. And that, not least fOT
the Japanese, is a sobering thought," - .

Americans also take for granted the
choice of being able to dial long-distance
numbers using alternative carriers who

. offer cheaper rates. Liberating the phone
system from the state.monopoly's clutch
es (so customers ma'y'Choose what they
want instead of what they are given) has
barely begun in Japan," . -s ,

The United States is the world's domi
nant supplier as well as its most prolific
user of telephone equipment. The global
market, worth S57 billion in 1982, is

Americans complain about it. but if truth
be told they stift have the best and cheap
est telephone system in the world, Japan's
is a good one too-about as good as the
Ben System was in the late 19605. Which
means it is reliable and cheap when
making calls within the country, but not
particularly good at performing electronic
tricks like automatic call-forwarding. call
waiting, short-code dialling, credit-card
billing, conference calling-an things Ben
users take for granted today.

cuctor companies. MC"C has :5(1 ~Clentl~t!

carrvint ou: research a: m neacouarters
in AustIn. Texas. to the tune of 'S:5m a
vear. Wnat is for sure. savs Mr Bobbv
inman. MCC's chief executive and former
denurv director of the CIA. "McCwouldn'!
have occurred exceet JOT Mm.-·

But the most orchestrated response of
all to the Japanese challenge in comput
ine comes not from IBM. Silicon Vallev or
coiiaborative consorna of American chip
makers and comnuter firms. Thousb it is
rarely in the public headlines, the Pentr:t
goo has been pourmg barreis of cash into
COmputing, Its Defence Advanced Re
search Projects Agent} (DARPA) in
Washington has beenplaying busymid
wife to some of the most exotic technol
ogyof all for computers. communications
and electronic equipment generally..

Its VHSIC (verv hizh-speed intezrated
circuit) project aione-ha' pumped S300m
over the past five years into advanced
methods for making the superchips need
ed for radar. missiles. code-breaking and
futuristic computers. Also earmarked for
DARPA is a reponed S1 billion for spon
wring a range of supercomputers which.
say insiders, "will outperform anything
the Japanese can de_velop under their

h3~ tnro \'r ;-· the ruuc-comnatibie makers
or: the cetensive . ioi-~mf them ro devote
more of their develo-mem resources than
the\ can afford to' trvmc ic anticinate
IB\;'5 next round of.~operating system
ehannes and to trv to match rnem with
hurnedlv enzineered modifications to
their hardware. That involves digging
ever deeper into their profit margins.

America's other computer firms tare
also pushing this trend towards replacing
hardware with software wherever possi
ble. Writing and "debugging" the" pro-,
C7'3rr.$ now accounts- for S(i.80°,. of their
budgets for developing new computers.
Two reasons. then. whv American com
puter executives are smiling:
• At a stroke. the trend toward!' zreater
use of software helps neutralise the one
great advantage their Japanese cornpeti
tors have long possesseo-s-namely. the
abilitv to manufacture well-made me
chanical components at a modest price.
• And it changes the business of manu
facturing computers from being heavily
capital-intensive to becoming more brain
intensive. The large pool of experienced
programmers and diverse software firms
in the United States puts the advantage
firmlv in American hands.

nie' Japanese response has been to
launch another government-sponsored
scheme, this time to help the country's1 computer makers invent "intelligent"

, .....-~--'-, machines for tomorrow. The ten-vear
, " fifth-generation project, based largely on

~/ j "dataflow" concepts pioneered at Mass
achusetts Institute of Technology, "ill
have cost S450mby the time it is complet
ed in 1992. The aim is to create computers
able to infer answers from rough informa
tion presented to them visually or orally.
Even Japanese scientists working on the
project are not sure whether such goals
are realistic. .

The Americans are not leaving any
thing to chance. Congress has been per
suaded to relax the antitrust rules so that
rival manufacturers can collaborate on
advanced research without running foul
of the law. Two of the first collaborative
research institutions to spring up aim to
match any challenge the Japanese might
offer in computing. software and compo
nents for the 19905. In one, the Semicon
ductor Research Corporation. 13 micro
chip companies have clubbed together to
form a non-profit consortium for support
ing research on advanced integrated cir
cuits at American universities, The con
sonium is now doting out S35m a year to
desisners of tomorrow's microchips:

The other institution. the Microelec
tronics and Computer Technology COT

\ potation (MCC), is an interesting experi
ment in its own right. Set up as a joint

~.J venture in 1983 by initially ten (now 21)
rival American computer and sernicon-
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·on rilore sophisticated CIM equipment, By
1990. investment in computer-integrated
manufacturing will have doubled to $30
billion or more, forecasts Dataquest of
SanJose, California.

General Motors has spent no less than
S40 billion over the past five years on
factories of the future, Even its suppliers
are being hooked into GM'S vast Comput
erised information net. allowing them to
swap data with the giant motor maker as a
first step towards integrating them wholly
within its CIM environment. IBM has been
spending S3 billion a year on computeris-
ing its manufacturing processes. In so
doing. it has been able to bring nurnerous :
jobs. previously done offshore, back into
the United States. Pleased with the ie-«;
sultsso far. IBM has raised its investm ,
in elM to an annual S~ billion. '''',J

The heart of a C1M plant is a flexible
manufacturing shop which can run 24

American engineers call it elM. Comput:
er-integrated manufacturing-hurried
into the workplaceby a kind of Caesarian
section-s-has arrived before managers
have had a chance to find out what they
really want or are able to handle. The
trouble-and there have been plenty of
teething troubles-is that elM has a
grown-up job to do right no)\". To corpo
rate America. it is the one remaining way
of using the country's still considerable
clout in high technology to claw hack
some of the manufacturing advantage
Japan has gained through heavy invest
ment, hard work and scrupulous atten-
tion to detail. . .

American companies "began pouring
big money into high-tech manufacturing
around 1980, AIIlOld, firms in the United
States spent less than $7 billion that year
on computerised automation. Today they
are spending annually $]6 billion. mostly

From smokemck .'1~.

••• to robots .•.

C2~;;ifl:atl('ln cones ronnnuefc give the
imfl":~!,lOr: Ina: r:ia~lr.f 2:'l:.thmf In 2.

fact0ry 1~ gOIng the same way as smoke
stack mdu5tT') ~eneraH~,-uF in smoke.
Yet software .engmeenng alone I~ an
explosive -new "manufacturing" industry
tha~ narety enters the American Treasury
Department's calcuiauons of growth. Jet
alone its' vision .of - what' constitutes
[ndustrv. '- .:: .,._~,-:"." .". . .

wbai is fOT sure is that the new battle in
manufacturing competitiveness and pro
ducthi,y i! going to be fought in tne fields
of orocess and desizn technolocv. Here is
wha: Mr Daniel RODs of Ma~5a=husetts
Institute of Technologyhas to say'-

Over the next 25 veers. all ewer the world.
semi-skilled labour-e-wbether cheap or ex
pensive-will rapidly give way to'sman
machinery as tbe key element i- ccmpeti-
uveness.t'Neithercheap Korear; ia,",OI.:Tnor, beina In i 6 •• f d d ~ laced f
expensive American labour 1~ our real. a: cc::t~ .emg In m\'en~oJ)', a vjust-m- ,u acture goo s ne repiace eve:y our or
problem. Rather the challenge lies in rapid. nme delivery system (like t~e Japanese five years: in consumer electronics. every
I) introducing and perfecung the new gen. kanban method for supplying com~ two or three years.
erations of designand processequipment- nents to motor manufacturers] could im- The Japanese factory devoted solely to

... and the complex social systems that must prove the real return on investment by as turning out 10.000 video recorders a day
accompany them. much 3s.15%. : with a handful of 9per3tors is the end of

It does not require an Mf7 professor to Getting. manufacturing. volumes right is " the line-not quite yet, but destined
explain w~)' conventional manufacturing. trickier. Here high technology is making shortly to become. a magnificent anach-
Is limping out and new computerised the whole notion of the special-purpose ronism and epitaph to the age of mass
forms of design and fabrication are mus- factory-s-with its automated equipment." "production. It, was a.brief and grim)" era, .
cling in. Using the favoured yardstick of purring smoothly along as it chums out spanning just the single lifetime from
productivity (return on investment after r millions of identical pans all made to the Henry Ford to Soichiro Toyoda. To take
discountingforthecurrentcostofmoney)· 'same high standard of precision-a 'relic its place. a whole new concept of manu
even back-of-the-envelope calculations· of the smokestack past The marketplace facturing is being hustled out of the
show only two factors reallycount. Ener- 'ismuch more competitive today, no long- laboratory and on to the factory floo- .',
gy costs are irrelevant. being typically 3- . er accepting the 10-12 year product life This is the final melding of microchij )
4% of factory costs. Much the same is. cycles needed to justify the investment of computers" software, sens~rs and tel~

true for labour. which now accounts for such dedicated plants. The pace of tech- corns to become in themselves the cutting'
only 5-15% of total costs. -" nologieal change is demanding that man- tools of manufacturing industry.

"The only significant. and controllable, :, " ...'. :. ,.:~.:,::~:-~:'::~_•.'," ".~<>. -. "~'<,'. , . ~:.: '.,~ ~,7:-,.<.. ·;.~:':... :

~~~;,'e~:ep;e~:~:e~1 ~:t~::c~P~:~f;'~~~ Theretoonriq ot America"
of the Amencan Department of Com-.. . ". . . ,_. . " . .
merce,Thus, withroughly 30% of rnateri- Flexible make-anything factories are beginning to sprout across America.

bringing back jobs that had slipped offshore

1
f,
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. <,>:

Let the daisies grow,./-~:;":;:::\;~i:;{,~< _
Bureaucratic guida-nce is still no match for a fertile economy where anything

can take root and flower." :_ ....- :: .>'::",_>_ "': -,.:-,j'!'-""r~;'.~_. .;_
Who, then, is better suited to life on tbe tic, often erratic and alwaysiconoclastic.
high road of technology-America or Japan's, if anything: is pragmatic. geared
Japan? The answer is complicated by the primarily to problem-solving and hustled
way the two industrial superpowers have along by a herd-instinct.
honed their separate skills in wholly sepa- To date, Japan's high-tech success has
rate ways (table 3). American technology been almost exclusively with develop
is overwhelming in big systems, software, ments that were predictable-like pack
computing and aerospace. But nobody ing more and more circuits into dynamic
can touch Japan in the process technol- RAM chips, or making video recorders
ogies that underlie conventional manu-. 'smarter and smaller. This is a result of
facturing. American technology reaches having total mastery of the process tech
out for the unknown: Japan's bends down nologies, While all the basic break
to tend the commonplace. . throughs for making semiconductors-e-

The differences in style mirror the electron beam lithography, ion irnplanta- .
differences in ideals that the two peoples ticn. plasma etching, etc--<::ame from the
hold dear. The Japanese have a saying: United States, Japanese firms improved
"The nail that stands up will be ham- the ideas step by step until their equip
mered flat." The Americans say: "Let the ment was a match for anything made
daisies grow:' So it is hardly surprising abroad. _ . . ,
that American technology is individualis- By carrying out development continu··

.~ :, -::;:' ..-
Table 3: Balance of forces

American strengths
Basic research·
Breakthroughs and inventions
Military applications
New product design
Systems integration' ..
Software . --- , -f.'
less predictable technologies
New functionalities
New architectural designs
Customisalion .

'" '. ··r, .

no: lU5~ to':' mdesma. riants iiht" Genera!
Eiecrric. \\'estine:h{lU5~ 0:- IB"~ bu: even
more so for the tem: of thousands of unv
workshops aCTOS~ tne country While ja-

pan has two-thirds of its industrial output
within the grasp of-broad-based ttm~uu t
manutactunns zrouos. American incus-

. tr). by eontrast has always relied heavily
on its 100.000 or so independent subcon-__
tracting firms. In metal working. for in
stance, 75% of the pans made in the
United States are manufactured ~\ small
independent workshops in catches of 50
or less. i

The American Commerce Deoartment .i
sees no antitrust reasons wh~: smaller I
firms should not band roeetner to share a I
flexible manufacturing ·centre, making
spindles for washing machines one min-
ute, wheel bearings tne next. then switch- 11

'ing to precision mounts for a microscope
maker. crankshafts for diesel engiI1les,. i
microwave cavities for radar equipment, 
'nose-cones for missiles and so on. This
would reduce the investment risk for the ,
individual firms. while providing a higher
return for the ClM plant as a whole. It
could also help rebuild much of the indus-
trial base of rustbowl America; ;-, ,-.;i",

.~' .. <.: ..

manufacturine: into American factories.
To government gurus like Dr Bruce Mer
rifield. the attraction of these flexible
manufacturing plants is that they are ideal

Japanese strengths
Applied research and development
Incremental improvements
Commercial applications
Process and production technology
-Cornponents
Hardware
Predictable technologies
Quality control
Miniaturisation
Standardised. massvolume

... toCIM- .-'

hours 2 dav , hut whi:r l~ canaoie of heine
retooled i~ minute!' rather tnan davs, and
abie 10 turn OU! hundreds of different
products instead 0: being dedicated to
lust one line. Tne difference between the
bes: of traditional automation (Ior exam
pie. Toyota's Corolla line in Sagoyal and
the best of new style ClM plants (for
example. General Electric's household
anoliance centre in Kentuckv) is that the
former automates iust the flo" of materi
al throuah the facrorv_ while the latter
automates the total riC',", of information
nee dec for managing tnt emerprise-«
from ordering the materials to paying the
wages and shipping the finished goods out
of the front door.

The aim of OMis not simply to reduce
the. amount of direct labour involved in
manufacturing a product (only 5-15% of
the cost). Tne real savings come instead
from applying strict computer and com
munications controls to shish the amount
of waste (typically 30% of the cost)
through having up-to-the-minute infor
mation on tool wear. while minimising
the handling, management and overhead
charges (rarely less than 40%) by know

1ng precisely where items are at any
instant during the manufacturing process.
The net result is' that a ClM factory has a
much lower breakeven point than a highly
automated conventional plant. The rna
jority of the.oM plants now onstreamin
the United States break even at half the
level of a conventional plant (typically 65,
70% of full capacity). And because it
does not have to operate flat out from the
start to be efficient, aCIM plant makes it
easier and cheaper to launch new prod
ucts. That spells shorter life cycles-and
hence more frequent (and more attrac
tive) model updates.":' •.. ' --, .. -.-._,

That would be reason enouah fat enter
prising high-tech companies "to invest in
elM. But a number of Americancorpora
tions are being encouraged for other,
more strategic. reasons to integrate their

.'computerised manufacturing processes.
The Pentagon sees elM as a nifty way of
allowing manufacturing capacity to be
sprinkled lightly across the land, instead
of being concentrated heavily in targeted
areas along the Ohio Valley, pans of
Illinois and up through Michigan.

.The generals also see ClM plants-with
their rapid response and flexible, make
anything nature-as handy standby ca
pacity ready to be instantly repro
grammed to meet the military surge of a
national emergency. Apart from its costly
military stockpiles, the Pentagon has to
underwrite a good deal of redundant and
idle capacity among America's defence
contractors. That is ·a political luxury it
can no longer afford.

Pressure from other pans of Washing
ton is also helping to usher high-tech

,
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Lift-off for the airborne economy

the crcss-ter-iasanon between nasrc re
searcn and comrnercia deveiopmern thai
cnaractenses M17 and Route 12t. Stan
(ore and Silicon \"aHey and .b. hundred
other campuses across AmC:::rJ~. Aiso.
because ai: ine ieadin£ umversiues in

Forget .about America's underground
economy of do-ir-yourselfers pushing
hamburger cans. pam: brushes and illicit
drues. Above the convemionai econo
m)..~ a star-spangled wealth launcher lift
ed off three or tour years aso-c-tc take
advantage of the soaring Power and
plummeting cost of microchips. the
breakup of the geriatric telephone mo
nopoiy. the chimera of President Rea
gan's space shield aile. above all. the
technological collision of computing,
communications and office automation.
Meet America's exciting new airborne
economv,

The first thing to understand is that
nobodv is ccite sure: how well even
America's conventional economy is per
forming. let alone its underground or
overground components. The only items
reponed properly seem to be impons
and unemployment. The trouble is that
the economy is changing so fast-from
old-fangled businesses based on metal
bashing and caning things around to
new-fangled ones that massage. transmit
and memorise scraps of information.
\\'hat is for sure. the leading economic
indicators-those 'monthly headlines
that send shockwaves around the world's
financial markets-e-seriously underesti
mate some of the most important growth
sectors within the United States.

Because the statistics have not kept
pace with the way American business is
becoming internationalised. computer
ised and more service-oriented. the pic
ture the statisticians paint depicts an
economic landscape of a decade or two
ago. Here are some examples of Jagging
statistical response:
• Companies are classified by industrial
sectors using definitions last updated in
1972. •
• Twenty years after computers swept
manual accounting into the dustbin. the
first price index for computers has just
been introduced-and is still incom
plete. 'Where America's computing costs
have been assumed to be fixed. hence
forth they will be deemed to fall <as they
have actually been doing) by at least
14%a year-adding nearJy 1% to GNP.
• An archaic processing system for log
ging foreign trade, confronted with a
90% increase in imports over the past
decade. is ignoring America's growth in
foreign sales. A significant proportion
(some say 15-20%) of American exports
now goes unreported.
• Measures of family income, designed
in an age when welfare was a dirty word.
omit non-cash components such as com-
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o: the American W2~ a: grea: cuanrum
reaos ~\'e~ oecaoe OJ ~C' •• Jaoarese fJ!"IT1:'

nave heen abie to hcmbarc customers
\l.,:!.h'= narrage of new models offenng yet
"oeue:" varue . ouahty and rei.:aji~:.!:.

Am:riC"'oii: firms. 0;' cent-est. r.ave t:'"liO;·
rionaliv mace cosmetic improvements ev
erv fe·w.......Years. and then brought out
eomplere model overhauls once, decade
or so. That has made their products look
tone in the tooth. ther. suddenly change
d,amaucallv--often ior the worse while
desrzn huc; and orocuction wrinkles are
sorted out~ ~. •. ,/

American technolozv has also tended
to be geared for use mainly at home (for
example. telephone systems. motor cars).
With J~ smaller domestic marker. Jana
nese technolosv has been to-ceo tc iook
farther afield.-"The Stanford economist.
Mr Daniel Okimoto. makes tnt POInt that
though Japanese firms have excelled at
technologies tied closely 10 commodities
with huge export markets (for example.

. continuous castine. in steel. emission-con
trol for motor ca."'S. optical coatings for
camera lenses). lately they have begun to
do well in technologies for domestic use
too. Some examples include gamma in
terferon and Interieukin II in pharmaceu
ticals. diziral switchina and ·transmission
in telecommunications. And with their
breakthroughs in gallium arsenide semi
conductors. optoelectronics. supercera
mics and composite materials, the Japa
nese have shown themselves selectively
capable of innovating at the frontier of
knowledge as well as anyone. ..-,-·-

On the whole, however, Japanese firms
have been less successful with technol
ogies that are inherently complex, not
particularly predictable and dependent
upon ideas springing from basic research.
Making jet engines is one such technol
ogy. Designing air-traffic-control radars
is another. Developing computer-aided
design and manufacturing systems is a
third. And despite Mm's "targeting" of
lasers as a technology to be conquered.
little progress has been made here to
date-because not enough basic research
has been done in the necessary branch of
physics.

Such incidents point to serious prob
lems in Japan's educational system.
While Japanese youngsters out-perform
western school children in all meaningful
tests of mathematics and science. their
training stresses rote learning rather than
critical analysis and creative synthesis. At
university. their skiUs in problem-solving
are enhanced at the expense of their
abilities to conceptualise.

As faculty members. Japanese academ
ics are civil servants unable to fraternise
as paid consultants in industry during the.
summer vacation. So Japan has none of
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Janan are state-owned and run ngidly b~

(l ccnservanve central bureaucracy. it is
difficult to allocate grants (b~ peer-re
view) to the- most deservinc researchers
rather than tne most senlor.-

in toe days when Japan couid storm t\,-....)

i

pany fringe benefits for professionals
- (pension rights. deferred income plans.

health anc life insurance. etc r and in
kind govemmen; assistance for the poor
(fooo stamps. rem subsidies. etc) .
• Poverty is still defined by consump
tion patterns of the mid-195Us. when a
family of three spent a third of it!' income
on food. The same food basket todav
COSts a fifth the ecuivalent familvs
income. . -

Don't snigger. Despite budgetary
cuts. the American statistical svsrem is
still cae of the best in the world: Its: only
real weakness is that-employment fig
ures aside--the statistics used for deter
mining. say. GNPor growth tend to be by
products of non-statistical agencies (such
as the Internal Revenue Service. the
Customs Service. Medicare and the De
panment of Agriculture). As such. they

.arc far from being as clean. complete or
timely as the experts would like..

Consider some recent anomalies
caused by the quickening pace of techno
logical change. With 70% of Americans
being employed in the service sector,
you might be tempted to categorise the \
United States as essentially a service- )
based economy. It is. But you would not "'0-..-/
think so from the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) used in generating
the input-output tables for measuring
GNP. This has 140 three-digit codes for
manufacturing firms, only 66 for ser-
vices. Moreover, since the SIC system
was last revised in 1972, whole new
business activities (for example, video
rental, computer retailing. software re-
tailing, discount braking. factory-owned
retail outlets) have sprung up. while
others have withered away.

Nuts and bolts. for instapce. are in an
SIC category all of their own. employing a
grand total of just 46.000 people. Enve
lope makers. again with their own SIC
category. provide fewer than 25,000
jobs. Yet one SIC code in the service
sector alone, general medical and surgi
cal hospitals. now covers sorne 2.3m
people. Lots of high-tech service busi
nesses-including computer stores and
software publishers and manufactur
ers-c-dc not even qualify for their own
SIC codes yet.'

There is no reason why all SIC catego
ries should be the same size. But the
imbalance exaggerates the importance of
traditional manufacturing at the expense
of services in the American economy.
Above all. it allows whole sections of
America's booming high-tech economy
to go unreported.
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Back to the future
A glimpse or tWO at the- future wil: dispel
anv doubts. about Yankee ineenurrv as J1
probes tnt' lrrmts of romorrows technol
Og~i. First. to Silicon Valley wnere Mr
Alan Kay. refugee from such rechnologi
cal hotbeds as DARPA, Stanford. Xerox
PARe and Atari, is nowadays visionary
at-large at Apple Computer. Building on
the learninc theories of John Dewev and
Jean Piaeei, Mr Kav is trvmc to create a
"ian:as: - amFiifie::·~-c. c..:nnpute. with
enough pow~ to outrace the user's
senses. enough -memory to store IJ~,ary

leads of reference material. and enough
clever software to couple man's natural
desire for exploring fantasies with his
innate abilirv10 learn from excenmem.

The concept. called "Dcnabock",
combines the seductive power of both a
video game and a graffiti artist's spray
can with the cultural resources of a
library. museum, an gallery and concert
hall combined. Difficult to make? You
bet, especially if the whole gizmo has to
fit in a package no bigger than a notepad
and be cheapenough for every schoolkid
to own.....-~,~~.~ ..

Smalltalk IS the computer language Mr

everv though i. Xanadu hal- evolvec lOW
a roral lnerarv orocess: creatine iceas:
organising the' thoughts, With~ traces

Kay has. deveiopedrto allow kids to showing backtracks. auernanve versacas r

converse v.ith the fantasv arrtnlifrer , The and iumes to cross-reterencec O~- -.
rest of tne ingredients.are al: technclogi- ments: manipuiaung the lex:: pur-hsbmg .
cally imaginable. just prohibitively ex- .the results; ana jogging a share of the ~·i.

pensive and unwieldy for the time being. royalties to C\'C'I) other author cited.
But a decade ago the first personal : Everv document in Xanadu's database
computer was JUSt being buih. at consid- has hnks to its intellectual antecedents
eracie exoense. Its functional equivalent and 10 others coverinr related tomes.
rcdav costs Jessthan 150. Stih onrv In his The hnked references ~ war.; ii ...e toot-
mid.4(,~. Mr Kay has ample time tc' F"'~ a nores , except that Xaneci. offers an
Dvnabook In the hands of miihor» of electronic 0.\\'1000'''\'' throuan which the ..
youngsters with open minds and a sense can be accessed there and then. Because
of wonder still intact. the whole process works in a non-se-

Next, meet Mr Ted ~elson. ~adfly. quential way. the inventor calls the- Out-
prophet and self-confessed computer pUI "hypenexf~~_. 7 .

crackpot, with ,8 lifetime's obsession Mr Nelson looks forward to the day
wrapped up in an enormous program when anybody can create what he or she
called (after Coleridge's unfinished wants-from recipes 1('\ research papers.
poem) Xanadu,; Boon or boondoggle,'. .sonnets to songs-and put it into Xana-
nobody is quite sure. But the giant piece du's database and quote or cite anybody
of software for steerina one's own else. Rovalties and sub-revalues. moni-
thought processes (inclUding alternative tored auiomatidlJy by thehost ccmput-
paths, mental backtracks and intellectual er, would be paid according to the
leaps) is hardly Jacking in ambition or amount of time a user was on-line and
vision. ". '""J.": reading a specific document. It sounds

Conceived originally by Mr Nelson pretty wild at the moment. but hypertext
while a student at Harvard as simply a _- could be commonplace before the cen-
noteakeep~ng program for preserving his tury is out. .

________--~"""!""" '" .r_ _ ~__~~ " _.•_',.·h--:- ·_
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industrial lieights with foreign licences, side the big corporations, Since 1978, High-tech products lend to have tWI)
. homegrown development and production American equity markets have raised $8 things in common: they fall .in price

excellence, the inadequacies of its educa- billion for start-ups in electronics alone rapidly as production builds up (they
tional system and academic research and a further 53.3 billion for new biotech possess steep learning curves) and they
hardly mattered. But such shortcomings companies. Over the same period, Ja- get replaced fairly frequently (they have
are becoming increasingly a problem as pan's venture-capital investments in high- short life cycles). The trend in high-tech is
high-tech competition intensifies. """-"; , tech have totalled just $l00m, . towards things becoming steeper and

Nor can Japan call on its little firms to Lacking all these things. the "Japanese shorter. So the competitive advantage of
provide the invigorating fillip of innova- have sought a substitute. This is one of being first to market i~ going increasingly
tion such enterprises provide in the Unit- the main reasons for MITI'sspecial em- to outweigh almost everything else.
ed States. And with their lifetime employ- phasis 'on collaborative research pro- This spells an end to' the traditional
ment practices, Japan's big technology- jects-as in VLSI or fifth-generation com- low-risk.Jow-cost approach that Japanese:
based corporations rarely get a chance to puters. To Mr Gary Saxonhouse of the companies have used so successfully to
attract high-flying talent from outside. University of Michigan, Japan's' lauded date-coming in second with massive vol
Technological diffusion between small industrial policies are little more than a ume and forward prices after others have
firms and large corporations. and be- substitute for the ingredients that Arneri- primed the market. Henceforth, Japa
tween companies generally as engineers can companies enjoy from their vibrant nese firms 3Te going to have to take the
swap jobs, is one ofthe more invigorating capital and lahour markets. O' •.c. ';'1'." l same technological risks-and pay the
forces for innovation in the United States. As for MITfs infamous industrial tara same financial penalties-as every one

Nor, also, is there an adequate way in gering, many Japanese (as weUas foreign- else. And that puts the advantage decid
Japan for financing risky innovation out- ers) have long doubted its effectiveness edly on the side of Yankee ingenuity,

.and believe it is now wholly inappropriate
anyway. All technologies have started
moving simply too fast to wait upon the
whim of bickering bureaucrats. It is not as
though Japanese civil servants have
shown themselves any better at picking
industrial winners than officials else
where; and none has bettered the invisi
ble hand of the marketplace.

Apart from possessing vastly greater
resources of well-trained-brains, more
diverse and flexible forms of finance, and
a bigger and more acquisitive domestic
market. America has one final, decisive
factor moving in its favour-the pace of
innovation itself.
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revolutionary things are going to come up
and a lot of It Is goIng to come from Ja
pan," says David L. Keller, a technolDl)'
analyst wllb James Capel & Co.. a British
securities firm. "The Japanese will dra
maUcally lead the rest of the world:'

The Japanese government already is or
ganizing that. da s after tb ton
bombshell. Ja an's Sc ence and Technol
ogy gency announc rm a
research cohSOttiwli of Japauese etlmpa-

'THE OBJECTIVE,' says Japan's leading
business newspaper, 'is to organize industry

to get the jump on the West in applications and
commercialization for a huge new market.'

Here In Tokyo, however. the race is al
ready on, showtng once again the compett
live drive and speed wllh which Japan can
seize on Western science.

New materials Ihat conduct electricity
at warmer temperatures wlth almost no
loss of power. have "opened a fantastic
world of lulure Industries," says Masatoshl
Urashlma, a MITf official. Because previ
ous superconduclors operated only at ex
tremely low and expensive-to-maintain

chlpa. called Josephson Junction dtvices, 
pulIy because of the compUcatlons of
cooling wlth helium. That left NEC, Hlta
cbl and a MITf lab 10refine the technology
~tle foreign rompetlUop

or all the govemment-Insplred organi
zation, Japan's research labs didn't walt
for government orders when they heard
the news from Houston last month.

"'"Elements of StlIfRse ' -
At the University of Tokyo. Mr. Uchida

sat his researchers down In front of a largeI
_periodic table of the elements. For hours
1 they debated wblch elements Houston
f could possibly bave used. Wblle they were
I stltl goesslng. a rumor came over lbe
- phone that the mateHaI was fluorlc. Stu-

I
-dents ran out and bought Duorlnatedchem
teals, For lbree days they tried out hun-

I I dreds of comblnallons unlll lbey found lbe
Lrumor was false.

temperatures, the new materials make Illes. universities and government lakl. A I Acting on another tip lbat lbe Houston
economical the creation of tiny, superfast week Jater, the consortium was In place, material was dark'green. lberesearchers
compulers. magoetlcally Dootlng trains, Including such Industrial giants as NBC, ,mtxed all the plausible chemicals that
long-dIstance power lines that don't waste Toshiba Corp., NipponSteel Corp. and Mit· I would become green when fired, again
electricity and even appliances lbat use aI- sublshl Electric Corp." e've lbered all - wllb no success. (The material needs to be
most no power. lbe leadl --on- nred further unlll It Is black, lbey found

The discovery meshes wllb technologies du vlty In Japan," says Kojl Yamaguchi, later.) Then a news report satd a Chinese
Japan has renned lor years, Japan has a tHe agency official overseeing researcb, lab had achieved superconductivity at 100
train using superconductivity lbat Is al- "we need to get everybody togelber to degrees Kelvin (minus 173 degrees Cel
most ready for commercial use Iltravels Sh~ Inlonnatlon and moo. how 10 slus) using a ceramic wllh ytlerblum In It
at more lban 250 miles an hour 'whlle hov' ,mll' " and researchers attacked lbat. The report
erlng five Inches above a track on a mag- MITI. lbe agency Ihat picks and lunds proved wrong-lbe element was yttrium.
netic cushIon created by superconductlng national projects like the one lbat helped (Ironically, lbe UnIversity of Tokyo lab
cotls. Japan's shipbuilders meanwhile Japanese makers dominate lbe memory later found, by coincidence, lbat ytterbium
have spent S23 million to build a fast ship chIp busIness, began moving on the day of works. The lab patented the dtscovery.)
propetled by superconductlng magnets the announcement. ft already Is polishing Finally at 2 a.m. March I, lbey got su-

. up an existing feasibility study on a super- perconducllvlty. "Il was an olber-worldly
NEC Corp. and olbers already have pro- conducting power plant and plans to have experience," says Prof. Uchida. They

duced prot~types of superconductlng com- a working model buill by 1992. drank a toast and launched back Into an
puter chIps, Ihe West gave up trying to do "The objective Isto organize Industry to other week of experiments, this time to
so four years ago. Such giant electtonlcs get lbe jump on the West In applications reflne the resulting ceramic. On March 8
concerns as HitachI Ud. ate supplying the and commercialIzation for a huge new they announced a purtrled form. On
Wesl wlth millions of dollars of,supercon- . market," says' Nlhon Kelzal Shlmbun, Ja- Wednesday the lab nnally look a holiday.
ductlng equIpment. And Japan s leadlDl ..... leading bustness dally. The earliest Meanwhile, labs at Tohoko University,
role In Industrial ceramics wlll ~IP It de- ; _application, researchers say, could be su- ' HokkaldoUniversity and a govemment re
ve!op ceramic superconductors. A lot Clf .perconducUng computer chips thai would' search facility In TokYo have burst forth

I
enable creation of a shoe box-sized super-I wlth rapid-fire announcements of their ad
computer. IBM and most other U.S. com- vances In superconductivity. They and

I pames abandoned research in 1983 on the I" other labs have been snatching up the tn- .
gredlents for superconductnrs so fast tha(
there are shorlages. Suppliers have run on

~, ~
.\ .---- I ,
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Japan Is Racing to Commercialize New Superconductors
Discovery Prompts Frantic Research Effort; U.S. Response Is Measured I

By STEPHEN KREIDERYODER
Sla/IR~rlf'roJTHEWALLSTRE2:TJOURNAL.

TOKYO-Io the comer of Prof. Shlnichl
Uchlda's laboratory at the University of
Tokyo, across from the bottles of liquid
nitrogen, stands a bunk bed.

Unlll recently It was IIltle used. Then,
on Feb. 15, a University of Houston preas
conference announced the latest break
through In the science of superconductl·
vlty, a development wlth polentlally enor
mous commercial applications.

The lab and Its bunks here seldom have
been empty since.

For three weeks Prof. Uchida's \2•re
searcher team worked around the clock,
seven days a week to duplicate the Hous
ton results. Sleeping In shifts. they cooked
their meals In a tiny kltchenelle while
their latest batch of experimental ceramic
pellets baked In the lab's kiln.

In other labs, In company board rooms
and In the offices of the powerful Ministry
of Trade and Industry, or MfTI. the-Hous,
ton breakthrough has galvanized Japan.
Scientists, Industrialists and government
officials have responded frantically. con
vinced they can. andmust, walk away wllh
the cnmmerclal applications. "Wben It
comes time to make something out of It."
predicts Prof. ShojI Tanaka, who Is Prof.
Uchida's boss. "\he Japanese wlll have the
upper hand:'

In the U.S.. by contrast, the reaction
has been more measured. Labs are busy,
but there lIn't any nationally coordinated
drive for CMlJIIerclallzatlon. Leaders In
supercondUctivity research caution that
much IICIeRce remains 10 be done first.
"You must keep In mind Ihat the scientific
scene Is changing so rapIdly that to decide
(on specific appltcatlons) on the basis of
wbatls known today would be a mistake,"
says Jobn Armstrong, director of the re
searcb division at International Business
Macblnes Corp. Il would4tso be wrong, he
thinks. "to tum this Inti> a race between
Easl and West:'



iof 1fltIum, for example, and labs must\
.... three weeks for orders to be filled.
..... Real ThIng'

Prof. Uchida's lab has been llooded by
calls and vlsllsfromcompanies, Sumllomo
Electric Industries Lid. researchers
brought In some rudimentary wire made
from superconeuetmg ceramic. Engineers
from Toshiba, Fujitsu Ltd. and Hllachi
have vlslled the lab to keep watch on de'
velopments. "Company people have the
coavlctlon that this ls finallythe realthlng.
A lot are starling to plck It up. , .. They
see that superconducllvlty ls a sure thing
and they want to get on to application,"
says Prof. Uchida.

Of course, there Is sclentlllc and com·
merclal exeltementIn the U,S.,too,but It's
less frenetic and Isn't centrally conlrolled.

IScientists say Indications of an Inclpl·
· ent breakthrough came as early as April

1986, when researcbers at IBM's labora·
lory In Zurich, Switzerland, reported they
had achIeved superconductlvlly In a neW
classof materials, the metal oxideceram
Ics. This galvanized researchers through'
withe world.By November, Ihe Japanese
and Chinese had conllrmed Ihe IBM dts
""very and by December, scientists In
Houston and al American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.'s BellLaboralorleswere re
porting Important advances wllh the new
malerlals.

About 5,000 physicistsJammed Ihe ball·
room of Ihe Hlllon Hotel In New York

· Wednesday nlghl for an unprecedentedIspecial session on superconduclors at the
i annual meeting of the American Physical
Society. They listened 10 the presentation

· of 60papers on superconductlvlly research
done largely wllhln the lasl Iwo to three
months. AUhm,gb ocwpti§ts from U.s. unl
versilld domlnaled the progJMt, mere
ftlryeports from IBM, Bell Labs, Wesl·
Inghouse Electric Corp. and Exxon Corp.
as wellas from Japanese, Chinese and Ca
nadlan scientists.

The breakthrough generated tremen
cIoua excitement among Bell Labs scien
11*, says Robert A. Laudlse, director of
tile laboratories' Inorganic chemlslry
branch. "Usually, research managers are

coaching people to do this or that," Mr.
Laudlse notes. "But In this case we had
people coming around from all dlfferenl
disciplines wanllng to know If there was
anything In Ihls for their area," he says.
Too Soon for AppUcatlons

"We've had a lot of people going with·
oUI sleep," Mr. Laudlse says. But he
agrees with IBM'sMr. Armstrongthat II's
stili too soon for anyone to seltle on spe
clllc appllcallons of the superconductors,
"We're not trying 10 make any specificde
vices or systems:' he says,

Bell Labs researchers are, however,
trying 10 fabrlcale various seperconduct
lng matertals into experimental devices.
AI Wednfsday's APS meeting Ihey dis
played a superconduclor tn the form of a
lIexlble ceramic tape thai c"l' be formed
and Ihen hardened Intoa shape 10 fll a suo
,.rconducllng devlce.

Researchers at General Eleclrlc Co.'s
big research and developmenl center tn
Schneclady,N.Y., agree Ihaill's 100 soon
10 jump Intoan Industrialcompellllon with
anyone, Including Ihe Japanese.
Jury Is Stm OUt

"In the maleftals fjeld,Iheevents of the
last several weeks have been quite spec'
tacular, bUI in the appllcallons sense, Ihe
jury Is sllll very much out:' says Michael
Jefferies, manager In the center's engl·
neerlng physics laboralory.

Until recently,the GE lab didn't have a
group of sclenllsts working on supercon
ductlng matenats. "But we're now trying
to conllrm and duplicate the results thai
are being reported," Mr. Jefferies says.

Guy Donaruma, vice presldenl for re
search at Ihe University of Alahama in
Huntsville, says governmental agencies
and private concerns have shown a keen
Inlerest In Ihe university's superconductl
vlty research, which duplicated the Bous
ton breakthrough.

"Wherever f go around lownsomebody
bullonholes me and asks howwe're coming
along or when can we use this:' Mr. Don
aruma says. Some inquiries have come
from the space and defense relaled agen
cles In Ihe area, Including the Marshall
Space Flight center and the U.S, ArmJl.
Missile Command. ~e savs,

Palo Alto.C'iim.. where Stanford OM·
Ityrecentlyannounced a hreakthrough

fabrlcallnga superconductlng thin OIm,
ruJ in electronic devlces,a newsconfer·

ce last week was packed with industry
pIe. Severalolhersclenllstshave called

for more Information for use In making a
superpowerful magnet used by geological
researchers. Niels Reimers, dlreelor of
Stanford'slechnology licensing otllce,said,
however,lhat hehasn't beenlIeldlng many
Induslry Inquiries.

In Japan, however, companies that al
ready sell convenllonal supercondueling
wire 10 the U.S. have begun crash pro-

. grams to commercialize the new discov
ery, Fujlkura Lid. and Sumltomo Eleclric,
forexample,say theyhavedeveloped rudi
mentary wireoutot the new ceramic, de
spite skepllcism among some scientists
thai the material won'llend Itself to wi.... I
making.

Like their U.S. counterparts,Ja~
makers lemper their euphoria with wam
Ings thai too lillie Is known about the new
ceramic superconduclor 10 tell when and
how the material will be commercialized.

.utde from possible problems In torm
Ing brill/e ceramic Into wire, the new suo
perconductor stili can't handleenough cur
rent 10 be used In heavy appllcallons such
as power plants, Superconductors also
don'l work well with alternatmg current,
the Iypeof electricity used In most of the
world's power equlpmeot.

But Japanese labs are convinced they
can solve the problems over the next sev
eral years. Now that the West has made
the basic breakthrough, they say, the ball
ls In their court. "It will be difficult and
wlillake lime," says Kasumasa Togano, a
government sclenllst. "But that's precisely
where Japan's labs and makers have the
ed "
~nd other researchers admit ~

a twinge of hurt pride. "To be han';')
we're following In the footsteps of the
U.S.," Mr. Togano says. "Here, again, Ihe
originality Is coming from the West. W
have a measure of sadness about that."

JERRV E. 81SIIOP IN NEW YORk
nINTRI8UTED TO THLlii ARTK"U
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COMMERCE DEPARTMEI'.IT'S FINAL
RULE ON GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY o

52 Fed. Reg. 8552.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Olilce of the Assistant Secretary for
Productivity, Technology and
Innovation

37 CFR Part 401

[Docket No. 41278-7006J

Rights to Inventions Made by
Nonprofit Organizations and Small
Business Firms

AGl::t'IICY: Assistant Secretary for
Productivity. Technology and
Innovation.
ACTION: FinEl rule.

SUMMARY: Public Law 98-620 amended
Chapter 18 of Title 35. United States
Code, dealing with patent rights in
inventions made with Federal funding
by nonprofit organizations and small
business firms. It also reassigned
responsibility for the promulgation of
regulations implementing 35 U.S.C. 202
tarough 2().4 and the establishment of

~~_ standard funding agreement provisions
( -. L om the Office of Mangement and

Budget (O!\-1D:) to the Secretary of
Commerce. This rule makes final the
interim final rule published in the
Federal Register on July 14, 1986, and
u.corpcrates minor changes as a result
of coramem a received on the interim
Iinal rule.
EfFECTIVE DATe: April 17.1087.
FOR FURTHER liiFORMATIOH COWTACT:
!...ir. Norman Latker, Director. Federal
rf'",,..l.,.,~.l,,,,,,,,, l<~ _, ...~~.~ ... n"l:~.,

. .~''''c. • .. ·0-··· ...·•···• ~.''''.1

Division. Office (If Productivity,
Technology and Inncvaticn, U.S.
Department of Commerce. Room 4037,
Washington. DC 20230. Phone: 202-377
Oe59.
SUPPLEMENTAnv IHFORMAy,ON:

Background

Public Len..' 98-620 amended Chapter
13 of Title 35. United States Code, and
r.sslgned regulatory authority to the
~.:'crt:iilfY of Commerce. The Secretary
l-ee df~lt.:gi.i ted his authority under 35
U.S.C. 20ti to the Assistant Secretary for
I'ruductivity. Technology and
Innovation. Section 20G of Title 35 U.S.C.
rcquires that the rcgulaticns and the
standurd funding agreement be subject
to public comment before their issuance.
Accordingly. on April 4, 1985, the
Assistant Secretary published a notice
of proposed rulemaking In.the Federal
Register (50 FR 13524) for public
comment. As noted at that time. the

regulation closely follows OMB Circular
A-124 whicb the reguletion replaced.
Differences between the proposed rule
and the Circular were highlighted in
Supplementary Information
accompanying the notice of proposed
rulemaking.

Additionally, to comply fully with
section 206 of Title 35 U.S.C., the
Department published in the Federal
Register (51 FR 25506) on July 14, 1966, a
final interim rule and requested
comments by September 12. 1986.

Copies of all comments received were
made available for public inspection in
the Department's Central Reference
Records Inspection Facility (CRRIF).
Room 6628 in the Hoover Building.

Information about the availability of
these records for inspection may be
obtained from Mrs. Hedy Walters at
(Z02) 377-3271.

Treatment of Substantotive Comments
on Interim Final Rule.

A number of comments from eight (6)
different sources were received on the
interim final rule in response to the July
14.1986 notice.

The Department of Energy (DOE)
submitted five comments on the interim
final rule. All of the comments were
found to have merit and have been
incorporated in the final rule as follows:

DOE's first comment relates to a
suggested clarification in the discussion
portion of the interim final rule relating
to § 401.3(a) (2). DOE's concern is that
the discussion suggests that the right of
the government to declare exceptional
circumstance for national security
:~::''::C:1S i: !:=:::ted t.:. "scm•.: g..... ~~.:.d
situations" and that application of this
section is therefore limited to situations
where the invention report is classified.
DOE correctly points out that this is not
consistent with the actual language of
the regulation. "Ve agree that the words
"some limited situations" should not
have been included in the discussion
portion of the July 1·1, 1986 notice.

DOE's second comment states that the
reference in the discussion portion of the
'interim final rule, in § 401.14(b} to
nuclear weapons programs is
inaccurale. We agree that the word
nuclear should not have been included
in the discussion of § 401.14(b).

DOE'!) third comment suggests that
§ 401.3(c} be revised to be consistent
with § 401.14(b). which permits DOE to
draft a substitute clause. We agree and
have included the words, "or substitute
thereto" after the reference to
! 401.14(b) in § 401.3(c).

Another DOE comment suggests that

! 401.13(c) (2) goes beyond the slmilur
provision of OMB Circular A-124 by
appearing to preclude confidential
disclosure of patent applications or
Information w"'i::h is part of B patent'
application obtained under the clause to
other agencies or-contractors of
government agencies. 'Are have clarified
this by adding the following additional
language to the end of § 401.13(c) (2):

This prohibition does not extend 10
disclosure to other government agencies or
contractors of government agencies under ,an
obligation to maintain such information in
confidence.

DOE also suggests that § 461.13(c)(3)
is unnecessary in view of § 401.13(c)(1).
However. DOE suggests that if it is
retained. § 401.13(c)(3) should be limited
to the same time period as § 401.13(c)(1).
We agree but have made no change
because the language of § 401.13 (c) (3)
already refers back to and incorporates
the § 401.13(c)(3) already refers back to
and incorporates the § 401.13(b)(1)
limitation.

DOE also states that in § 461.15. first
sentence. third word from the last word,
"or' should be "or". We agree and have
made this change.

. Finally. DOE suggests that § 461.15(b)
should have the following five words
added at the end: "Unless it has heen
licensed." We agree and have included
these five words at the end of
§ 401.15(b).

Another person submitted six
comments which have been treated as
follows:

The Jirst connueur sUggt:SUi tiHH U
statement be added to § 401.3(c) as
follows: "the Department of Energy mal'
only exercise the exceptiun at § 401.3(a}
{4} with regard to inventions at the
facility that are made directly and
primarily with funds provided by either
the Department's naval nuclear
propulsion or nuclear weapons related
pmgrums." This comment was not
accepted since the statute does not usc
these terms. Further, all determinu tions
made under section 401(0)[4) by DGE
are subject to review by the Department
of Commerce under § 401.1~(n and each
determination will be examined tu
ensure ccmnbunce with the law.

The second comment points out that
in order to make a determination under
§ 401.3(R) (4). an agency munt find one of.
the conditions set out in § 401.3(3) (1),
(2) or (3). We disagree with this
interpretation 81' § 401.3(8) (4) is
independent of § 401.3(a) (1). (2) and (3).

"-

"-
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A thtrd cnrnrnent suggests that
consith-rutiou should be given to adding
lan~llHR!" to § 401,fiL~1 requiring the
contractor to rel urn a significant or a
major por-tion of income to the Iacility at
which the invention was made. This
isauo ' .... as disposed of in the earlier
Intrrirn final rule notice of July 14, 1986.
on p;lge 2.55(19 under the discussion of
§ 401.5(f), The matter of royalty disposal
is one thai is best left to negotiations
butwoen the interested parties.
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The fourth comment relates to the
l;]lI~uHgP- in § 401.f'{g) regarding the
phvstcal location of contractor
employees respnnsible for licensing of
f'adilly inventions. The comment
Bl1g~ests that 401.5{g) expressly state
that contractors be obligated 10
maintuin personnel responsible for
licensing at the facility. However.
another person requested that the
subsection not he interpreted strictly to
reouire that such a person be physically
lo-ated 81 the Iacllily. Section
2021c1(7)(C) of Pub. L. 98-620 indicates
that licensir.g be done at the facility, "to
the evtcnt it provides the most effective
l~ch:H""lr~~y transfer ...... \Ve believe this
];:!ngua~c precludes arbitrarily requiring
that licensing personnel be located at
the Ianilitv.

A firth comment recommended
mquiring DOE fundir:.g agreements to
conform to the Ifl!l;!u<:!ge prescribed by
§ 4111.14(b)f2) wheu tbe exception at
t 4:.l1.3(al!4) if; used. This was not
.u.ccptcd. AJlholJ~~h we have, in fact,
permitted DOE to use H substitute clause
for 'h'" ••t out in §401.14[b)(2]. we will
bp. revie ......'ing All ogcncy regulations
Inc-luding DOE's to ensure compliance
with the ![1W and mgulutions, including
~,IJ substitute CliH1RP.S contained in
n~~":ft~y repulenons.

"J';i~~ jili<t; 1.1lf!)llltml of this second
J.'r:;'son i~ !h<-JI we modify the statement
in § .;nl.15\allhal "within 90 days after
n~GCivjfl~ < , ." to read, Within PO days
after rer.0"ivin~ a request and supporting
iulnrrnntion or sooner if a statutory bar
10 pi:llen(in.12 i s imminent, the agency
!'hHIl either make c determination or
inform the {Contractor of why a
dctnrrninatinn hue not yet been made
and when nnp can reasonably be
f"'X!H:clcrl."·1 his cnmmunt "as not
iH:cn':f,(J, A! tlus tuuu. this is a mutter
hr.sl '1 ef t, 10 the p3riies to dCIClminc on a
c;lse-hv-r:ase basis.

/\. number of r.ommcnlg wel"e also
rcr:r:ived r'.:garding fl typographical error
in lh(~ "Ildc.kg;m:nd" 8€'ctie-n on page
2f,510 of the July 14, 198G Federal
Register notice. Thp. word "nol" \",,'as
inndvcr:cntly left ou\ of the last
srntencp. of the first paragraph
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discussmg § 401.7. The sentence should
have rend as follows: "this change has
berm made because small business
preference is not intended to inhibit
industrial support of university
research."

Two comments were received that
relate to the exceptions to be made for
handling of inventions if they are under
research fit a government-owned,
contractor-operated facility (GOeO):

The first comment relates to the
requirement in § 401.5(g) that specifies
that income be used for purposes
"consistent with research and
development mission and objectives of
the fscility." The commenter suggests it
would be preferable that a university be
able to direct the net royalty income to
the most promising research needs,
which may not necessarily be consistent
with the objective of the GOCO facility.
We cannot accept this suggestion since
the language in the regulation is based
on the statute-Pub. L. 98-{lW.

The second comment goes on to state
that § 401.5{g) further specifies that if a
licensing program is successful. then
above a certain point, 75 percent is to be
paid to the U.S. Treasury. The
suggestion is that this reduces the
incentive to be successful. and
recommends the deletion of this
requirement. Again, we cannot accept
this suggestion since the regulatory
language herein is based on the
statute-Pub. L. 98-620.

A third comment references the
special clause entitled. "patent rights to
nonprofit DOE facility operations:' The
comment states that this clause removes
a subject invention funded by the naval
nuclear propulsion or weapons related
programs of DOE from the normal
presumption of rights to the contractor.
find requires the petitioning process that
was in effect before the enactment of
P:...~.~. ~~·~::7. TbB \....,.J~aJj, l:'l i.llat.if
these programs are exempted. then there
may he additional proposals to deletc
other programs from the full operations
of Pub. L. 9&-517.The comment then
concludes by recommending that thj~

special clause not be implemented. We
cannot accept this recommendnti-m
ainoe the statute, Pub. L. 98-620, gives
DOE the discretionary authority to use
thin for its naval nuclear propulsion or
wp.J1~)ons related programs. ~

Another comment received relates to
§ 401.14(c)l1). which calls for disclosure
hya contractor to the contracting
government agency of eAch "Bubjed
invention ..." within "0,"0 months of
lhp. time it is disdosed by the invcnt'Jr in
writing, The CQmmcnter complains that
two months is "too harsh." We do not
accept this comment for two reasons. (1)
The statute. Puh. L. 98-{lZO. Uges the
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words "reasonable time" and we think
two months is reasonable: and (1)
§ 401.14{c}{1] allows extensions of time
at the discretion of the agency.

One person asked for greater
guidance on whether contractor funding
of individual scientists at different
universities is an educational award
within 35 U.S.C. 212 and, if so. what
rights such awardees should have. v..'e
have not acted on this comment since
we do not believe any contractor has the
authority 10 use funding for the
educational HWS"rdS covered by 35
U.S.C.212.

A comment was submitted that
relates to the discussion in the )uly 14.
1988 notice of § 401.13(b). The concern is
that the discussion may be
misinterpreted to imply that agencies
may nnt apply the provisions of Pub. 1.
96--620retroactively. This point is well
taken. It was our intent in the July 14.
1980 discussion of § 4t1l.13[h) to note
only that the Department of Commerce
has no authority under the law to
require agencies to waive the cap on the
term of an exclusive license in a patent
clause that predates enactment of Pub.
L. 98-620. There is no que•.tion that the
agencies themselves have authority
under the law to waive such cap and the
regulations in fact urge thorn to do so
absent a substantive reason to do
otherwise.

Another prrson requested that the
Department of Commerce sel a time for
issuance of draft supplementary
regulations relating to foreign fHing
deadlines at § 401.14{c)(3). As we
previously Indicated in the interim final
rule notice on July 14, 1980. we are
considering this matter. Therefore, we
sec no reason at this lime to set a
deadline.

Fi~~J!y, t"';~~:':<l~t to :'":quc~~.: ~:: ~ ....::;
persons. we beve Included in this final
nottc-. uniform policy guidanee in
§ 401.1[a} to these final reculatlons
sirntlar to that included in-OMB Circular
A-1Z4. This has been done 10ensure
r.J::.rity End continuity between OMB
Circular l\-124 andthese final
regulnliona with regard 1'1 policy.

R',I~'~1J}akjpt Requirements

!I,p. Bl,J!pd in the proposed notice and
the inrorlrn ftr-al r~de, this regulation is
not 0 mujoT rule es defined in Executh'e
Order 12291, nnd it odds no papen\'ork
burdp.ns, !n fflCt. it re,duces certain
rnr(~rwo'rk req11iremf:lnts of the
reg1Jlations it replaces. And, 85
discussed in connection with the
proposed rule and the interim finGl rule, '
the Genet'HI Counsel of the Department
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cf Commerce hHS certified to the Smull
Hl,:;!ili~SS Administration that this rule
will not have" substuntlal economic
jm~lii(,! on a substantial number of small
tln:,lil~b,

List of Subjects in'37 CrR Ch. IV

Inventions, Patents. Nonprofit
crguniz.attcne. Small Business Iirms,

8554
Ollie; March 11, 1987.

D. Bruce Merrifield.
Assistant Secretor)' far Productivity,
Tectmotogv and Innovation.

Accordingly, Part 401 of Chapter IV of
Title 37, the Code of Federal Regulations
is revised to read as follows:

PART 401-RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS
MADE BY NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS AND SMALL
BUSINESS FIRMS UNDER
GOVERNMENT GRANTS, CONTRACTS,
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

S~C.

401.1 Scope.
401.2 Definitions.
401.3 Usc of the Standurd Clauses at

9401 ,14 .
401.4 Contractor appeals of exceptions.
·j01.5 Modification and tailoring of clauses.
401.6 Exercise of march-in rights.
401.7 Small business preference,
«n.e Reporting on utilization of subject

inventions,
401.9 Retention of rights by contractor

employee inventor.
401.10 Government assignment to

contractor of rights in invention of
government employee.

401.11 Appeals.
401.12 Licensing of background patent rights

to third parties.
401.13 Administra tion of patent rights

clauses.
401.14 Standard patent rights clauses.
~~\~ .1~ !:'~fz:,:,~: d~~.:::;;:.i:...~l~r.r..
401.1{\ Submissions and inquiries.

Authority. 35 U.S.C. 206and the delegation
of authority by the Secretary of Commerce to
the Assistant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology and Innovation at Sec, 3(g)of
DOD 1(}-1.

§ 401.1 SCope.
(0) Traditionally there have been no

conditions imposed by the government
on research performers while using
private fucihties which would preclude
them from accepting research funding
from other sources to expand, to aid in
cumpletlng or to conduct separate
Invesuguttons closely related to
reSNI.TCh activities sponsored by the
government. Notwithstanding the right
of research organizations to accept
supplemental funding from other sources
fur the purpose of expediting or more
comprehensively accomplishing the
research objectives of the government

sponsored project, it is clear that the
ownership provisions of these
reguletlona would remain applicable in
any invention "conceived or first
actually reduced to practice in
performance" of the project. Separate
accounting for the two funds used to
support the project in this case is not a
determining factor.

(1) To the extent that a non
government sponsor eetebltehed a
project which. although closely related.
falls outside the planned and committed
activities oJ a government-funded
project and does not diminish or distract
from the performance of such activities.
inventions made in performance of the
non-government sponsored project
would not be subject to the conditions of
these regulations. An example of such
related but separate projects would be a
government sponsored project having
research objectives to expand scientific
understanding in a field and a closely
related industry sponsored project
having as its objectives the application
of such new knowledge to develop
usable new technology. The time
relationship in conducting the two
projects and the use of new fundamental
knowledge from one in the performance
of the other are not important
determinants since most inventions rest
on a knowledge base bniltnp by
numerous independent research efforts
extending over many years. Should such
an invention be claimed by the
performing organization to be the
product of non-government sponsored
research and be challenged by the
sponsoring agency as being reportable
to the government as a "subject
invention", the challenge is appealable
as described in § 401.11[d).

(2) An invention which is made
outside of the research activities of a
g.:;ven....-i:..,;i.l;,·f.md~J PJ'O)CL.t is not
viewed as a "subject invention" since it
cannot be shown to have been
"conceived or first actually reduced to
practice" in performance of the project.
An obvious example of this is a
situation where an instrwnent
purchased with government funds is
later used. without interference with or
cost to the government-funded project,
in making an invention all expenses of
which involve only non-government
funds.

[b) This part inplements 35 U,S.C, 202
through 204 and is applicable to all
Federal agencies. It applies to all
funding agreements with small business
firms and nonprofit organizations
executed after the effective date of this
part. except for a funding agreement
made primarily for educational
purposes. Certain sections also provide
guidance for the administration of

funding agreemcute which predate the
effective date of this part. In accordance
with 35 U.S.C. 212. no scholarship,
fellowship, training grant,or other
funding agreement made by a Federal
agency primarily to an awardee for
educational purposes will contain any
provision giving the Federal agency any
rights to inventions made by the
awardee.

(e) The "march-in" and appeals
procedures in §§ 401.6 and 401.11 shall
apply to any march-in or appeal
proceeding under a funding agreement
subject to Chapter 16 of Title 35, U.S.C ..
initiated after the effective date of this
part even if the funding agreement was
executed prior to that date.

(d) At the request of the contractor, a
funding agreement for the operation of a
government-owned facility which is in
effect on the effective date of this part
shall be promptly amended to include
the provisions required by §§ 401.3(a)
unless the agency determines that one of
the exceptions at 35 U.S.C, 202(a){i)
through [iv] § 401.3[e){6) through (iv) of
this part) is applicable and will be
applied. If the exception at § 401.3(a)(iv)
is determined to be applicable. the
funding agreement will be promptly
amended to include the provisions
required by § 401.3(c), .

(e) This regulation supersedes OMB
Circular A-124 and shall take
precedence over any regulations dealing
with ownership of inventions made by
small businesses and nonprofit
organizations which are inconsistent
with it. This regulation will be followed
by all agencies pending amendment of
agency regulations to conform to this
part and amended Chapter 16 of Title 3:5.
Only deviations requested by a
contractor and not inconsistent with
Chanter 1ft of Titlp. ::If. t1nit,..rl SI~lpR

Cod~, may be made without approval of
the Secretary, Modifications or tailoring
of clauses as authorized by § 401.5 or
§401.3. when alternative provisions are
used under § 401.3[a){1) through (4), are
not considered deviations requiring the
Secretary's approval. Three copies of
proposed and final agency regulations
supplementing this part shall be
submitted to the Secretary at the office
set out in § 40],]6 for approval for
consistency with this part before they
are submitted to the Office of
Management bod Budget (OMB) for
review under Executive Order 12291 or,
if no submission is required to be made
to OMB, before their submission to the
Federal Register for publication.

(I) In the event an agency has
outstanding prime funding agreements
thai do not contain patent flow-down
provisions consistent with this part or

'-

'~
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eflf'li(~T Officp of Federal Procurement
Policy regulntious (OMB Circular A-124
or o~m Bulletin fil-:2), the ugency shall
tale Appropriate octton to ensure that
small business firms or nonprofit
orcantaattcns that ere subcontractors
under any such agreements and that
received their subcontracts after July 1.
19m. receive rights in their subject
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inventions that are consistent with
Chapter 18 nnd this part.

[~l This part is not intended to apply
10 arrangements under which nonprofit
orgnnizetions. small business firms. or
others are allowed to use government
owned research facilities and normal
technical assistance provided to users of
those facilities. whether on a
reim bursable or nonreirn bursable basis.
This part is also not intended to apply to
arrangements under which sponsors
reimburse the government or facility
contractor for the contractor employee's
lime in performing work for the sponsor.
Such arrangements are not considered
"funding agreements" as defined at 35
lLS,C, 201(b) and § 401-2(a) 01 this part.

§ 401.2 neunruens.
As used in this part-
(a) The term "funding agreement"

means any contract, grant, or
cooperative agreement entered into
between any Federal agency, other than
the Tennessee Valley Authority. and
any contractor for the performance of
experimental. developmental, or
research work funded in whole or in
part by the Federal government. This
term also includes any assignment.
substitution of parnee, or subcontract of
any type entered into for the
performance of experimental,
developmental. or research work under
8 funding agreement as defined in the
i;i31 £'~''';:(a"...... of illi..:' lJd.ugil::i.jJ1l.

(h) The term "contractor" means any
person, small business finn or nonprofit
organization which is a party to a
fun ding agreemen t.

(c) The term "invention" means any
invention or discovery which is or may
be patentable or otherwise protectable
under Title 35 of the United States Code.
Drany novel variety of plant which is or
rnny be protectnble under the Plant
Variety Protection Act (7 U$,C, 2321 et
sec.I.

(d) The term "subject invention"
means anv invention of 8 contractor
conceived or first actually reduced to
practice in the performance of work
under a funding agreement: provided
thai in the case of.a variety of plant, the
date of determination (as defined in
section 41(d) of the Plant Variety
Protection Act. 7 U.S.C. 2401(d)) must
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also occur during the period of contract
performance.

(e) The term "practical application"
means to manufacture in the case of a
composition of product, to practice in
the case of 8 process or method, or to
operate in the case of a machine or
system: and, in each case, under such
conditions 88 to e818bH~h that the
invention is being utilized and that it8
benefits are. to the extent permitted by
law or govemment regulations,
available to the public on reasonable
terms.

If) The term "made" when used in
relation to Bny invention means the
conception or first actual reduction to
practice of such invention.

(g) The term "small business firm"
means a small business concern as
defined at section 2 01Pub. L. 8&-538 (15
U.S.C. 632) and implemanting
regulations 01 the Administrator 01 the
Small Business Administration. For the
purpose 01 this part. the size etandards
for small business concerns involved in
government procurement and
subcontracting at 13 eFR 121.5 will be
used.

(h) The term "nonprofit organization"
means universities and other institutions
of higher educa tion or an organization of
the type described in section 501(c)(3) 01
the Internal Revenue Code 011954 (26
U.S,C. 501 [c) and exempt from taxation
under section 501(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code (26D.S.C. Wl{a)) or any
nonprofit scientific or educational
organization Qualified under B state
nonprofit organization statute.

[i) The term "Chapter 18" means
Chapter 1601 Title 35 01 the United
States Code.

li)The term "Secretary" means the
Secretary of Commerce or hie or her
designee.

§ 401.3 U•• of fhe Standard Cia..... at
&40U4.

[a] Each lunding agreement awarded
to a small business firm or nonprofit
organization (except those subject to 35
U.S,c. 212) shall contain the clause
found in ~ 401.14(a) with auch
modifications and tailoring as
authorized or required elsewhere in this
part. However, 8 funding agreement may
contain alternative provisions-

(1) When the contractor ie not located
in the United States or does not have 8

place of business located in the United
Stales or is subject to the control of a
foreign government; or

(2) In exceptional circumstances when
it i. determined by the agency that
restriction or elimination of the right to
retain title to any subject invention will
better promote the policy and objectives
of Chapter 18 of Title 35 of the United
States Code: or
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(3) when it ifl determined hy 8

government authority which is
authorized by statute or executive order
10 conduct foreign intelligence or
counterintelligence activities that the
rcetrtction or elimination of the right to
retain title to any subject invention is
necessary to protect the security to such
activities: or

(4) When the lunding agreement
includes the operation of the
government-owned. contractor-operated
facility olthe Department 01 Energy
primarily dedicated to that Department's
naval nuclear propulsion or weapons
related programs and all funding
agreement limitations under this
subparagraph on the contractor's right to
elect title to a subject invention are
limited to inventions occurring under the
above two programs.

[b] When an agency exercises the
exceptions at § 401.3(a)(2) or (3). it shall
use the standard clause at § 401.14(a)
with only such modifications as are
necessery to address the exceptional
circumstances or concerns which led to
the use 01 the exception. For example. if
the justification relates to a particular
field 01 use or market. the cia use might
be modified along lines similar 10 those
described in § 401.14(b), In any event.
the clause should provide the contractor
with an opportunity to receive greater
rights in accordance with the procedures
at § 401.15. When an agency justifies
and exercises the exception at
§ 401.3(a)(2) and uses an alternalive
provision in the funding agreement on
the basis 01national security, tha
provision shall provide the contractor
with the right to elect ownershlp to any
invention made under such funding
agreement as provided by the Standard
Patent Rights Clause found at § 401.14(a)
if the invention is not classilied by the
agency within six months 01 the date it
Is reported to the agency, or within the
same time pcricd the Depart....'!1C!H c!
Energy does not. as authorized by
regulation. law or Executive Order or
implementing regulations thereto,
prohibit unauthorized dissemination of
the invention. Contracts in support of
DOE's naval nuclear propulsion program
are exempted from this paragraph.

(c) When the Department 01Energy
exercises the exception at § 401.3(a)(4).
it shall use the clause prescribed at
§ 40U4(b) or substitute thereto with
such modification and tailoring as
authorized or required elsewhere in this
part.

(d) When a funding agreement
involves a series of separate task orders,
an agency may apply the exceptions at
§ 401.3(aJl2) or (3) to individual task
orders, and it may structure the contract
so that modified patent rights provisions
will apply to the task order even though

,
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the clauses at either § 401.14[a) or (b)
are applicable to the remainder of the
work. Agencies are authorized to
negotiate such modified provisions with
respect to task orders added to a
funding agreement after its initial
award.
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Ie) Before utilizing any of the
exceptions in § 401.3(8) of this section,
the agency shall prepare a written
determination. including a statement of
facts supporting the determination. that
the conditions identified In the
exception exist. A separate statement of
facts shall be prepared for each
exceptional circumstances
determination. except that in
appropriate cases a single determination
may apply to both a funding agreement
and any subcontracts issued under it or
to any funding agreement to which such
an exception is applicable. In cases
when § 401.3[a)[2) is used. the
determination shall also include an
analysis justifying the determination.
This analysis should address with
specificity how the alternate provisions
will better achieve the objectives set
forth in 35 U.S.C. 200. A copy of each
determination, statement of facts, and, if
applicable. analysis shall be promptly
provided to the contractor or
prospective contractor along with a
notification to the contractor or
prospective contractor of its rights to
appeal the determination of the
exception under 35 U.S.C. 202(b)(4) and
§ 401.4 of this part.

[I) Except for determinations under
§ 401.3(a)(3). the agency shall also
provide copies of each determination.
statement of fact, end analysis to the
Secretary. These shall be sent within 30
days after the award of the funding
agreement to which they pertain. Copies
shall also be aentto the Chief Counsel
for Advocacy of the Small Business
Administration if the funding agreement
is with 8 small business firm. If the
Secretary of Commerce believes that
any individual determination or pattern
of determine lions is contrary to the
policies and objectives of this chapter or
otherwise not in conformance with this
chapter, the Secretary shall so advise
the head of the agency concerned and
the Administrator of the Office of
Federal Procurement Poiicy and
recommend corrective actions.

(g) To eesistthe Comptroller General
of the United Slates 10 accomplish his or
her responstbilitiea under 35 U.S.C. 202,
each Federal agency that enters into any
funding agreements with nonprofit
organizations or small business firms

shall accumulate and, at the request of
the Comptroller General. provide the
Comptroller General or his or her duly
authorized representative the total
number of prime agreements entered
into with small business firms or
nonprofit organizations that contain the
patent rights clause in this part or under
OMB Circular A-124 for each fiscal year
beginning with October 1. 1962.

[h) To qualify for the standard clause.
a prospective contractor may be
required by an agency to certify that it is
either a small business firm or a
nonprofit organization. If the agency has
reason to question the status of the
prospective contractor as a small
business firm, it may file a protest in
accordance with 13 CFR 121.9. If it
questions nonprofit status, it may
require the prospective contractor to
furnish evidence to establish its status
8S a nonprofit organization.

§ 401.4 Contractor appeiila of exceptions..
(aJ In accordance with 35 U.s.C.

202(b)(4) a contractor has the right to an
administrative review of a
determination to use one of the'
exceptions at § 401.3(a) (1) through (4) if
the contractor believes that a
determination is either contrary to the
policies and objectives of this chapter or
constitutes an abuse of discretion by the
agency. Paragraph (b) of this section
specifies the procedures to be followed
by contractors and agencies in such
cases; The assertion of such a claim by
the contractor shall not be used as a
basis for withholding or delaying the
award of a funding agreement or for
suspending performance under an
award. Pending final resolution of the
claim the contract may be isaued with
the patent rights provision proposed by
the agency; however. should the final
decision be in favor of the contractor,
the funding agreement Yo':!! be amended
accordingly and the amendment made
retroactive to tbe effective date of the
funding agreement.

(b)(l) A contractor may appeal a
determination by providing written
notice to the agency within 30 working
days from the time it receives a copy of
the agency's determination, or within
such longer time as an agency may
specify in its regulations. The
contractor's notice should specifically
identify the basts for the appeal.

(2) The appeal shan be decided by the
head of the agency or by his/her
designee who is at 8 level above the
person who made the determination. If
the notice raises a genuine dispute over
the material facts. the head of the
agency or the designee shall undertake.
or refer the matter for. fact-finding.

(3) Fact-finding shall be conducted in

accordance with procedures established
by the agency. Such procedures shall be
as informal as practicable and be
consistent with principles of
fundamental fairness. The procedures
should afford the contractor the
opportunity to appear with counsel.
submit documentary evidence, present
witnesses and confront such persona as
the agency may rely upon. A trsnscnbed

. record shall be made and shall be
available at cost to the contractor upon
request. The requirement for a
transcribed record may be waived by
mutual agreement of the contractor and
the agency.

(4) The official conducting the fact
finding shall prepare or adopt written
findings of fact and transmit them to the

. head of the agency or designee promptly
after the conclusion of the fact-finding
proceeding along with a recommended
decision. A copy of the findings of fact
and recommended decision shall be sent
to the contractor by registered or
certified mail.

(5) Fact-finding should be completed
within 45 working days from the date
the agency receives the contractor's
written notice.

[6) When fact-finding has been
conducted. the head of the agency or
designee shall base his or her decision
on the facts found. together with any
argument submitted by the contractor,
agency officials or any other information
in the administrative record. In cases
referred for fact-finding, the agency
head or the designee may reject only
those facts that have been found to be
clearly erroneous, but must explicitly
state the rejection and indicate the basis
for the contrary finding. The agency
head or the designee may hear oral
arguments after fact-finding provided
that the contractor or contractor's
p.ttG'!'r.e~' or represcntati-..c is present end
given an opportunity to make arguments
and rebuttal. The decision of the agency
head or the designee shall be in writing
and, if it is unfavorable to the contractor
shan include an explanation of the basis
of the decision. The decision of the
agency or designee shall be made within
30 working days after fact-finding or, if
there was no fact-finding, within 4S
working days from the date the agency
received the contractor's written notice.
A contractor adversely affected by a
determination under this section may. at
any lime within sixty days after the
determination is issued, file a petition in
the United Stales Claims Court. which
shall have jurisdiction to determine the
appeal on the record and to affirm,
reverse, remand. or modify as
appropriate, the determination of the
Federal agency.

-,
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§ 401.5 Modification and teUonng of
cteueea.

(a) Agencles should complete the
blank in paragraph (g)(Z) of the clauses
a t § 40].14 in accordance with their own
or appllcsble government-wide
regulations such as the Federal
Ar.quisition Regulation. In grants and
cooperative agreements (and in

B557

contracts. if not inconsistent with the
Federal Acquisition Regulation)
agencies wishing to apply the same
clause 10 all subcontractors 8S is applied
10 the contractor may delete paragraph
(g)(Z) of the clause and delete the words
"to be performed by a small business
firm or domestic nonprofit organization"
from paragraph (g)[l). Also. if the
funding agreement is a grant or
cooperative agreement, paragraph (g)[3)
may be deleted. When either paragraph
(gJiZ] or paragraphs (g) (Z) and [3) are
deleted, the remaining paragraph or
paragraphs should be renumbered
appropriately.

(b) Agencies should complete
paragraph (1), "Communications", at the
end of the clauses at § 401.14 by
designating a central point of contact for
communications on matters relating to
the clause. Additional instructions on
communications may also be included in
paragraph (I).

(c) Agencies may replace the
italicized words and phrases in the
clauses at § 401.14 with those
appropriate to the particular funding
agreement, For example, "contracts"
could be replaced by "grant,"
"contractor' by "grantee." and
"contracting officer" by "grants officer,"
Depending on its use, "Federal agency"
can be replaced either by the
identification of the agency or by the
specification of the particular office or
uiilt:lai wnhm the ngency.

(d) When the agency head or duly
authorized designee determines at the
time of contracting with a small
business finn or nonprofit organization
that it would be in the national interest
to acquire the right to sublicense foreign

The blank above should be compleled
with the names of applicable existing
tre eues or international agreements.
agreements of cooperation. memoranda
of understanding. or similar
arrangements, including military
F1.rreemcnts relating to-weapons
development and production. The above
language is not intended to appiy to
treaties or other agreements that are in
effect on the date of the award but
which are not listed. Alternatively,

3-26-87

governments or international
organizations pursuant to any exiuting
treaty or international agreement. 8

sentence may be added at the end of
paragraph (b) of the clause at § 401.14 as
follows:

This license will include the right of the
government to sublicense foreign
governments. their nationals. and
international crgenizutlona. pursuant to the
following treaties or international
agreements:
agencies may use substantially similar
language relating the government's
rights to specific treaties or other
agreements identified elsewhere in the
funding agreement. The language may
also be modified to make clear that the
rights granted to the foreign government,
and its nationals or an international
organization may be for additional
rights beyond a license or sublicense if
so required by the applicable treaty or
international agreement. For example. in
Borne exclusive licenses or even the
assignment of title in the foreign country
involved might be required. Agencies
may also modify the language above to
provide for the direct licensing by the
contractor of the foreign government or
international organization.

[e) If the funding agreement involves
performance over an extended period of
time, such as the typical funding
agreement for the operation of B

government-owned facility, the
following language may also be added:

The agency reserves the right to
unilaterally amend this funding agreement to
identify specific treaties or international
agreements entered into or to be entered into
by the government after the effective date of
this funding agreement and effectuate those
license or other rights which are necessary
for the government to meet its obligations to
foreign governments. their nationals and
international organizations under such
treaties or intemationalagreements with
respect to subject inventions mROP ~ftl!r tn,:.
date of the amendment.

(0 Agencies may add additional
subparagraphs to paragraph (0of the
clauses at § 401.14 to require the
contractor to do one or more of the
following:

[1) Provide a report prior to the close
out of a funding agreement listing all
subject inventions or stating that there
were none.

[Z) Provide, upon request, the filing
date, serial number and title: a copy of
the patent application: and patent
number and issue date for any subject
invention in any country in which the
contractor has applied for patents.
, (3) Provide periodic (but no more

frequently than annual) listing, of all
subject inventions which were disclosed
to the agency during the period covered
by the report.
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(g) If the contract is with a nonprofit
organization and is for the operation 'of
8 government-owned. contractor
operated facility, the follcwtng will he
substituted for paragraph (k)(3) of the,
claus. at § 401.14[a):

(3} After,payment of patenting costs.
licensing costs. payments to inventors. and
other expenses incidental to the
administration of subject inventions. the
balance of any royalties or income earned
and retained by the contractor during any
fiscal year on subject inventions under this or
an}' successor contract containing the same
requirement. up to any amount equal to flve
percent of the budget of the facility for that
fiscal year, shall be used by the contractor Ior
scientific research. development. and
education consistent with the research and
development mission and objectives of the
facility. including activities that increase the
licensing potential of other inventions of the
facility. If the balance exceeds five percent.
75 percent of the excess above five percent
shall be paid by the contraclor to the
Treasury of the United Slates and the
remaining 25 percent shall be used by the
contractor only for the same purposes as
described above. To the extent it provides the
most effective technology transfer. the
licensing of subject inventions shall be
administered by contractor employees on
location at the facility.

(h) If the contract is for the operation
of a government-owned facility,
agencies may add the following at tln
end of paragraph rn of the clause at
§ 401.14(a):

(5) The contractor shall establish and
maintain active and effective procedures to
ensure that subject inventions are promptly
identified and timely disclosed and shall
submit a description of the procedures to the
contracting officer so that the cantracting
officer may evaluate end determine their
effectiveness.

§401.6 Exercise of rnarch--In rights.

(a) The following procedures shall
govprn thp PYPT'r:'lqp nf thp rn~rcr.-i!'!

right, of the agencies set forth in 35
U.S.C. Z03 and paragraph (j) of the
clause at § 401.14.

(b) Whenever an agency receives
information that it believes might
warrant the exercise of march-in rights.
before initiating any march-in
proceeding, it shall notify the contractor
in writing of the information and request
informal written or oral comments from
the contractor as well as information
relevant to the matter. In the absence of
any comments from the contractor
within 30 days, the agency may, at its
discretion, proceed with the procedures
below. If 8 comment is received within
30 days, or later if the agency has not
initiated the procedures below, then the
agency shall, within 60 days after it
receives the comment, either initiate the .
procedures below or notify the
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contractor, in writing/that it will not
pursue march-in rights on the basis of
the available information.

[c) A march-in proceeding shall be
initiated by the issuance of a written
notice by the agency to the contractor
and its assignee or exclusive licensee, 8S

applicable and if known to the agency.
stating that the agency is considering
the exercise of march-In rights. The
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notice shall state the reasons for the
proposed march-in in terms sufficient to
put the contractor on notice of the facts
upon which the action would be based
and shall specify the field or fields of
use in which the agency is considering
requiring licensing. The notice shall
advise the contractor [assignee or
exclusive licensee) of its rights, as set
forth in this section and in any
supplemental agency regulations. The
determination to exercise march-in
rights shall be made by the head of the
agency or his or her designee.

[d) Within 30 days after the receipt of
the ~... ritten notice of march-in, the
contractor (assignee or exclusive
licensee) may submit in person. in
writing. or through a representative.
information or argument in apposition to
the proposed march-In, including any
uddittonal specific information which
raises a genuine dispute over the
rnatcnal facts upon which the march-in
is based. If the information presented
raises a genuine dispute over the
material Iacts. the head of the agency or
designee shall undertake or refer the
mutter to another official for fact
finding.

(c) Fact-finding shall be conducted in
accordance with the procedures
established by the agency. Such

, ." • . r •
1-" u"';l:l"," t:;:, ~UOll uc abo Ill!UJ"1I1ai Cio

practicable and be consistent with
principles of fundamental fairness. The
procedures should afford the contractor
the opportunity to appear with counsel,
submit documentary evidence, present
witnesses and confronl such persons as "
the cgencv may present. A transcribed
record shall be made and shall be
available at cost to the contractor upon
request. The requirement for a
transcribed record may be waived by
mutual agreement of the contractor and
the agency. Any portion of the march-in
proceeding, including a fact-finding
hearing that involves testimony or
evidence relating to the utilization or
efforts Cil obtaining utilization that are
being made by the contractor, its
assignee, or licensees shall be closed to
the public. including polentiallicensees.
In accordance with 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(5),
agencies shall not disclose any such

information obtained during 8 march-in
proceeding to persons outside the
bU\'ernment except when such release is
authorized by the contractor {assignee
or licensee}.

In The official conducting the fact
finding shall prepare or adopt written
findings of fact and transmit them to the
head of the agency or designee promptly
after the conclusion of the Iact-finding
proceeding along .with a recommended
determination. A copy of the findings of
fact shall be sent to the contractor
[assignee or exclusive licensee) by
registered or certified mail. The
contractor {assignee or exclusive
licensee) and agency representatives
will be given 30 days to submit written
arguments to the head of the agency or
designee; and, upon request by the
contractor oral arguments will be held
before the agency head or designee that
will make the final determination.

Ig) In cases in which fact-finding has
he en conducted. the head of, the agency
or designee shall base his or her
determination on the facts found.
together with any other information and
written or oral arguments submitted by
the contractor {assignee or exclusive
licensee} and agency representatives,
and any other information in the
administrative record. The consistency
of the exercise of march-in rights with
the policy and objectives of 35 U.S.C.
200 shall also be considered. In cases
referred for fact-finding, the bead of the
agency or designee may reject only
those facts that have been found to be
clearly erroneous, but must explicitly
state the rejection and indicate the basis
for the contrary finding. Written notice
of the determination whether march-in
rights will be exercised shall be made
by the head of the agency or designee
and sen! tn the nontractur ~'HHdenp~ of
exclusive licensee} by certified or
registered mail within 90 days after the
completion of fact-finding or se days
after ora) arguments. whichever is later.
or the proceedings will be deemed to
have been terminated and thereafter no
march-In based on the facts and reasons
upon which the proceeding was initiated
may be exercised,

(h) An agency may. at any time.
terminate a march-In proceeding if it is"
satisfied that it docs not wish to
exercise march-in rights.

Ii) The procedures of this Part shall
also apply to the exercise of march-in
rights against invenlors receiving title to
subject inventions under 35 U.S.C. 202[d)
and. for that purpose, the term
"contractor" 8S used in this section shall
be deemed to include the inventor.

(j) An agency determine tion
unfavorable to the contractor (assignee

or exclusive licensee) shall be held in
abeyance pending the exhaustion of
appeals or petitions filed under 35 U.S.C,
203(2).
. (k) For purpose. of this section the

term "exclusive licensee" includes a
partially exclusive licensee.

(I} Agencies are authorized to issue
supplemental procedures not
inconsistent with this part for the
conduct of march-in proceedings.

§ 401.7 Small aueineee Preference.

(a) Paragraph (kJ(4) of the clauses at
§ 401.14 Implements the small business
preference requirement of 35 U.S.C.
202(cJ(7)(D). Contractors are expected to
use efforts that are reasonable under the
circumstances to attract small business
licensees, They are also expected to give
small business firms that meet the
standard outlined in the clause a
preference over other applicants for
licenses. What constitutes reasonable
efforts to attract small business
licensees will vary with the
circumstances and the nature. duration,
and expense of efforts needed to bring
the invention to the market. Paragraph
(k)[4) is not intended. for example, to
prevent nonprofit organizations from
providing larger firms with 8 right or
first refusal or other options in
inventions that relate to research being
supported under long-term or other
arrangements with larger companies.
Under such circumstances it would not
be resonable to seek and to give a
preference to small business licensees.

(L) Small business firms that believe a
nonprofit organization is not meeting its
obligations under the clause may report
their concerns to the Secretary. To the
extent deemed appropriate, the
Secretary will undcriuke informai
investigation of the concern, and, if
appropriate, enter into discussions or
negotiations with the nonprofit
organization to the end of improving its
efforts in meeting its obligations under
the clause. However, in no event will the
Secretary intervene in ongoing
negotiatlons or contractor decisions
concerning the licensing of a specific
subject invention. All the above
investigations, discusslons, and
negotiations (Jf the Secretary will be in
coordination with other interested
agencies. including the Small Business
Administration: and in the case of a
contract for the operation of a
government-owned. contractor operated
research or production facility, the
Secretary will coordinate with the
agency responsible for the facility prior
to any discussions or negotiations with
the contractor.

<;
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401.8 Reporting on utilization of 8ubject
Inventions.

(al Paragraph [h] of the clauses at
§ 401.14 and its counterpart in the clause
at Attachment A 100MB Circular A-124
provides that agencies have the right to
receive periodic reports from the
contractor on utilization of inventions.
Agencies exercising this right should
accept such information. to the extent
Ieusible. in the Iorrnat that the
contractor normally prepares it for its

8559
own internal purposes. The prescription
of forms should be avoided. However,
Bny forms or standard questionnaires
thai are adopted by an agency for this
purpose must comply with the
requirements of the Paperwork
Reduction Act Copies shall be sent to
the Secretary.

[b) In accordance with 35 U.S.C. 202[c)
(5) and the terms of the clauses at
§ 401.14. agencies shall not disclose such
infcrrna-ton to persons outside the
government. Contractors will continue
10 provide confidential markings to help
prevent inadvertent release outside the
Agency.

§ 401.9 Betentlon ot Rights by Conlractor
Employee Inventor.

Agencies which allow an employee!
inventor of the contractor to retain
rights to a subject invention made under
a funding agreement with a small
bustneas firm or nonprofit organization
contractor, as authorized by 35 U.S.C.
202{d), will impose upon the inventor at
least those conditions that would apply
to a small business firm contractor
under paragraphs (d)(l) and (3); (fJ(4);
(h); [i]: and (j) of the clause at
~ 101.14[a).

§ 401.10 Government Asslpnment to
:Vll~' o.. ~v. vi r:iiyiliH in lnverulcn of
Government Employee.

In any case when a Federal employee
is a co-inventor of any invention made
under e funding agreement with a small
business firm or nonprofit organization
and the Federal agency employing such
co-inventor transfers or reassigns the
right it has acquired in the subject
invention from its employee to the
contractor as authorized by 35 U.S.C.
202(c), the i1~signmcnl will be made
subject 10 the same conditions as apply
to the contractor under the patent rights
clause of its funding agreement.
Agencies may add additional conditions
es lon~ es thry are consistent with 35
U.S.C.201-205.

§ '01.11 Appeals.

[a) As used in this section, the term
"standard clause" means the clause at

§ 401.14 of this part nn-r1 the clauses
previously prescribed by either OMB
Circular A-124 or OMB Bulletin 81-22.

[b] The agency official initially
authorized 10 take any of the following
actions shall provide the contractor with
a written statement of the basis for his
or her action at the time the action is
taken, including any relevant facts that
were relied upon in taking the action.

(1} A refusal to grant an extension
under paragraph (c)[4) of the standard
clauses.

(2) A request for a conveyance of title
under paragraph [d) of the standard
clauses.

(3) A refusal to grant a waiver under
paragraph [i) of the standard clauses.

(4) A refusal to approve an
assignment under paragraph (1<)(1) of the
standard clauses.

(5) A refusal to grant an extension of
the exclusive license period under
paragraph (k)(2) of the clauses
prescribed by either OMB Circular A
124 or OMB Bulletin 81-22.

(e) Each agency shall establish and
publish procedures under which any of
the agency actions listed in paragraph
(b) of this section may be appealed to
the head of the agency or designee.
Reviewal this level shall consider both
the factual and legal basis for the
actions and its consistency with the
policy and objectives of 35 U.S.C. 200
206.

(d) Appeals procedures established
under paragraph (e) of this section shall
include administrative due process
procedures and standards for fact
finding at least comparable to those set
forth in § 401.5 (e) through (g) whenever
there is a dispute as to the factual basis
for an agency request for a conveyance
of tille under paragraph (d) of the
standard clause, including any dispute
as to whether or not an invention is a
:;....bjcct invention.

(e) To the extent that any of the
actions described in paragraph (b) of
this section are subject to appeal under
the Contract Dispute Act. the procedures
under the Act will satisfy the
requirements of paragraphs (c) and (d)
of this section.

§ 401.12 Ucenslng of Background Patent
Rights to Third Parties.

[A) A funding agreement with a small
business firm or a domestic nonprofit
organization will not contain 8 provision
allowing a Federal agency to require the
licensing to third parties of inventions
owned by the contractor that are not
subject inventions unless such provision
has been approved by the agency head
and a written justification has been
signed by the agency head. Any such
provision will clearly state whether the
licensing may be required in connection

with the prnctice of a subject invention,
II specifically identified work object, or
both. The agency hend may not delegate
the authority to approve such provisions
or to sign the justification required for
such provisions.

(b) A Federal agency will not require
the licensing of third parties under any
such provision unless the agency head
determines that the use of the invention
by others is necessary for the practice of
a subject invention or for the use of 8

work object of the funding agreement
and that such action is necessary to
achieve practical application of the
subject invention or work object. Any
such determination will be on. the record
after an opportunity for an agency
hearing. The contractor shall be given
prompt notification of the determination
by certified or registered mail. Any
action commenced for judicial review of
such determination shall be brought
within sixty days after notification of
such determination.

§ 401.13 Administration of Patent Right!.
Clauses.

(a} In the event a subject invention is
made under funding agreements of mere
than one agency, at the request of the
contractor or on their own initiative the
agencies shall designate one agency as
responsible for administration of the
rights of the government in the
invention.

(b) Agencies shall promptly grant.
unless there is a significant reason not
to. 8 request by 8 nonprofit organization
under paragraph (k)[2) of the clauses
prescribed by either OMB Circular A-·
124 or OMB Bulletin 81-22 inasmuch as
35 U.S.C. 202[c)(7) has since been
amended to eliminate the limitation on
the duration of exclusive licenses.
Similarly, unless there is a significant
"l;".eI~n~ nnt to, ageDcie!:! ~h!O'~1 proT!1p'l~I'

approve an assignment by a nonprofit
organization to an organization which
has as one of its primary functions the
management of inventions when a
request for approval has been
necessitated under paragraph (kJ[1) of
the clauses prescribed by either OMB
Circular A-124 or OMB Bullelin 81-22
because the patent management
organization is engaged in or holds a
substantial interest in other
organizations engaged in the manfacture
or sale of products or the use of
processes that might utilize the
invention or be in competition with
embodiments of the invention. As
amended. 35 U.S.C. 202[c)(7) no longer
contains this limitation. The policy of
this subsection should also be followed
in connection with similar approvals
that may be required under Institutional
Patent Agreements. other patent rights
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clauses. or waivers that predate Chapter
10 of Title 35, United States Code.

(c) TIlt: President's Patent lJulicy
Memorandum of February ta. 1983.
states that agencies should protect the
confidentiality of invention disclosure.
potent applications. and utilization
reports required in performance or in
consequence of awards to the extent
permitted by 35 U.S.C. 205 or other
applicable laws. The following
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requirements should be followed for
funding agreements covered by and
predating this Pari 401.

(1) To the extent authorized by 35
U.S.C. 205, agencies shall not disclose to
third parties pursuant to requests under
the Freedom of information Act (FOlA)
any information disclosing a subject
invention for a reasonable time in order
for a petent application to be filed. With
respect to subject inventions of
contractors thai are small business firms
or nonprofit organizations, a reasonable
time shall be the time during which an
initial patent application may be filed
under paragraph (c) of the standard
clause found at § 401.14(a) or such other
clause may be used in the funding
agreement. However, an agency may
disclose such subject inventions under,
the FOIA. a t its discretion, after 8

contractor has elected not to retain title
or after the time in which the contractor
is required to make an election if the
contractor has not made an election
within that time. Similarly, an agency
may honor a FOIA request at its
discretion if it finds that the same
infonnation has previously been
published by the inventor. contractor, or
otherwise, If the agency plans to file
itself when the contractor has not
elected title, it may. of course, continue
10 avail itself of the authority of 35
U.S.C.205.

(2) In accordance with 35 U.S.C. 205,
agencies shall not disclose or release for
a period of 18 months from the filing
date of the application to third parties
pursuant to requests under the Freedom
of Information Act or otherwise copies
of any document which the agency
obtained under this clause which is part
of an application for patent with the U.S.
Pu tun t and Trademark Office or any
foreign patent office filed by the
contractor (or its assignees. licensees. or
employees) on a subject invention to
which the connector has elected to
retein title. This prohibition does not
extend to disclosure to other
government agencies or contractors of
government agencies under an
obligation 10 maintain such information
in confidence.

(3)'A number of agencies have
policies to encourage public
dissemination of the results of work
supporled by the agency through
publication in government or other
publications of technical reports of
contractors or others. In recognition of
the fact that such publication, if it
included descriptions of a subject
invention could create bars to obtaining
patent protection, it is the policy of the
executive branch that agencies will not
include in such publication programs
copies of disclosures of inventions
submitted by small business firms or
nonprofit organizations, pursuant to
paragraph (c) of the standard clause
found at § 401.14(a), excapt that under
the same circumstances under which
agencies are authorized to release such
information pursuant to FOlA requests
under paragraph (c)(l) of this section,
agencies may publish such disclosures.

(4) Nothing in this paragraph is
intended to preclude agencies from
including in the publication activities
described in the first sentence of
paragraph (c)(3), the publication of
materials describing a subject invention
to the extent such materials were
provided as part of a technical report or
other submission of the contractor
which were submitted independently of
the requirements of the patent rights
provisions of the contract. However, if 8
small business firm or nonprofit
organization notifies the agency that a
particular report or other submission
contains a disclosure of a subject
invention to which it has elected title or
may elect title, the agency shall use
reasonable efforts to restrict its
publication of the material for six
months from date of its receipt of the
report or submission or, if earlier. until
the contractor has filed an initial patent
application. Agencies, of course, retain
the discretion to delay publication for
additional periods of time,

(5) Nothing in this paragraph is
intended to limit tha authority of
agencies provided in 35 U.S.C. 205 in
circumstances not specifically described
in this paragraph.

§ 401.14 Standard patent rights eieeeee.
(a) The following is the standard

patent rights clause to be used as
specified in § 401.3(a).

Patent Rights (Small Business Firms and
Nonprofit Organizations)
(tI) Definitions

(1) "Invention" means any invention or
discovery which is or may be patentable or
otherwise prolectable under Tille 35 of the
United States Code. or any novel variety of
plant which is or may be protected under the
Plant Variety Protection Act (7 U.S.C. 2321 et
seq.).

(2) "Subject invention" means any
invention of the contractor conceived or first
actually reduced to practice in the
performance of work under this contract.
provided that in the case of a variety of plant.
the date of determination (88 defined in
section 41(d) of the Plant Variety Protection
Act. 7 U.S.C. 2401{d}} must also occur during
the period of contract performance,

(3) "Practical Application" means to
- manufacture in the case of 8 composition or

product. to practice in the case of 8 process
or method. or to operate in the case of a
machine or system; and, in each case, under
such conclilionB as to establish that the
invention is being utilized and that its
benefits are, to the extent permitted by law or
government regulations. available to the
public on reasonable terms.

(4) "Made" when used in relation to any
invention means the conception or first actual
reduction to practice of such invention.

(5) "Small Business Firm" means a small
business concern as defined at section 2 of
Pub. L. 85-536 115U.S.C. 832) and
implementing regulations of the
Administrator of the Small Business
Administration. For the purpose of this
clause, the size standards for small buelness
concerns involved in government
procurement and subcontracting at 13 CFR
121.3-8 and 13 CPR 121.3-12. respectively,
will be used.

(6) "Nonprofit Organization" means a
university or other institution of higher
education or an organization of the type
described in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (213 U.S.C. 501(c) and
exempt from taxation under section 501(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code (25 U.S.C. 501{s))
or any nonprofit scientific or educational
organization qualified under a state nonprofit
organization statute.

(b) Allocation of Principal Rights
The Contractor may retain the entire right,

title, and interest throughout the world to
each subject invention subject to the
provisions of this clause and 35 U.S.C, 203.
With respect to any subject invention in
which the Contractor retains title. the Federal
government shall have a nonexclusive,
nontransferable, irrevocable. paid-up license
to practice or have practiced for or on behalf
of the United States the subject invention
throughout the world.
(cl Invention disclosure. Election of Title and
Filing of Patent Application by Contractor.

(1) The contractor will disclose each
subject invention to the Federal Agency
within two months after the inventor
discloses it in writing to contractor personnel
responsible for patent rnaucrs. The disclosure
to the agency shull be in the form of tI written
report and shall identify the contract under
which the invention WC:lS made and the
tnventorjsj.ft shall be sufficiently complete
in technical detail to convey a clear
understundlng 10 the extent known at the
time of the disclosure. of the nature, purpose.
operation. and the physical. chemical.
biological or electrical cheracterieuca of the
invention. The disclosure aball elso identify
any publication. on sale or public use of the
invention and whether a manuscript
describing the invention has been submitted

"

-,

,
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for publication nod, if so, whether tt hea been
accepted for publteauon at the time of
diaclosure.Jn addition, after disclosure to the
osrncy. the Contractor will promptly notify
the agency of the acceptance of any
manuscript descrtblng the invention for
publication or of any on sale or public usc
planned by the contractor.

{21 The Contrnr.foFwill elect in writing
whether or not 10 retain tltlc 10 any such
invention by notifying the Federal agency
within two years of disclosure to the Federal
agency. However. in any case where

8561

publication, on sale or public use hAS
tnulated the one year statutory period
wherein valid patent protection can still be
obtained in.the United States. the period for
d' etten of title mnv be shortened bv the
nW.':JCY 10a dale ttlal is no mere than 60 days
prior to the end (If the statutory period.

(3) ThP. contraclnrwiii file tte initial patent
enplicetion on a subject Invention lo which it
ulecta to retain title within one vear after
,.lflclion of title or. if ear Her, prior to the end
"f any statutory period wherein "slid patent
prntccnon can be obtained in the United
~;trl\~~ alter e publlcatlon. on sale, or public
wee. The contractor will file patent
r.pt.Hcntions in udditiunal countries or
mternattonel patent offices within either len
roonths of the corresponding iniliaJ patent
eppllcuttou or six months from the date
pcrmisstou is granted hy the Commtsaicner of
l'atr-nts and Trademarks tome foreign patent
applications where such filing has been
n-ohibited by <J Secrecy Order.

141 Requests for extension of the lime for
disclosure. election. end filing under
subparagraphs (1). (2). and (3) may. at the
r rscrcticn of the agency. be granted.

[d] Conditions When the Government May
Obtain Tille

T:,c contractorwill convey to the Federal
(jl!('flr.y, upon written request, title '0 any
subject inventiun-c-

\111£ the conlraclorfails to dis dose or elect
lith! tn the subject invention within the times
specified in [c]. above, or elects not to retain
line: provided that the oeencv mAy only
request title within f-,() dave after learning of
the failure of the contractor to disclose or
p]r>r.l within the specified times.

(2) In those countries in which the
contractor fails 10 file patent applications
within the limes specified in (c) above:
provided. however. thai if the contractor has
filed a pnlcnl application in a country aftE':r
lhl~ timefl specifJed in (c) above, hut prior 10
it~ receipt of the wrillen request of lhe
F~d~ralO!:!cncv, the contractor-shall continue
10 rf'lain iille in that conntry.

{~J In any country in which the contractor
dl~cjde<: no\ to continu'.' the prosecution of
<lry ~pr1ic;')t:an for, !0 par the mClin\('nance
rr'f:S on. c>r dtffmd in reexamination or
opposition procp.eding on, it patent on a
::;\Ihjecl invention.

((') M:nimem Ri~ht!'lto Contractor and
r~(llf'ctinn of 111'., Conlmrtor Right 10 Fill'

{1} Thp contractor will retain a
non(')(clu~ive royally-free Jir:ense lhroul,1houl
lhe world in each subject invention to which
thr: GO'·emmt~nt obtains tille, except if the
cnn/;oclor f1-liJ~ to dillcl0ge the im'ention
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within the times specified in (c), above. The
contmctor's license extends to its domestic
aubsidinry and offiliatc~. if an)', within the
corporate structure of which the contractor is
a party and includes the right to grant
sublicenses of the SAmescope 10 the extent
the contractor was legally obligated to do 80

at the lime the contract was awarded. The
license is transferable only with the approval
of the Federal ogency except when
transferred 10 the eucessor of that party of
the oantmctor's business to which the
invention pertains.

(2) The contractor's domestic license msy
be revoked or modified by the fundin~

Federal agency 10 the extent necessary to
achieve expeditious practice! application of
the subject invention pursuant to an
application for an exclusive license submitted
in accordance with applicable provisions et
37 ernPart 404 and agency licensing
regulations (if any). This license will not be
revoked in that field ol use or the
geographical areas in which the contractor
has achieved practical application and
continues to make the benefits of the
invention reasonably accessible to the public.
The"license in any foreign country may be
revoked or modified at the discretion of the
funding Federal agency to the extent the
contractor, its licensees, or the domestic
subsidiaries or affiliates have failed to
achieve practical application in thai foreign
country.

(3) Before revocation or modification of the
ltcenae. the funding Federal agency will
furnish the contractor a written notice of its
intention to revoke or modify the license. and
the contractor will be allowed thirty days (or
such other time as may be authorized bi' the
funding Federal ogency for good cause shown
by the .contraclor) after the notice to show
cause why the license should not be revoked
or modified. The contractor has the right to
appeal. in accordance with applicable
regulations in 37 eFR Part 404 and agency
regulations (if any) concerning the licensing
of Government-owned inventions, eny
decision concerning the revocation or
modification of the license.
rn Contractor Aclion to Protect the
Government's Interest

(1) The controctoragrees to execute or to
h .....o ovpr:ule~ ~!,!,.l ~"'J!T'rfl~, MP!h'f'r In thp
Federal agency all instruments necessary to
(i) establish or confirm the rights the
Government has throughout the world in
these subject inventions to which the
contractor elects to retain title, and (H)
convey title to the Federal agency when
requested under paragraph {d) above and to
enahle the government to obtain patent
prnler:tion throughout the world in that
subject invention.'

l2) The contractor agrees to require. by
wrillen agreement. its employees, other than
clp.rir.al and nonlechnicHI empJoyep.R, 10
disclose promptly in writing to pe!"sonnel
it.lentified· as responsible for the
admini:,ltration of patent math~rs and in a
format suggested by the controclnr each
subject invenlion madr under contract in
orriN that !he controctor can comply wilh tl,e
disclosure provisions of paragraph (c), above.
and to execute all papers necessary to file
palent applications on Bubjectinventions and
to establish the government's rights in the
subject inventions. Thill disclosure format
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should require, a~ a minimum, the
information required by (c}{11. above. The
contractor shell Instruct eucb employees
through employer. agreements or other
suitable educational proqrame on the
importance of reporting inventions in
sufficient time to permit the filing of patent
appltcetiona prior to U.S. or foreign statutory
bars.

(3) The contractor will notify the Federal
ogoncy of any decisions not to continue the
prosecution of 8 patent epplicetion. pay
maintenance fees, or defend in a
rcexemlnatlnn or opposition proceeding on II

patent, in Rny country. not less than thirly
days before the expiration of the response
period required by the relevant patent office.

(4) The contractor agrees 10 include. within
the speciflnation of any United States patent
applicalions and any patent issuing thereon
covering a subject invention, the following
statement, "This invention was made with
government support under (identify the
contract] awarded by (identify the Federal
agency). The government has certain rights in
the invention."

(g) Suhcontracts

(1) The contractor will Include this clause.
suitably modified to identify the parties, in elll
subcontracts, regardless of tier. for
experimental. developmental or research
work to be perfonned by a small business
firm or domestic nonprofit organization. The
subcontractor will retain all rights provided
for the contractor in this clause, and the
contractor will not, ee part of the
consideration for awarding the subcontract.
obtain rights. in the subcontractor's subject
inventions.

(2) The contractor will include in all other
subcontracts, regardless of tier, for
experimental developmental or research
work the patent rights clause required by
(ciie section of agency implementing
regulations or FAR).

(3) In the case of subcontracts, at any tier.
when the prime award with-the Federal
agency was a contract (but not a grant or
cooperative agreement), the ogenoy;
subcontractor. and the contractor agree that
the mutual obligations of the parties created
by this clause constitute 8 contract between
thp Jlllhr-nntrAr:tnr and thp FF'nPfHl Il"pnr:v
with respect to the matters covered by tile
clause; provided, however, that nothing in
this paragraph is intended to confer any
jurisdiction under the Contract Disputes Act
in connection with proceedings under
paragraph mof this clause.

(h) Reporting on Utilization of Subject
Inventions

The Contractor agrees to submi1 on reque:lt
periodic reports no more frequently th<ln
anntially on the utilizaHon of 8 subject
invention or on efforts at oblaining such
utilization that are being mude by the
contractor or its licensees or assignet's, Suc~
reports shall inc1ude information regardillg
the !'llntus of development d3tp of first
cOlT.mCricBJ !laic or l!se. gross royalties
receivPd bv the contrar.tor, and such other
data end i~formationas the og"!ncy may
reasonably specify. The controctor also
agrees 10provide additional reports as rna)'
be requested by the ogency in connection
with any march· in proceeding undert'lkc:n by
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the J,I.'t'll('.\' in uccordunce with paragraph (j)
(If thrs clause. As required by 35 U.s.C.
202i<:)15j, the (l~l.,·"ll':;Y agrees it will not
disclose such information 10 persons outside
the government without pennisslon of the
cvsvroctor.
(il Preference for United Stetee Industry

Notwnhstuuding any other provtston of this
cluuse. the contractor agrees thut neither it
nvr any assignee will granllo any person the

~5tj2

exclusive right 10 use or sell any subject
inventions in the United States unless such
person agrees that any products embodying
the subject invention or produced through the
use of the subject invention will be
manufactured substantially in the United
Slates. However. in individual cases, the
requirement for such an agreement may be
waived by the Federalagency upon a
shewing by the contractoror its assignee that
reasonable but unsuccessful efforts have
been made 10 grantlicensee on similar terms
to potential licensees that would be likely to
manufuct.rre substantially in the United
Slates or that under the circumstances
domestic manufacture is not commerically
Ieasible.

(j) March-in Rights

The contractor agrees that with respect to
any subject invention in which it has
acquired title. the Federalagency has the
rif;hl in accordance with the procedures in 37
CFH 4U1.6 and any supplemental regulations
of the agency to require the contractor, En
assignee or exclusive licensee of a subject
invention 10 grunt a nonexclusive, partially
exclusive. or exclusive license in any field of
use to " responsible applicant or applicants,
upon terms that are reasonable under the
circumstances, and if the contractor,
assignee, or exclusive licensee refuses such a
request the Federalagency has the right to
grant such a license itself if the Federal
agency determines that:

(1) Such action is necessary because the
contractor or assignee has not taken, or is not
expected to take within a reasonable time.
efrecuve steps to achieve pracucat
application of the subject invention in such
field of use.

{2} Such action is necessary to alleviate
health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by the contractor,
assignee or their licensees:

(3) Such action is necessary to meet
requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements
are not reasonably satisfied by the
contractor, assignee or licensees; or

(4) Such action is necessary because the
ugrecrucnt req.urcd Lypuragruph {i) of this
clause }HiS not been obtulned or w ulved or
because a licensee of the exclusive right to
use or sell any subject invention in the United
Stetes is in breach of such agreement.

[k ] Special Provisions for contracts with
r..;ull~rufit organizations

If [he contractor Is a nonprofit
organization, it agrees that:

(1) Rights to a subject invention in the
United Sretea may nol be assigned without
the approval of the Federalagency, except
w here such aeeignment is made to an

organization which has 8S one of its primary
functions the management of inventions,
provided that such assignee will be subject to
the same provisions as the contractor;

(2) The contractorwill share royalties
collected on 8 subject invention with the
inventor, including Federal employee co
inventors (when the agency deems it
appropriate) when the subject invention is
assigned in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 202(e)
and 37 CFR 401.10:

(3) The balance of any royalties or income
earned by the contractor with respect to
subject inventions. after payment of expenses
(including payments to inventors) incidential
to the administration of subject inventions,
will be utilized for the support of scientific
research or education: and

(4) It will make efforts that are reasonable
under the circumstances to attract licensees
of subject invention that are small business
firms and that it will give a preference to a
small business firm when licensing 8 subject
invention if the contractor determines that
the small buetneee firm has 8 plan or
proposal for marketing the invention which. if
executed. is equally /:I.S likely to bring the
invention to practical application as any
plans or proposals from applicants thai are
not small business firms: provided, that the
contractor is also satisfied that the small
business firm has the capability and
resources to carry out its plan or proposal.
The decision whether to give a preference in
any specific case will be a t the discretion of
the contractor. However. the contractor
agrees that the Secretary may review the
contractor's licensing program and decisions
regarding small business applicants. and the
contractorwill negotiate changes to its
licensing policies. procedures, or practices
with the Secretary when the Secretary's
review discloses that the contractor could
take reasonable steps to implement more
effectively the reqirements of this paragraph
[k)(4),

(1) Communication

(Complete According to Instructions at
401,5[bll

[b) When the Department of Energy
~~::Jr:) dek;-;.i.i".clI tu U.bC: a.ltt:.I.nC1i.~itt:

provisions under § 401.3[a)(4), the
standard clause at § 401.14(a), above,
shall be used with the following
modifications unless a substitute clause
is drafted by DOE:

(1) The title of the clause shall be
changed to read as follows: Patent
Rights to Nonprofit DOE Facility
Operators

(2) Add an "(A)" after "(1)" in
paragraph (c)(l) and add subparagraphs
[BJ and (C) to paragraph (c)(l) as
fallows:

(D) If the subject invention occurred under
activities funded by the naval nuclear
propulsion or weapons reln ted programs of
DOE, then the provisions of this
aubpatagraph [c)[l)(B) will apply in lieu of
paragraphs [c)(2) and (3). in such cases the
contractor agrees to assign the government
the entire right, title, and interest thereto
throughout the world In and to the subject
invention except to the extent thai righte are
retained by the contractor through 8 greater

rigbte determination or under paragraph [e],
below. The cootractor.cr lin employee
inventor, with authorization of the contractor,
may submit a request for greater rights at the
time the Invention is disclosed or within a
reasonable time thereafter, DOE will precess
such a request in accordance with procedures
at 37 CFR 401.15, Each determination of
greater rights will be subject to paragraphs
Ihl-Ik) of this clause and such additional

-condltlons. if any, deemed to be appropriate
by the Department01Energy. .

(C) At the lime an invention is disclosed in
accordance with (C){1)[A) above. or within BO
days thereafter. the contractor will submit 1:1

written statement 8S to whether or net the
invention occurred under a naval nuclear
propulsion or weapons-related program of the
Department ofEnergj'. if this statement is net
filed within this time. subparagraph (c)(])(B)
will apply in lieu of paragraphs {c){2) and (3).
The contractor statement will be deemed
conclusive unless. within 60 days thereafter.
the Contracting Officer disagrees in writing,
in which case the determination of the
Contracting Officer will be deemed
conclusive unless the contractor files a claim
under the Contract Disputes Act within 60
days after the Contracting Officer's
determination. Pending resolution of the
matter. the invention will be subject to
subparagraph [C)[l)(B),

(3) Paragraph (k)(3) of the clause will
be modified as prescribed at § 401.5[g).

§ 401,15 Deferred determinations.

(a) This section applies to requests for
greater rights in subject inventions made
by contractors when deferred
determination provisions were included
in the funding agreement because one of
the exceptions at § 401.3(a) was applied,
except that tha Department of Energy is
authorized to process deferred

. determinations either in accordance
with its waiver regulations or this
section, A contractor requesting greater
rights should include with its request
infurmetiun Ou ittt jJlailti cmJ ~Jlit:JiiiiJfUi

to bring the invention to practical
application, Within 90 days after
receiving B request and supporting
information. or sooner if a statutory bar
to patenting is imminent. the agency
should seek to make a determination, In
any event. if a bar to patenting is
imminent, unless the agency plans to file
on its own. it shall authorize the
contractor to file a patent application
pending a determination by the agency.
Such h filing "hall normally be at tile
contractor's own risk and expense.
However. if the agency subsequently
refuses to allow the contractor to retai.n
title find elects to proceed with the
potent application under government
ownership. it shall reimburse the
contractor for the cost of preparing and
filing the patent application.

(b) If the circumstances of concerns
which originally led the agency to
invoke an exception under § 401.3(8) are

<.

<,
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not applicable to the actual subject
invention or are no longer valid because
of subsequent events. the agency should
allow the contractor to retain titJe to the
invention on the same conditions as
would have applied if the standard
clause at § 401.14(a) had been used
originally, unless it has been·licensed.

(c) If paragraph (b) Is not applicable
the agency shall make its determination

6563

based on an assessment whether its
own plans regarding the invention will
better promote the policies and
objeetives of 35 U.S.C. 200 than will
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contractor ownersb!n of the invention.
Moreover, if the agency is concerned
only about specific uses or applications
of the invention. it shall consider leaving
tille in the contractor with additional
conditions imposed upon the
contractor's use of the invention for
such applications or with expanded.
government license rights in such
applications.

[dl-A determination nollo allow the
contractor to retain title to a subject
invention or to restrict or condition its
title with conditions differing from those
in the clause at § 401.14(a). unless made
by the head of the agency. shall be

BNA's Patent, Trademark & Copyright Joumal

appealable by the contractor to an
agency official At a level above the
person who made the determination.
This appeal sball be subject to the
procedures applicable to appeals under
§ 401.11 of this part.

§ 401.16 Submissions end Inquiries.

All submissions or inquiries should be
directed 10 Federal Technology
Management Policy Division. telephone
number 202-377-0659, Room H4837. U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC 20230.·
rFR Doc, 87-5618 Filed 3-17 -t7: 8:45 em]
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